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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


The Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant {WTP) has two issues related to the design 
criteria for volcanic hazards. First, there is a gap between the current requirements and the 
current WTP design/safety basis. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of River 
Protection (ORP) and the WTP contractor, Bechtel National, Inc., (BNI) had partially addressed 
this issue via safety analysis and cost baseline changes when the second issue arose: A new 
analysis by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 1 resulted in a significant change to the volcanic 
hazard design criteria. 

The new criteria included an increase in the postulated structural load from accumulated ash, 
which is not anticipated to impact the WTP structural design beyond some reduction ofmargin 
in the Analytical Laboratory and Low-Activity Waste Facilities. However, the criteria also 
include new requirements that represent greater than an order ofmagnitude increase in the ash 
airborne concentration. This increase represents additional design challenges because of the high 
outside air demand to support equipment required for safety-related mixing ofhigh-level waste. 
In addition, the assumed duration of the suspended ash event in the new criteria changed from 
20 hours to 60 days (due to wind resuspension), bringing into question the long-term 
sustainability of the many active components supporting safety-related mixing. 

The WTP prime contractor provided an impact estimate associated with adopting the updated 
volcanic design criteria, but it was cost prohibitive for the project, and likely unsustainable for 
the required duration of an ashfall event. The WTP Federal Project Director subsequently 
directed the establishment of the Ashfall Planning Team (APT) to study the problem, identify 
viable options, and recommend a path to safe and sustainable resolution ofvolcanic ash design 
issues.2 The APT was composed ofnuclear safety experts; mechanical, electrical, and structural 
engineers; a geologist/volcanologist; operations specialists; a particulate resuspension subject 
matter expert; a contracting officer; and project risk experts. 

The team studied the problems associated with implementing the new volcanic hazard design 
criteria at WTP, including associated schedule risks. The team found that design ofnearly all 
impacted equipment is currently on hold for reasons other than volcanic hazards. 

The team recognized immediately that a multi-faceted approach provided the best solution to 
current design challenges. With that goal, the team studied 16 alternatives and provided 
recommendations related to (1) existing assumptions/methodologies supporting the volcanic 
hazard design criteria; (2) potential operational strategies to mitigate impacts from an ashfall 
event, (3) potential hazards analysis alternatives to address the current ashfall controls, 
(4) facility design solutions for dealing with impacts from excessive ash concentrations and 
event duration; and (5) advanced notifications available before a Mount St. Helens eruption. 

1 USGS, 2011, Open-File Report 2011-1064: Estimate ofTephra Accumulation Probabilities for the 
U.S. Department ofEnergy's Hanford Site, Washington, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia. 
2 14-WTP-0184, 2014, "The U.S. Department ofEnergy, Office of River Protection Waste Treatment and 
Immobilization Plant Ashfall Planning Team Charter," memorandum to W.F. Hamel from P.R. Hirschman, 
U.S. Department ofEnergy, Office of River Protection, Richland, Washington, September 22. 
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Table ES-1 summarizes the team's recommendation, which comprises a phased, comprehensive 
suite of options. The table includes associated rough order ofmagnitude cost estimates, and 
organizations assigned to lead follow-on actions. This approach has been presented to, and 
endorsed by, ORP management. 

Table ES-1. Options to Address Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant Ashfall Natural 

Phenomena Hazard. 


Top Alternatives/Actions ROM 
Responsible 

Organization Start Date 

1. Commission USGS and NOAA to revise the 
estimate of ashfall consequences for the Hanford 
Site, with peer review by NARAC. 

$200 thousand ORPWED Now 

2. Pursue waste acceptance criteria or implement 
operational controls to address high hydrogen-
generating or criticality-related feed. 

-$500 million 
(cost savings) 

ORP One System Now 

3. Conduct qualitative event tree evaluation (in 
accordance with DOE-STD-3009-94) 

-$500 million 
(cost savings) 

ORPNSD Now 

4. Perform filtration technology value engineering 
study: Grout vaults as settling chambers, sand 
filters, and other options to sustain confinement 
ventilation 

$400,000 to 
$400 million 

BNI update risk, 
MSOW, and hold 
ETG seismic 
qualification; 
ORP 
communication to 
initiate remainder 
of action 

MSOWnow; 
study after 
providing 
Action 1-3 
results 

5. Pursue 7-day warning notifications from USGS. $20 million and 
interagency 
agreement 

ORP to determine 
need 

Revisit after 
Actions 1-3 are 
complete 

6. Conduct ashfall focus group meetings every 
6 months to review status of each action. 

- - -

DOE-STD-3009-94, 2006, Preparation Guide for U.S. Department ofEnergy Nonreactor Nuclear Facility Documented 
Safety Analyses, Change Notice No. 3, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C. 

BNI Bechtel National, Inc. ORP U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River 
Protection. ETG emergency turbine generator. 

NARAC = National Atmospheric Release Advisory 
Center. 

ROM rough order ofmagnitude. 
USGS U.S. Geological Survey. 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 

WED Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant 
Engineering Division. 

NSD Nuclear Safety Division. 
MSOW management suspension of work. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Hanford Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (WTP) Project is a complex of 
radioactive waste treatment processing facilities being designed and constructed by Bechtel 
National, Inc. (BNI) for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of River Protection 
(ORP). The mission of the WTP is to process and immobilize Hanford tank farm waste into a 
stable glass form suitable for permanent disposal. Hanford tank waste comprises approximately 
56 million gallons of highly radioactive and mixed hazardous materials, containing about 
170 million curies of radioactivity, stored in 177 underground storage tanks at the Central 
Plateau of the Hanford Site. 

The WTP Project is required to be designed to withstand natural phenomena hazards (NPH) in 
accordance with DOE-STD-I 020-94, Natural Phenomena Hazards and Design Criteria.for DOE 
Facilities, and DOE 0 420.1 B, FaciU(v Safezv. The current design criteria includes volcanic ash 
impacts expected from Mount St. Helens- the nearest active volcano and the only volcano in the 
region forecasted by the U.S . Geological Survey (USGS) as likely to produce significant 
quantities of volcanic ash at the Hanford Site within the operating life of WTP. Figure I shows 
the approximate frequencies and timeframes of Cascade Mountain volcanic eruptions over the 
last 4,000 years. 

Cascade Eruptions During the Last 4000 Years 

- - -4 Mount Baker 
__L--- Glader Peak 

__.....,

Mount Rainier 
Mount St. Helens 

~_,..- Mount.Adams 
Mount Hood---r--
Mount Jefferson 

~-

--.--- Three Sisters ----1-----==---_.....Q'-=-~ 
- -t-- Newberry Volcano.__+----~------+-1 
__,....---t- Crater Lake 

a- ---+- Mount Mcloughlin 
.,__----:1___ Medicine Lake Volcano -+------::----'-!'"--~-=-"-'!!""=-----.-i 

-~-+-- Mount Sha~ta 
Lassen Peak 

4000 2000 : present 

YEARS ACO 200 

Figure I. Cascade Volcanic Eruption Frequency.3 

3 Source: http://www.geology.ewu.edu/dept/eruption. gif. 
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Volcanic ash, like the ash from the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens shown in Figure 2, is 
composed of tiny jagged particles of rock and glass, as shown in Figure 3. Even a light dusting 
of volcanic ash can pose a health hazard to people and animals and damage crops, electronics, 
and machinery. Heavy ashfall, such as that from a large caldera-forming eruption, would 
devastate the surrounding area and affected areas downwind. 

Figure 2. Volcanic Ash from Mount Saint Helens, 1980. 

Figure 3. Ash Particle Magnified about 200 Times. 

1-2 
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In the event of a large ash-producing eruption of Mount St. Helens, impacts to Hanford Site 
facilities potentially could include the following: 

• 	 Structural impacts from ash roofload 

• 	 Loss of site power due to ash-related arcing of electrical components 

• 	 Failure of air-cooled mechanical equipment or equipment that provides intake air 
(e.g., chillers, compressors, ventilation systems, generators) as a result of the airborne 
concentration of ash as it falls or from wind resuspension of ash. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The baseline BNI design strategy for mitigating ashfall impacts depended only on manual 
changeout of supply air filters serving the safety mixing, emergency power, and ventilation 
systems. In 2008, the DOE Office of Health, Safety and Security conducted an assessment of the 
WTP NPH safety strategy for volcanic ash and found this safety strategy to be unsustainable, 
given the air demand for safety mixing (HSS 2009, Independent Oversight Inspection of 
Environment, Safety, and Health Programs at the Hanford Site Waste Treatment and 
Immobilization Plant). 

In 2010 and 2011, BNI completed Integrated Safety Management meetings and drafted an 
authorization basis amendment request to address the Office of Health, Safety and Security 
finding. The concept was based on isolating chemical hazards and idling melters to begin 
burning off the cold cap in the High-Level Waste (HLW) and Low-Activity Waste (LAW) 
Facilities upon receiving notice that a significant eruption was in progress, then allowing the 
Analytical Laboratory (Lab) and LAW Facility to shut down if ashfall were to reach the plant 
and interrupt site power. The HL W and Pretreatment (PT) Facilities would not operate or 
transfer waste during the ashfall event, but would maintain active safety functions ofmixing, 
cooling, and confinement, relying on active supply filtration via bag-house filters to address the 
ash airborne concentration for systems that required outside air (24590-WTP-RPT-ENG-10-016, 
An Evaluation ofWTP Ash/all Design Requirements and Recommended Mitigation Strategy). 
This approach was included in the project baseline via baseline change proposal 24590-06
05085, "Implementation of Technical Issues Resolution, Incorporation of the Multiple 
Operational Readiness Review Strategy, and Commissioning & Training Integrated Facility 
Testing," which incorporated Trend 24590-06-04855, "Ashfall Hazards Design Evolution," 
adding $15.6 million for self-cleaning bag-house filters, cleaned via compressed air back-pulse. 

However, this strategy was not included in the WTP safety basis because of potential changes to 
the volcanic ash requirements. The volcanic ash requirements at that time (derived in WHC-SD
GN-ER-30038, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 0, and incorporated into HNF
SD-GN-ER-501, Natural Phenomena Hazards, Hanford Site, Washington, Rev. 1) were based 
on early USGS estimates, which came into question when ORP identified errors in the document. 
As a result, ORP requested that USGS update the Hanford Site estimate of ash accumulation 
using a probabilistic approach. The USGS completed the updated analysis in 2011 (USGS 2011, 
Open-File Report 20I I-1064: Estimate ofTephra Accumulation Probabilities for the U.S. 
Department ofEnergy's Hanford Site, Washington). 

After the USGS open file report was issued in April 2011, ORP contracted Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory (via Washington River Protection Solutions LLC) to complete the data set. 
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The USGS report did not include airborne ash concentration or rain-on-ash structural load. 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory used empirical methods to derive these values from the 
USGS data, and updated the Hanford Site criteria (WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, and HNF
SD-GN-ER-501, Rev. 2) in 2012. In 2012 and 2013, ORP directed BNI to quantify the impact 
of adopting the new criteria (12-WTP-0268, "Notice of Intent to Modify the Contract- U.S. 
Department of Energy [DOE] Document HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Natural Phenomena Hazards, 
Hanford Site, Washington, Revision 2;" and 13-WTP-0032, "Request for Cost Estimate for 
Impact to the Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (WTP) for the Updated HNF-SD-GN
ER-501, Natural Phenomena Hazards (NPH), Hanford Site, Washington"). Revision 2 ofHNF
SD-GN-ER-501 calculated a revised ash load that was nearly double the previous estimate. The 
report also included new criteria for tephra (ash) airborne concentration and resuspension of ash 
deposits. BNI had previously based airborne concentration on Columbia Generating Station/ 
Washington Nuclear Plant 2 (WNP-2) airborne ash criteria, while wind resuspension of ash had 
not been factored into the previous criteria. The new concentration and resuspension criteria led 
BNI to develop a basis of estimate that expanded on their previous bag-house filtration concept. 

BNI predicted impacts to structural design to be limited to rework of calculations (3 man-years), 
with Lab and LAW bounded by snow load (with potential for reduced design margin due to ash 
drifts) and HLW and PT Facilities bounded by seismic loads. This conclusion was endorsed by 
the Structural Peer Review Team (13-WTP-0252, "Transmittal of Surveillance Report S-13
WED-RPPWTP-012 - Review of the May 2013, Structural Peer Review Team [SPRT] Report"). 

However, mechanical impacts were estimated by BNI to be significant because of the large 
amount of air needed for cooling and intake air for the equipment necessary to sustain safety 
mixing (e.g., compressors, emergency turbine generators [ETG], chillers). The concept added 
six new buildings, several ofwhich were seismically rated. The overall outside air demand to 
sustain all of this equipment was 975,000 cfm (93 percent of this total was used to support 
equipment needed to produce 4,400 scfm of compressed air required for safety mixing). Power 
demand was 5.6 MW, which exceeded the capacity of the ETG (4.8 MW, but derated to 4.1 MW 
due to the 60-day duration). This added two new ETGs, and doubled the size of the ETG 
building. Parasitic load for facilities to support all the active filtration equipment, switchgear for 
added equipment, and cooling for added equipment was significant. The cost for this option was 
prohibitive, and the baseline cost to meet the current ash requirements, which had never been 
fully implemented in design, was not well understood and lacked supporting analysis. 

It quickly became apparent to DOE that the uncertainties from other technical issues, (e.g., air 
demand required to accomplish safety mixing, equipment cooling, confinement ventilation) were 
driving BNI to adopt unsustainable design solutions for the new ashfall criteria. It was also clear 
that the baseline cost to meet the requirements was not quantified or well understood. To 
address these challenges, ORP directed BNI to focus on solving the other project technical issues 
(e.g., safety mixing), and subsequently determine the cost of the baseline ash mitigation design 
(14-WTP-0026, "Request for Design and Cost Estimate for the Baseline Natural Phenomena 
Hazards of Ash Fall, Hanford Site, Washington"). 

To provide a clear project path forward on this issue, the WTP Federal Project Director directed 
the formation of the Ashfall Planning Team (APT), which was chartered to review the available 
options and recommend a path to safe and sustainable resolution of volcanic ash design issues 
that is in the best interest of the government. 

1-4 
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1.2 ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM SCOPE 


In accordance with its charter (14-WTP-0184, "The U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River 
Protection Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant Ashfall Planning Team Charter") the 
primary function and responsibility of the APT was to formally recommend to the WTP Senior 
Technical Authority and the WTP Federal Project Director a path to resolve the issues 
surrounding the new ashfall NPH criteria and the proposed safety strategy for ashfall mitigation 
at WTP. Innovative solutions were evaluated and considered relative to facility design and 
operations alternatives, keeping in mind nuclear safety requirements and the desired hierarchy of 
controls (i.e., prevention over mitigation, engineered controls over administrative). 

The APT worked within the guidance ofMGT-PM-IP-14, Waste Treatment and Immobilization 
Plant Project Risk Management Procedure. The team's goal was to recommend a path forward 
that could ultimately be integrated with the authorization-to-proceed processes for the HL W and 
PT Facilities to align with the resolution of other project technical issues and support the project 
schedule. 

1.3 TEAM COMPOSITION 

The APT had a core team with expertise in structural, electrical, and mechanical engineering, as 
well as nuclear safety. Members of the APT were selected based on technical qualifications, 
experience, familiarity with the subject matter, understanding of DOE nuclear safety 
requirements, and the individual's availability relative to the project activities they would 
support. Team members included senior and technical staff from the following organizations: 

• ORP 
• DOE Office ofNuclear Safety 
• DOE Office of Safety, Security, and Quality Programs 
• DOE Office of Tank Waste and Nuclear Material 
• Support contractors. 

1.4 TECHNICAL APPROACH 

The APT conducted an initial review ofWTP design criteria, supporting data, and the impacts of 
current design criteria. The evolution ofWTP volcanic hazards design criteria, the technical 
basis used in the derivation of airborne concentration from wind resuspension of ash, and the 
technical basis for airborne concentration of this magnitude (based on data from other volcanic 
events) were evaluated. Section 2.0 presents the results of this review. 

With a general understanding of the design criteria and associated impacts, the APT 
brainstormed a number ofpotential solutions that ranged from alternate design criteria to 
changes in design or operational strategies. The team then narrowed the solutions to a select 
number of alternatives that were investigated by APT members, either individually or in small 
groups. Section 3.0 summarizes the results of the investigations, which are documented in 
Appendices A through L. 

As alternatives investigations were completed, they were presented to the team. The team 
brainstormed criteria that would form the basis of the decision ofwhich alternatives to 
recommend, and deciding which should be considered prerequisites (i.e., mandatory 
requirements) and which should be weighted criteria. The team then used a secret ballot to 
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detennine weighting of each criterion. When all alternatives had been presented, the team used 
another secret ballot to ensure each member had an equal voice in determining the team's 
recommendation. Finally, to detem1ine the team· s recommendation, the team met after ballots 
were counted to review the results and ensure consensus. Table I shows the prerequisites and 
weighted criteria selected and weighted by the team. 

Table 1. Criteria for Selection of Ashfall Planning Team Recommendations. 
Prerequisite Justification for Requirement 

Mitigates ashfall NPH DBA Required safety function 

Prevents secondary common-cause accidents Required safety function 

Supports confinement ventilation (reduced flow) Required safety function 

Self-sustainable 
Safety function cannot rely on outside support from 
entities also impacted by ash 

Operable/rel iab le/maintainable/robust Must be able to make it work and prove it works 

Response time < I week Per USGS warning guidance 

Weighted Criteria Weight Weight 

Technically defensible/solid technical basis Very High 9 

Proven technology High 5 

Hierarchy of controls/defense in depth High 5 

Minimal design impact High 5 

Low capitol cost impact High 5 

Low life-cycle cost impact High 5 

Dual purpose (solves other tech issues) Medium 3 

Low environmental impact Medium 3 

Minimal impact to available infrastructure (power, water, roads) Medium 3 

Low WTP schedule impact/could be dovetailed with TI -T8 Medium 3 

Independence from other Hanford entities Low l 
Recoverability Low I 

Response time < 2 hours Low 1 

Benefit to other facilities (HL W, BOF, LAW) Low 1 
BOF Balance ot Fac1ht1cs. NPH natural phenomena hazard . 

DBA des ign basis accident. USGS U.S. Geological Survey. 

HLW H igh-Lcvcl Waste (Facility). WTP Waste Trcatmrnt and Immobilization 

LAW Low-Activity Waste (Facility). Plant. 
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2.0 WASTE TREATMENT AND IMMOBILIZATION PLANT 
VOLCANO DESIGN CRITERIA 

2.1 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 


The requirements in the WTP code of record for mitigating NPH in DOE facilities are defined in 
a hierarchy of directives under DOE 0 420.1 B that includes DOE G 420.1-2, Guide for the 
Mitigation ofNatural Phenomena Hazards for DOE Nuclear Facilities and Nonnuclear 
Facilities, and DOE-STD-1020-94, Natural Phenomena Hazards Design and Evaluation 
Criteria for Department ofEnergy Facilities. DOE 0 420.lB (Chapter IV) requires that the 
design and construction ofnew facilities address the "impact of all NPH events (e.g., earthquake, 
wind, flood, and lightning)." While not specified, this includes the impacts from volcanos. 

DOE-STD-1020-94 ties target performance goals to structure, system, and component 
performance categories (e.g., PC-2 is associated with a performance goal annual probability of 
5 x 104 and PC-3 is associated with 1 x 104 

) and defines the probabilistic framework for 
assessment and application ofNPH loads. As discussed in this standard, design and evaluation 
criteria aimed at target probabilistic performance goals require probabilistic NPH assessments. 
NPH loads are developed from such assessments by specifying natural phenomena hazard mean 
annual probabilities of exceedance. Performance goals may then be achieved by using the 
resulting loads combined with deterministic design and evaluation procedures that provide a 
consistent and appropriate level of conservatism. 

The probabilistic framework specified in DOE-STD-1020-94 for seismic, wind, and flood 
hazards is extended to address volcanic hazards, utilizing the performance goals identified in 
DOE-STD-1020-94, Appendix B, Table B-1 for PC-1, 2, and 3. 

2.2 	 DERIVED WASTE TREATMENT AND IMMOBILIZATION PLANT DESIGN 
CRITERIA 

The current volcanic hazards design criteria proposed for the WTP are described in WHC-SD
GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, and HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Rev. 2. Criteria applicable to facilities 
requiring PC-3 level design include a structural loading of 23.5 lb/ft:2 and a peak airborne ash 
concentration level of2,600 mg/m3 (sum of peak concentration and peak resuspension at 
12 hours following the initiation of an ashfall event). At 48 hours after the event, the total 
concentration is assumed to be reduced to approximately 980 mg/m3

, and the concentration is 
assumed to continue to diminish over roughly 60 days. 

2.3 	 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF WASTE TREATMENT AND 
IMMOBILIZATION PLANT VOLCANIC DESIGN CRITERIA 

The current WTP volcanic hazards design criteria in HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Rev. 2, represent a 
significant increase over previous WTP criteria, as shown in Table 2. For PC-3 design, structural 
loads (based on assumed compacted ash) were increased nearly twofold from 12.5 lb/ft2 to 
23.5 lb/ft2 

. Airborne concentration values were added to the most recent WTP criteria and are 
considerably higher than the volcanic design criteria imposed by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission at the nearby Energy Northwest WNP-2 reactor (see Appendix A). Concentrations 
are also high when compared to measured data from Mount St. Helens and other known volcanic 
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eruptions. A comparison ofWTP design criteria against other known data is provided in 
Table 3. Additional information is provided in Appendix B. 

Table 2. Increase in Ash Natural Phenomena Hazards Requirements. 

Year 1996 2011 2012 

Source WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 0 USGS 2011 WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2 
HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Rev. 2 

Ash structural load 12.5 lb/ft2 23 lb/ft2 23.5 lb/ft2 (including rain) 

Ash concentration 220 mg/m3 for 20-hour event not included 2,600 mg/m3 (1,500 from initial 
(based on WNP-2 criteria as event, 1,100 from wind 
described in 24590-WTP-PSAR resuspension, decaying slowly 
ESH-01-002-01) over 60 days) 

24590-WTP-PSAR-ESH-O 1-002-0 I, Preliminary Documented Safety Analysis to Support Construction Authorization, 
Rev. Sc, Bechtel National, Inc., Richland, Washington. 

HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, 1998, Natural Phenomena Hazards, Hanford Site, Washington, Rev. I, Numatec Hanford Company, 
Richland, Washington. 

HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, 2012, Natural Phenomena Hazards, Hanford Site, Washington, Rev. 2, Washington River 
Protection Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 

USGS, 2011, Open-File Report 2011-1064: Estimate ofTephra Accumulation Probabilities for the U.S. Department of 
Energy's Hanford Site, Washington, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia. 

WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 1996, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 0, Westinghouse Hanford Company, 
Richland, Washington. 

WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 2012, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 2, Washington River Protection 
Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 

Measurements of initial airborne concentrations of ash collected from worldwide eruptions 
demonstrate conservatism in the WTP airborne ash concentration design criteria of 2,600 mg/m3 

(1,500 mg/m3 initial concentration+ 1,100 mg/m3 wind resuspension during initial settling). 
The data collected from literature reflects airborne concentrations of ash that are orders of 
magnitude below that predicted in the new Hanford criteria. A measured airborne ash 
concentration value of 33.4 mg/m3 was recorded at Yakima (about 100 km from Mount 
St. Helens) on May 18, 1980 (date of eruption). The depth ofdeposited ash recorded at Yakima 
was about 1 cm. If the airborne concentration value is scaled to an ash depth of 10 cm (in the 
WTP design criteria), the scaled air concentration of 334 mg/m3 is still substantially less than 
1,500 or 2,600 mg/m3

• Concentrations of this magnitude have been found only at closer ranges 
to volcanic vents (i.e., much closer than the 200 km distance between Hanford and Mount 
St. Helens) in areas so close to the volcano that the largest particles have not settled out. 
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Table 3. Measured Values ofAirborne Concentration. 

Concentration 
(mg/m3

) Basis of Measurement Source 

33.4 Actual peak measurement from Yakima, Washington, on May 18, 1980. Bernstein et al. 
(1986) 

5.8-13 Range of24-hour average measurements collected in Yakima during the 
span of May 19-25, 1980, thus representing some degree of 
resuspension. 

Bernstein et al. 
(1986) 

5 Maximum post-Mount St. Helens value measured in the Hanford area, 
representing resuspension, on May 25, 1980. 

Sehmel ( 1982) 

10 Maximum measured value in Argentina in October 2011 during a major 
resuspension ofash first deposited in June 2011. 

Folch et al. (2014) 

0.25 Maximum measured value from an aircraft, several hundred meters 
above ground level near Yakima on May 23, 1980. 

Hobbs et al. 
(1983) 

< 10-1,000 Ground-based C-band radar measurements of volcanic clouds from 
Mt. Spurr, Alaska, less than 30 minutes after eruptions in 1992, while 
clouds still contained particles 2-20 mm diameter. 

Rose et al. (200 l) 

>2 Measurement of PM10 concentration (only particles less than 0.01 mm 
diameter) in Iceland during a June 4, 2010, resuspension of ash first 
deposited in April and May 2010. 

Leadbetter et al. 
(2012) 

<2 Measurements of PM10 concentration near Soufriere Hills Volcano, 
Montserrat, shortly after an eruption on October l 0, 1997 

Baxter et al. 
(1999) 

1.4-11.8 Range oferuption cloud total mass concentrations, collected from 
aircraft, from Mount St. Helens eruptions between March 28 and 
June 13, 1980. 

Hobbs et al. 
(1982) 

2,600 Initial plus resuspended concentration based upon Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory estimate. 

WHC-SD-GN
ER-30038, Rev. 2 

Baxter, P.J., Bonadonna, C., Dupree, R., Hards, V.L., Kohn, S.C., Murphy, M.D., Nichols, A., Nicholson, R.A., Norton, G., 
Searl, A., Sparks, R.S.J., and Vickers, B.P., 1999, "Cristobalite in Volcanic Ash of the Soufriere Hills Volcano, 
Montserrat, British West Indies," Science, v. 283, pp. 1142-1145. 

Bernstein, R.S., Baxter, P.J., Falk, H., Ing, R., Foster, L., and Frost, F., 1986, "Immediate Public Health Concerns and 
Actions in Volcanic Eruptions: Lessons from the Mount St. Helens Eruptions," May 18-0ctober 18, 1980, American 
Journal ofPublic Health, v. 76, Supplement, pp. 25-38. 

Folch, A., Mingari, L., Osores, M.S., and Collini, E., 2014, "Modeling volcanic ash resuspension - application to the 14-18 
October 2011 outbreak episode in central Patagonia, Argentina," Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, v. 14, 
pp. 119-133. 

Hobbs, P.V., Hegg, D.A., and Radke, L.F., 1983, "Resuspension of Volcanic Ash From Mount St. Helens," Journal of 
Geophysical Research, vol. 88, No. C6, pp. 3919-3921. 

Leadbetter, S.J., Hort, M.C., von Lowis, S., Weber, K., and Witham, C.S., 2012, "Modeling the resuspension of ash 
deposited during the eruption ofEyjafjallajokull in spring 2010," Journal ofGeophysical Research, v. 117, DOOU10. 

Rose, W.I., Bluth, G.J.S., Schneider, D.J., Ernst, G.G.J., Riley, C.M., Henderson, L.J., and McGimsey, R.G., 2001, 
"Observations of Volcanic Clouds in Their First Few Days of Atmospheric Residence: The 1992 Eruptions of Crater 
Peak, Mount Spurr Volcano, Alaska," Journal ofGeology, v. 109, pp. 677-694. 

Sehmel, G.A., 1982, "Ambient Airborne Solids Concentrations Including Volcanic Ash at Hanford, Washington Sampling 
Sites Subsequent to the Mount St. Helens Eruption," Journal ofGeophysical Research, v. 87, No. Cl2, pp. 11087-11094. 

WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 2012, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 2, Washington River Protection Solutions 
LLC, Richland, Washington. 
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The WTP design criterion of 1,100 mg/m3 for wind resuspension of deposited ash was derived in 
WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, based on a model developed by Maxwell and Anspaugh 
(2011). As part of the APT's efforts, Dr. Lynn Anspaugh reviewed the resuspension modeling 
and its results. His review is provided in an attachment to Appendix C. In his review, 
Dr. Anspaugh states that the initial and resuspended concentration and duration is likely greatly 
overestimated in the new criteria. He concluded that, for an ashfall thickness of 10 cm 
corresponding to the WTP criteria, "it would not be appropriate to apply the resuspension 
equation from Maxwell and Anspaugh (2011)" (p. C.1-3). 

Dr. Anspaugh explained that the resuspension equation from Maxwell and Anspaugh (2011) is 
not intended for situations analogous to a thick layer ofdeposited ash. In addition, ash 
resuspension would not encompass a continuous high concentration for a period of 
60 days. In addition, Dr. Anspaugh concluded that resuspension events would be limited to short 
durations (i.e., hours) as opposed to the current WTP criteria, which assumes a substantial 
concentration that diminishes over a longer period of time (-60 days). The more plausible 
condition would be episodic events of resuspended material caused by windstorms ofmagnitude 
greater than the friction velocity required for ash resuspension (derived by Dr. Robert Nelson as 
approximately 12 miles per hour [Appendix C]). Dr. Anspaugh's conclusions include predicted 
values similar to those measured in Table 3. 

Dr. Anspaugh concludes that resuspension via episodic dust storms will likely still occur for 
some time (1 year) following an ashfall event because of the potential for episodic strong winds 
that might occur at the site. Based on measurements at Yakima and elsewhere, Dr. Anspaugh 
concluded that a year-long average value of 1 mg/m3 would be reasonable, with peak values 
expected in the range of 20 mg/m3

• While still quite dusty (average values are about 10 times the 
normal average), these values are in the range of WTP design criteria required for dust storms 
and far below the diminishing concentrations represented in Figure 5 of 
WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, which includes concentrations still above 200 mg/m3 20 days 
after the volcanic eruption event. 

Per Dr. Anspaugh's guidance, Dr. Robert Nelson studied Hanford meteorological data from the 
past 5 years and found winds above friction velocity occur only 11. 7 percent of the time, with an 
average persistence of4.24 hours. This analysis supports the conclusion by Dr. Anspaugh that 
60 days of resuspension is implausible. 

Maxwell and Anspaugh (2011) present measurements of resuspended material following Project 
Schooner, which was the explosion of a 30-kt nuclear device buried at a depth designed to create 
a crater-probably as close as man can get to simulating a volcano. The observation was that 
resuspended air concentrations were much lower and decreased much more quickly than would 
be predicted by the equation derived from trace deposition data. Measurements at Yakima, other 
locations in Washington State, and other locations worldwide also indicate that air 
concentrations returned to much lower levels(< 1 mg/m3

) within a week following a volcanic 
eruption (Bernstein et al. 1986; Rautenstrauch 2003). 

During this study, the APT discussed the findings described above with experts at the USGS 
Cascades Volcano Observatory. One question posed was the current methodology to estimate 
airborne concentration consequences. The USGS recommends use of their Ash3d computer 
code to calculate ash deposition and airborne concentration at the Hanford Site. Ash3d is a 
three-dimensional Eulerian atmospheric model developed by the USGS and used to forecast 
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volcanic ash transport, dispersal, and deposition. The model is supported by a substantial and 
growing body ofpeer-reviewed literature and has been validated by USGS against airborne ash 
concentrations derived from satellite imagery following volcanic events. USGS believes there is 
a high probability that the Ash3d model would produce defensible ashfall projections. USGS 
also believes Ash3d results would be more consistent with actual measured data. 

The Ash3d model does not have the capability to produce a resuspension estimate. Based on a 
review of the WTP design criteria, Dr. Anspaugh was consulted regarding developing alternate 
values that would be appropriate at the Hanford Site. Dr. Anspaugh recommended examining 
Hanford meteorological data to determine the frequency and duration ofoccurrence of wind 
speeds greater than the expected friction velocity for resuspension ofvolcanic ash. These times 
would correspond to the frequency and duration of expected dust storms. Hanford 
meteorological data was reviewed from the past 5 years and initially indicated wind events with 
friction velocity> 45 cm/s typically occur 11.7 percent of the time. Data conservatively 
evaluated from 2009 Hanford Meteorological Station data resulted in an average persistence of 
4.24 hours and single episodes of24, 29, and 30 hours. Based on literature from Dr. Draxler, 
NOAA Air Resources Laboratory (Draxler et al., 2010), these are the times when resuspended 
ash could occur. Details of this analysis can be found in Appendix C. 

USGS and APT members also talked with the NOAA Air Resources Laboratory about their 
HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) model, which has the 
capability to model wind resuspension ofparticulate matter based on Hanford meteorological 
data. HYSPLIT is commonly used for dust storm simulations and NOAA concluded it would be 
appropriate and feasible to apply it to this problem. The project could use this model to refine 
the resuspension portion of the airborne ash criteria. 

The APT also talked with the National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC), a 
DOE/National Nuclear Security Administration entity specializing in atmospheric particulate 
transport models used for radioactive material dispersion calculations. Although they do not 
have the capability within their models to address a volcanic eruption, modeling experts from 
NARAC could be called on to peer review the USGS and NOAA modeling efforts. 

The matter of quality assurance of the various software tools described above is an open 
question. These models have been validated against airborne concentration measurements, and 
there is an extensive body ofpeer-reviewed literature regarding their use. A version ofNOAA's 
HYSPLIT has been used by DOE for radioactive material dispersion calculations in the recent 
past. Results for both agencies are published via fundamental science practices that are codified 
and built into peer review processes. Discussion with quality assurance personnel would be 
necessary to determine the details of accepting this data for use as quality affecting 
data. It would be advisable to involve NARAC as a peer review entity to lend additional rigor to 
the existing processes. 

Given the information gathered by the APT, there is cause to question the airborne concentration 
and resuspension data in WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, and there is new methodology for 
estimating airborne concentration of ash that could be used to develop a more accurate and 
defensible estimate. Consulting the USGS and NOAA experts on atmospheric transport models 
would be advisable. 
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3.0 EVALUATION OF VOLCANIC HAZARD CRITERIA 


The APT was charged with evaluating BNI's proposed strategy for mitigating ashfall hazards, as 
well as investigating other innovative solutions. The team considered a number of alternatives 
that can be categorized into one of five categories: 

1. 	 Advanced notifications of pending eruptions 
2. 	 Refinement ofvolcanic hazard design criteria 
3. 	 Facility design options 
4. 	 Operational strategies 
5. Other DOE-STD-3009-compliant hazards analysis methodologies. 

The ATP investigated the alternatives using the following set of assumptions: 

• 	 The revised ash structural criteria for the LAW Facility and Lab are bounded by snow 
load. The Structural Peer Review Team was consulted by BNI and DOE structural 
engineers regarding how best to model ash drifts. The proposed correlation, which 
considers ash density from USGS 2011, results in no desigri impact to LAW and Lab 
according to the preliminary analysis, though some reduction in design margin for these 
facilities is anticipated. According to the preliminary analysis, the revised ash structural 
criteria for the HLW and PT Facilities are bounded by existing structural criteria for these 
facilities. No impact is expected. Associated documentation is provided as attachments 
to Appendix F. 

• 	 The LAW and HLW Facilities isolate chemical hazards (primarily ammonia) and burn 
off cold cap4 during an assumed 2-hour warning period (i.e., time before the volcanic ash 
reaches Hanford after a volcanic event has occurred). Following these actions, the HLW 
and LAW Facilities can withstand the event without mechanical equipment associated 
with the melters and offgas systems running. 

• 	 The Lab hot cell confinement safety function is not challenged by the ashfall event. 
Therefore, the Lab can withstand the event without mechanical equipment running. 

• 	 The HLW and PT Facilities must maintain the active safety functions of safety mixing of 
high-level liquid radioactive waste, cooling of safety-related equipment, and confinement 
ventilation for the duration of the event. The major impact from airborne ash 
concentration is to the equipment that supports safety mixing, which requires 93 percent 
of the approximately 1,000,000 cfin ofoutside air necessary to sustain BNI's proposed 
approach. The impacted safety mixing equipment includes: 

TheETGs 

-	 The ETG building 

-	 The safety air compressors 

4 The "cold cap" refers to the glass formers and waste recently added to the melter that releases oxides of nitrogen 
into the offgas systems as it is heated on the surface of the melt pool. 
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- The room in PT Facility Annex designed to hold the safety air compressors (note 
there is an existing issue in that the equipment as sized for baseline operations does 
not fit in this location) 

-	 The switchgear to support the safety air compressors and chillers 

-	 The safety air-conditioning units located throughout HL W and PT Facilities 
(approximately 30 each) 


- The proposed bag-house filters that support this equipment 


- The CSV high-efficiency particulate air (HEP A) filters 


- The C3/C5 inbleed assemblies. 


• 	 For alternatives that involved an assumed ashfall event duration, a 60-day duration of 
airborne ash was conservatively assumed (based on the resuspension analysis in 
WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2). A reduction of event duration may make other 
options sustainable that previously were ruled out. 

• 	 For alternatives that involved mixing or vessel volume, the new standard high-solids 
vessel design was used to determine volume and time to lower flammability limit 
(TTLFL). 

3.1 ADVANCED NOTIFICATION OF PENDING ERUPTIONS 

The team inquired regarding the ability of the USGS Cascades Volcano Observatory to provide 
advanced warning of an eruption on the scale predicted in USGS 2011, and whether USGS could 
document its capabilities and commit to an agreement to monitor Mount St. Helens conditions 
and provide advanced notifications. Such notifications would allow sufficient time for the plant 
to transition to a safe and secure state that would require fewer air and power demands 
(e.g., returning waste to tank farms or processing forward to de-inventory vessels that require 
safety mixing). This option could lead to a much simpler and more sustainable solution that 
would not require substantial design modifications to WTP. 

The APT held meetings with the USGS, who affirmed that it was possible to detect conditions at 
least 1 week before an eruption on the scale of a Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) 6 or larger. 
The VEI was developed in 1982 to provide a relative measure of the explosiveness ofvolcanic 
eruptions (Newhall and Self 1982). The scale is open-ended with the largest volcanoes in history 
given a magnitude VEI of 8. The Mount St. Helens eruption of 1980 was rated a VEI 5 (i.e., 
greater than 1 km3 of ejected volume). 

The ability of the USGS to provide advanced notifications is based on advanced seismic 
monitoring instrumentation and methods implemented following the 1980 Mount St. Helens 
eruption. While there is confidence in the instruments and the USGS capabilities, data is only 
available from the 1991 Pinatubo eruption demonstrating the performance of new seismic 
instruments. Hence, only one confirmatory data point exists to date. 

There is also some risk to DOE related to the cost of sustaining the monitoring capability, if 
USGS is impacted by Federal budget decisions outside ofDOE's control. The USGS stated that 
the current Level 4 Mount St. Helens seismic monitoring instruments are owned and operated by 
another entity funded through the National Science Foundation, and that the program sunsets in 
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2018. After that time, some instruments may be removed from service and the monitoring 
network would degrade to Level 3. Maintaining the current Level 4 monitoring capability past 
2018 is estimated to cost $500,000/year, $20 million over the 40-year life of the plant. The 
Level 3 monitoring may still provide 24--48 hours ofwarning time, but USGS could not provide 
any assurance of this. 

The approach of ceasing or curtailing WTP operations upon USGS notification of a pending 
eruption would require protection as an important safety basis control. This brings some risk of 
operational impacts as operations would be shut down until a potential volcanic threat is 
downgraded. USGS mentioned one similar event from the last period of Mount St. Helens 
volcanic activity in 2004-2008, in which they had 8 days advance seismic warning, then a 10-day 
period in which they conducted further analysis to determine if it was leading to a major eruption 
or not (in that case, it did not). The APT's discussions with the USGS are documented in 
Appendix D. 

3.2 REFINEMENT OF VOLCANIC HAZARD DESIGN CRITERIA 

The APT investigated whether alternate design criteria to that proposed in HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, 
Rev. 2, were appropriate and defensible. As noted in Section 2, these criteria are very 
conservative compared to design criteria approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission at 
regional nuclear power plants, and are orders ofmagnitude higher than measured airborne 
concentration data from volcanic events. Dr. McDuffie, Dr. Anspaugh and Dr. Nelson, in review 
of the design criteria proposed in HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Rev. 2, found the new criteria to be 
inconsistent with literature documenting actual airborne concentration measurements associated 
with volcanic eruptions, unsupported by correlations governing wind resuspension of particulate 
matter, and infeasible when compared to Hanford meteorological data. 

Based on the APT's review of the body of evidence presented in Section 2, there is significant 
technical justification to support delaying implementation of the ashfall criteria in HNF-SD-GN
ER-501, Rev. 2, and pursuing additional efforts to refine these criteria. 

The team evaluated other methods for deriving volcanic hazard design criteria with the objective 
of selecting viable methods that produce defensible results. The APT consulted with USGS, 
NOAA, and NARAC, and discussed the potential to establish interagency agreements with these 
organizations to accomplish modeling to achieve a more accurate and defensible estimate of 
airborne concentration of ash and duration of wind resuspension. 

The rough order ofmagnitude (ROM) cost of obtaining a refined estimate from USGS and 
NOAA, including peer review by NARAC, is $200,000. Work could be completed under an 
interagency agreement, a tool that has been used in the past to fund USGS work. Preliminary 
estimates of the time required to complete these efforts indicate roughly 6-12* months 
(potentially more because the USGS output would be the NOAA input; i.e., the activities are 
sequential). 

3.3 FACILITY DESIGN OPTIONS 

The APT studied several design alternatives to address the latest ashfall criteria described in 
HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Rev. 2. When considered independently, most of the alternatives address 
only a portion of the problem (e.g., safety mixing or ventilation), and several alternatives were 
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found to be unsustainable during an ashfall event. The design alternative studies are summarized 
in the following sections. 

3.3.1 Acceptance of Bechtel National, Inc., Proposed Approach 

The APT reviewed and discussed the proposed BNI ashfall design strategy (documented in 
CCN 258256, "Responses to DOE Comments/Questions Concerning Ashfall Conceptual 
Design"). The BNI proposal includes six new buildings, all seismically rated. The compressors 
and chillers that do not fit in the current designed PT Facility Annex would be moved to a new 
facility east of the PT Facility. The additional equipment, and the parasitic load caused by 
ventilation and other services to the additional buildings/equipment, would drive up ETG load, 
requiring four total ETGs (two running with two in standby), and require a significant expansion 
of the ETG building. BNI predicted no impact to structural design of existing buildings, but did 
estimate 3 man-years of work to revise all structural calculations for Lab, LAW, HLW, and PT 
to include the new criteria. 

The baseline and new criteria demand is shown in Table 4. The site plan showing all proposed 
additional buildings and equipment is shown in Figure 4. All buildings highlighted in yellow in 
Figure 4 are new construction except the ETG building, which is much larger than the baseline. 
Figure 5 shows a drawing of the safety chiller/air compressor plant portion of the proposed 
design. The proposed new chiller building and bag-house building are three and two stories, 
respectively, with a combined floor area of at least 40,000 ft:2. Figure 6 shows a plan view of the 
baseline safety air compressor design in the PT Facility Annex, approximately 4,000 ft2

• 

Table 4. Baseline vs. Basis of Estimate for Impact ofNew Requirement-Air and Power. 

Baseline New Ash Proposal Existing Capacity 

Mixing and purging air 2,500 scfm 4,400 scfm 
(+750 scfm for backpulse 
cleaning of bag-houses) 
( + 1,150 scfm for increased 
mixing duration) 

3,600 scfm but there is 
an existing issue: 
safety air compressors 
do not fit in the safety 
air compressor room, 
nor would chillers 

Bag-house filter load: 
ETG air 
Safety chillers/ compressors 
Safety DX condensers 

Confinement ventilation 

53,000 scfm (ETG) 

200,000 scfm 
Est. 30,000 scfm 
45,000 scfm 

460,000 scfm (2 ETGs) 

440,000 scfm (safety chillers) 
Included in chillers 
75,000 scfm 

No bag-houses in 
current design, but 
cost baseline includes 
$15.6 million for some 

ETG load 3.3MW 5.6MW 4.1 MW ( derated for 
continuous operation 
for 60 days), 
4.8 MW otherwise 

ETG fuel supply Storage tank 

+ 1 diesel truck/day 
Storage tank 

+ 2 diesel trucks/day 
Difficult to guarantee 
resupply for WTP 
post-NPH events 

DX = direct expansion. NPH = natural phenomena hazard. 

ETG = emergency turbine generator. WTP = Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant. 
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Figure 4. Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant Site Plan View Showing All Bechtel National, Inc., Proposed Modifications. 
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Figure 5. Proposed Safety Chiller/Compressor Building Conceptual Design. 
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Figure 6. Pretreatment Facility Annex Plan View Showing Location of Safety Air Compressors 
and Receivers (Column Lines 3-6). 

The cost of design changes is cost prohibitive to the project and likely unsustainable in terms of 
diesel fuel demand required to support a 60-day resuspension event (i.e., two trucks per day of 
diesel fuel on days 2-60). This requires mechanical equipment to continue to run for 60 days to 
supply clean air to the safety equipment. A passive safety approach would be far simpler and 
more sustainable. 

The team also noted that there are unaddressed design evolution problems within the current 
design. Notably, the safety air compressors cannot fit within the PT Facility Annex. 
The building envelope is not designed to provide the airflow required for intake and cooling of 
this equipment. 

Details of the review of BNI' s current approach are contained in Appendix E. 
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3.3.2 Competitively Bid Bechtel National, Inc., Path Forward 

The alternative to competitively bid the proposed solution does not make it more sustainable, so 
this option was not explored in great detail. It could perhaps make the option slightly less than 
prohibitively expensive, but if the option is unsustainable, it is not worth further review. 
Depending on selected outcomes, competitively bidding these solutions may be considered. 

3.3.3 Trimmed Down Bechtel National, Inc., Approach 

This alternative examined several aspects of the BNI proposed ashfall mitigation strategy to 
determine if the approach becomes more viable when considering it in combination with 
reductions of utility loadings and other design simplifications (e.g., reusing filtered air, 
optimizing ETG performance, reducing compressed air demand, combining/simplifying external 
service buildings [compressors, switchgear, filtration, etc.]). 

The ETG output power could be increased by approximately 0.4-0.8 MW via water injection. 
This technique is used for stationary, heavy industrial gas turbines for peaking power. The 
added benefit of water injection is a significant reduction in NOx output from the turbine, which 
could be as much as 150 ppm (where 20 is immediately dangerous to life and health). However, 
a water source of 450 gal/hr would be needed. This correlates to 650,000 gallons over the 60
day event. This alternative could be studied further if a source of safety water is established (see 
water cooling options in Section 3.3.6) and/or if the duration of the event is reduced via review 
of resuspension estimate. 

An additional opportunity for improvement that came from the ETG analysis was conversion of 
ETG fuel source to natural gas. The minimum life-cycle cost savings of switching from diesel 
fuel to natural gas is estimated to be about $933 million, assuming an initial 6-year low-activity 
waste treatment operation followed by a 25-year operation for treating both high-level and low
activity waste in the WTP. Natural gas also solves a challenging diesel supply issue regarding 
trucking diesel to WTP to supply the steam plant, but may create a new design basis accident 
related to natural gas explosion and damage to associated safety-related equipment. Assuming a 
consumption rate of 7 gpm of ETG operation, more than a tanker truckload of diesel fuel per day 
would be required for the duration of the ashfall event of 60 days. This presents an 
insurmountable transportation obstacle to overcome. 

Alternatives for reuse of air to minimize filtration load for outside air are examined further in the 
sand filter alternatives section, Section 3.3.7. 

The team also examined an option suggested by the Structural Peer Review Team to modify 
structural load combinations for the event in order to preserve margin for LAW and Lab 
associated with incorporating the new requirements. This option was ruled out because it had no 
basis in code and there was essentially no benefit. 

Details of trimming BNI's current approach are found in Appendices F and G. 

3.3.4 Liquid Nitrogen Cryogenic Plant or Pre-Supply to Sustain Safety Mixing 

This alternative involves the addition of a new cryogenic plant and storage tank to make liquid 
nitrogen when warned of an imminent volcanic event, or simply pre-supplying liquid nitrogen in 
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trucks during a warning period. An evaporator would consume diesel or natural gas to slowly 
evaporate pressurized nitrogen to be used in lieu of compressed air for supply air mixing. 

Advantages of this approach include sustaining safety mixing without any dependence on outside 
air, assuming 60-day liquid nitrogen storage capacity, and significant warning time to create a 
supply of liquid nitrogen. This reduces the overall quantity of filtered supply air that must be 
provided to meet the plant's operational and safety needs. 

Disadvantages are a significant spike in power consumption while the cryogenic plant is making 
liquid nitrogen. Additional plant equipment and redesign of tie-ins with supply air would also be 
required. Optional nitrogen supply via tankers staged onsite during the week warning period 
may be unsustainable (nominally 1-3 trucks per day). 

An opportunity for improvement noted during this investigation is that having the option to 
supply mixing air with liquid nitrogen trucks may provide operational flexibility for outages. 

The ROM estimate for this approach is $80 million, and the time to implement this approach is 
3 years. Details of this alternative are found in Appendix H. 

3.3.5 Repurpose Unused Grout Vaults as Settling Chambers for Ash Filtration 

To the west of the HLW and PT Facilities are four abandoned grout vaults-large empty 
concrete underground rooms 50 ft wide, 34 ft deep, and 125 ft long. This alternative involves 
installing ductwork and fans to pull air slowly through these grout vaults, end to end, as it is 
drawn into the facilities. Depending on the airflow rate through the vaults, a large amount of the 
ash would settle out in the grout vaults. The settling rate (efficiency) could be improved with 
water spray. 

This approach offers several advantages. It is simplistic and uses existing facilities. It requires 
very little power (i.e., fans). Depending on operational flow, the process is very efficient 
(96-98-percent efficient for the expected particle size distribution of ash). 

The disadvantage is that it is not a full solution to meeting air supply demands. The filtration 
approach can supply HL W and PT Facility C5V ventilation alone for 2 days at the current peak 
ash concentrations (likely longer because concentration drops after 12 hours) or 27 days at lower 
concentrations, with no additional filtration, before plugging downstream C5V HEP A filters. 
At higher flows, this approach becomes less efficient, with a maximum capacity of 
approximately 400,000 cfm. Table 5 shows flows, efficiencies, and time to plug C5V with this 
approach. 

The ROM estimate for this approach is $400,000, with an estimated time to implement design of 
3 years. 

Details of this alternative are found in Appendix I. 
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Table 5. Filtration Efficiency of Grout Vault Settling Chamber and Time to Plug Filters. 

Airflow per Vault 
and Total Capacity 

(scfm) 
Particles Removed 

(microns) 
Percent by Mass 

Removed 
Time to Plug C5V 
Filters at 2.7 g/m3 

Time to Plug C5V 
Filters at 

0.22 mg/m3 

100,000 per vault 
400,000 total 

2: 45 75 8.6 hours 4 days a 

40,000 per vault 
160,000 total 

2: 20 96 212 days a 27 days a 

10,000 per vault 
40,000 total 

2: 3.5 98 4.5 days a 55 days a 

• Ttme to plug ts overconservattve because the calculatton assumes a constant airborne concentration equal to the peak 

concentration during the initial settling of ash. In the new criteria, concentration decreases after 12 hours. 


3.3.6 Cooling of Plant Equipment Using Site Water Sources 

Roughly 75 percent of the outside air demand is used for cooling ofmechanical equipment, 
amounting to a 950 refrigeration ton demand. This cooling requirement could be met with water 
at an estimated rate of2,200 gpm. 

Options for water cooling include pumping groundwater or storing water in a large underground 
tank or cooling pond. The tank option may be preferable because the groundwater would require 
a reservoir or holding pond before release back to ground, and the pond would also be 
susceptible to ash causing filter plugging. The underground tank option provides some cooling 
of the returned water due to contact with the ground. Assuming a 1 million-gallon underground 
tank, the tank would start heating up within 7-14 hours, causing heat transfer to be less efficient. 
This is likely not a 60-day solution, but it could provide sufficient cooling capacity for periods 
less than a day ( ~14 hours). Ifair demand is reduced, cooling load will likewise be reduced. 

Meeting this cooling load with water would reduce outside air demand to 246,000 cfin: 75,000 
for C5V confinement ventilation in HLW and PT Facilities; 91,000 cfin for ETG combustion, 
enclosure, and ventilation; 38,000 cfin for control room cooling; and 42,000 cfin for compressor 
ventilation and electrical. There is the potential to reuse air once cleaned of ash to meet all of 
these purposes, but ETG NOx output may prevent significant reuse. 

The ROM cost estimate for installation of a 1 million-gallon water tank and water cooling 
system to support mixing equipment is $40 million. Time to implement this approach would be 
roughly 3 years. 

Details of this alternative are found in Appendix J. 

3.3.7 Install a Sand Filter 

Sand filters are robust filtration devices, and the up-flow configuration allows large amounts of 
dust loading to settle on the floor of the upstream plenum without clogging the media. A sand 
filter could be installed in WTP, and valved in such a way that it could function as a supply filter 
during ashfall, and an exhaust filter in emergencies when HEP A filters are plugged. This would 
simultaneously address several other technical issues. 
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The disadvantage of sand filters is their size. A sand filter could not practically be sized to 
supply the entire 1,000,000 cfm needed to sustain the current approach. However, ifwater 
cooling was used to reduce the outside air needs, the sand filter size would be 50,000 ft2

• If flow 
could be further reduced by reusing some air as described in Section 3.3.6, the sand filter sizing 
could be further reduced to 18,000 ft2

• 

Another challenge with sand filters is permitability. Sand filters are typically abandoned in place 
and cannot be effectively remediated. Because of this it is recommended that the sand filter 
would not be used for normal operations to reduce the amount of radionuclides accumulated 
during the WTP mission duration. 

Because this option would have to be combined with water cooling to be practically applied, the 
ROM cost includes the cost for water cooling. A ROM cost of $400 million, with a duration to 
implement of 3-4 years, is anticipated. 

Details of the sand filter and water cooling options are found in Appendix J. 

3.3.8 Bag-Houses or Other Filtration Technologies for a Portion of the Air Needs 

Additional filtration options could be considered, from multiple banks of manually changed 
filters, to mechanical filters (e.g., cyclone separators), to other types ofbag-house filters 
(e.g., shaker bag-houses). In light of potential reductions in airborne concentration requirements 
and duration of resuspension, as well as air demand for mixing, it is recommended that once 
these requirements are established, several options be considered for filtration of remaining air 
demand, in a cost/benefit analysis (value engineering study) format. 

3.4 OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES 

The APT reviewed several options that BNI had previously explored, as well as some new 
alternatives. Several of the alternatives addressed by the team involved operational strategies in 
combination with engineered controls. The following sections briefly describe each explored 
operational strategy. 

3.4.1 Pump Back to Tank Farms or a Reserve Tank 

Assuming DOE received a I-week warning from USGS for an eruption as described in 
Section 3.1, there may be an option to de-inventory the HLW and PT Facilities to ensure the 
TTLFL was greater than 60 days, therefore eliminating the need for safety mixing. 

Upon calculating headspace per vessel needed to achieve TTLFL > 60 days, it became 
immediately apparent that certain batches were driving the demand for safety mixing. Of the 
518 PT Facility feed batches, only 5 percent (28 batches, numbers 2, 5, 8-19, 103-114, 365, 376) 
present high hydrogen generation rates. These 28 batches represent the worst waste in terms of 
cesium, strontium, and organics content-the three key drivers ofhigher hydrogen generation 
rates. Figure 7 illustrates the difference in cesium content between batches. For the remaining 
490 batches, the TTLFL is an order of magnitude or more higher, and to achieve TTLFL > 60 
days throughout PT Facility, only 50,000 gallons must be transferred or balanced between tanks. 
To achieve TTLFL > 60 with the bounding waste for hydrogen generation, upon which the safety 
mixing design is currently based, 540,000 gallons ofwaste would need to be transferred. 
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The capacity of PT Facility to pump waste (i.e., transfer) out is nominally 450,000
700,000 gal/week, assuming current transfer rates and a safety factor of2 for jumper alignment. 

Table 6 compares pump-back capacity to volume to be transferred by waste category. 


One issue with the pump-back option is that the tank farms may be ill-equipped to receive the 

waste. It is estimated that the tank farms would need several weeks to configure valves to 

receive waste. 


Therefore, to transfer waste, a dedicated tank may have to be reserved to receive waste. 

This could be accomplished by installing a new emergency storage tank. It would be advisable 

to size the pump-back vessel(s) such that headspace was large enough to achieve 

TTLFL > 60 days without mixing. 


Table 6. Pump-Back Capacity vs. Volume to be Transferred to Achieve Time to Lower 

Flammability Limit > 60 Days. 


Pump-Back Capacity of PT Facility 

90-140 gpm 

450,000-700,000 gal/week 

Volume to be Transferred to Achieve TTLFL > 60 days 

5 percent of waste batches 

540,000 gal 

90 percent of waste batches 

50,000 gal 
PT Pretreatment (Facility). 

TTLFL time to lower flammability limit. 


The ROM cost estimate for the dedicated tank pump-back option was not fully developed. 
Based upon experience from similar changes, one could assume perhaps $100 million for a new 
dedicated tank and supporting piping and changes to WTP, much less to reconfigure piping to 
use Waste Feed Receipt Process System vessels. ROM time to implement is 3 years for 
permitting, contracting, engineering, procurement, and construction. 

Details of the pump-back option are found in Appendix K. 

3.4.2 Operating Controls on Waste Feed 

Considering there are only 28 batches driving the large demand for pump back, there is a 
separate option to use tank farm sampling results or blending in the Tank Waste Characterization 
and Staging Facility to tailor operations to limit the waste being processed. This option would 
entail processing low-hydrogen-generating waste normally, and then either processing the high
hydrogen-generating waste in small batches to increase vessel head space and TTLFL, blending 
in the Tank Waste Characterization and Staging Facility, or directly feeding the worst of the 
28 batches to the HLW Facility. Fourteen of the 28 batches are planned to be included in the 
first 20 batches processed through WTP. This is part of the strategy to reduce the amount of tank 
waste curies early in the mission. During the initial radioactive operations ofWTP, it may not be 
advisable to process the most challenging waste. 
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Figure 7. Hydrogen Generation Potential of Feed Batches due to Cesium-137.5 

The advantages of this unique solution include that it requires no design changes at WTP. 
In fact, it could eliminate or simplify expensive and complex safety mixing equipment, it does 
not require significant advanced warning, and it does not require extensive transferring ofwaste 
during a week when a large NPH event is imminent, or in other ways provide any motive force 
that could lead to a release. It also has the potential to provide a safety mixing solution for the 
seismic event to significantly simplify normal mixing and to solve aerosol issues associated with 
safety sparging and overblow. 

There could be tank farm infrastructure modifications required to deliver waste from multiple 
double-shell tanks for blending ofbatches to meet more restrictive waste acceptance criteria, but 
likely these capabilities will be provided by the Tank Waste Characterization and Staging 
Facility. 

This operational control could result in a project cost savings/avoidance of greater than 
$0.5 billion as a result of resolved technical issues and elimination of safety mixing equipment. 
The ROM time to implement is likely 2 years to provide new contract direction, prove the 
concept with flowsheet models, and implement into the safety basis and design. 

5. BNI Calculation 24590-HLW-M4C-Vl 1 T-00002, Sheet no. 89, Sheet rev A, Fig 7-10. 
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The ROM impact to extending WTP mission duration from adopting operational controls is 
anywhere from 3 months to 2 years. This estimate is based on running halfbatches for 5 percent 
of the processing time. 

Details of the operating controls option are found in Appendix K. 

3.4.3 Process Waste Forward 

The de-inventory options for HL W include processing waste forward, or pumping back to a new 
emergency storage vessel. With extreme worst-case hydrogen generation rate waste, and 7 days 
of warning, a total of approximately 20,000 gallons would need to be removed from vessels 
HFP-VSL-00001, -00002, -00005, and -00006 to achieve TTLFL > 60 days. The nominal feed
forward capacity ofHLW is 20,000 gal/week minimum, and 40,000 gal/week maximum (one 
versus two melters). By establishing controls to limit the vessel level in the feed vessels serving 
a melter before taking it out of service (e.g., melter replacement, major offgas system component 
replacement), the volume required to feed forward is reduced to 10,000 gallons-well within the 
one-melter capacity ofHLW. However, these numbers reflect the worst 5 percent ofwaste. 
Limits upstream or vessel level limits could also be imposed to avoid any need to process waste. 

Appendix K includes the details of the process-forward option. It should also be noted that 
reduction in resuspension duration supported by Dr. Anspaugh would increase feasibility of the 
pump-back, process-forward, and operating controls options. All were evaluated assuming 
worst-case, 60-day event duration. 

3.4.4 Qualitative Event Tree Evaluation 

The qualitative event tree is a qualitative evaluation of aggregate risk: The risk ofhydrogen 
explosions in vessels, combined with the likelihood ofbounding hydrogen-generating waste in 
the vessel, high vessel level, high vessel temperature, the likelihood of a NPH-level volcanic 
eruption, and other event probabilities. The combined likelihood of this event is evaluated as 
part of the hazards analysis. 

The next step is a very detailed unmitigated and mitigated dose consequence analysis of the 
postulated event, followed by controls selection. 

ROM estimate for this alternative is zero because hazards analysis is already baseline work; 
however, the process ofjustifying this approach technically to stakeholders would likely require 
significant time and resources (ROM 2 years). 

Appendix L includes the details of this approach. 

3.4.5 Drain Pretreatment Facility Waste to the Hot Cell Floor and Sump 

This alternative looked at the option, which exists in the current design, to drain the hot cell 
waste to the floor of the hot cell. By doing so, the headspace becomes nearly the entire hot cell 
volume, such that safety mixing is not required. 

ROM estimate for this alternative is zero; however, the process ofjustifying this approach 
technically to stakeholders would likely require significant time and resources (ROM 5 years). 
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Note: This option was briefly reviewed, but not considered further because it was deemed to be 
unrecoverable and technically indefensible. 

3.4.6 DOE 0 420.lB Exemption 

This alternative involves writing a letter to DOE Headquarters to request exemption from the 
10-year update requirement in DOE 0 420.lB. The team agreed the likelihood of success of this 
option was very small, and there is no technical justification to support pursuing this approach 
further. 

ROM estimate for this alternative is zero; however, the process ofjustifying this approach 
technically to stakeholders would likely require significant time and resources (ROM 5 years). 

3.4.7 Manually Change Filters 

This alternative studied filter capacity and calculated the maximum airflow that could be 
sustained by a single team of operators working constantly to change intake filters in the hours 
following an ashfall event. 

The ROM estimate for this alternative is limited to the cost to store and procure a 60-day supply 
of filters, perhaps $50,000. However, the analysis showed this alternative is not sustainable at 
the current or new proposed airborne concentration value. This alternative could be revisited if 
significantly lower airborne ash concentration is predicted, if significantly less outside air 
demand is needed, or both. 

Appendix E includes the details of the manual filter change alternative. 
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4.0 ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT RISK IN TERMS OF CONTINUED 

ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT, AND CONSTRUCTION AHEAD OF 


ASHFALL DECISION 


The APT investigated the schedule need associated with implementation of the revised ashfall 
NPH criteria, and made the following determinations. 

4.1 STRUCTURAL IMPACT 

• 	 The revised ash structural criteria, for LAW and Lab, are bounded by snow load. 
However, drifts of ash could build up, creating regions where ash load is higher than 
snow load. The Structural Peer Review Team was consulted by BNI and DOE structural 
engineers regarding how best to model ash drifts. The proposed correlation, which 
considers ash density from USGS 2011, results in no design impact to LAW and Lab 
(according to preliminary analysis). There may be some reduction in design margin for 
these facilities. 

• 	 According to preliminary analyses, the revised ash structural criteria for HL Wand 
PT Facilities are bounded by existing seismic structural criteria for these facilities. 
No impact is expected. 

• 	 Although no design impact is expected, approximately 6,000 hours are required to revise 
structural calculations to incorporate the new criteria. 

• 	 Based on the above, there is low risk to continuing structural buildout on all four main 
facilities. 

Attachments to Appendix F document this analysis. 

4.2 MECHANICAL IMPACT 

• 	 The LAW and HLW Facilities isolate chemical hazards (primarily ammonia) and idle 
melters to bum off cold cap during the 2-hour warning period before volcanic ash reaches 
Hanford after a volcanic event has occurred. From this point forward, the LAW and 
HLW Facilities can withstand the event without mechanical equipment associated with 
the melters and offgas systems running. The ability to isolate ammonia and idle melters 
is already included in the design. No impact is expected for these functions. 

• 	 The Lab hot cell confinement safety function is not challenged by the ashfall event. 
Therefore, the Lab can withstand the event without mechanical equipment running. 

• 	 The HLW and PT Facilities must maintain the active safety functions of safety mixing, 
cooling, and confinement for the duration of the event. 

• 	 The major impact from airborne ash concentration is to the equipment that supports 
safety mixing, which requires 93 percent of the approximately 1,000,000 cfm ofoutside 
air necessary to sustain BNI's proposed approach. 

• 	 The impacted safety mixing equipment includes the ETGs, the ETG building, the safety 
air compressors, the space in the PT Facility Annex designed to hold the safety air 
compressors, the switchgear to support the safety air compressors and chillers, the safety 
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air-conditioning units located throughout HLW and PT Facilities (approximately 
30 each), and the proposed bag-house filters that support this equipment. Of the listed 
equipment, only the ETGs are not currently on hold. 

• 	 The remainder of the air (7 percent) supports confinement ventilation and PT Facility 
control room ventilation. The PT Facility control room air-handling units, filters, and 
fans; the HL W and PT Facility C3/C5 inbleed assemblies; C5V HEPA filters and fans; 
and the proposed bag-house supply filters for these systems are impacted by the ashfall 
issue. All of the ventilation equipment is currently on hold. 

• 	 With the exception of the ETGs, all of the equipment described above is currently on 
hold in accordance with management suspensions of work (MSOW) 24590-WTP
MSOW-ENG-13-0006, 24590-WTP-MSOW-ENG-13-0007, 24590-WTP-MSOW-ENG
13-0010, 2013, 24590-WTP-MSOW-MGT-11-0009, 24590-WTP-MSOW-MGT-11
0010, and 24590-WTP-MSOW-MGT-11-0012. However, these MSOWs were based on 
multiple technical issues over several years. As a minimum, the ashfall MSOW (24590
WTP-MSOW-ENG-13-0006) should be updated to address the current situation and all 
of the equipment listed above should be included. 

• 	 The ETG building design has been rescheduled to parallel HL W and PT Facility 
continued design, in recognition of the fact that it supports the HLW and PT Facilities 
only. 

• 	 The ETGs have been procured and are in the process of being commercially dedicated. 
The remaining scope includes seismic and environmental qualification, which is 
scheduled as a separate subcontract to be issued soon. 

• 	 IfWTP Project management opts to pursue alternatives that eliminate the need for safety 
mixing, the emergency power needs will drop significantly (from 5.6 MW to something 
approaching 50 kW due to the reduced flow of the C5V fans [half flow= Vs power]). 
Confinement ventilation, control room, and some limited control system function would 
be the only remaining power needs. A small portable diesel generator inside each facility 
would be more appropriate for this power demand than attempting to run a large turbine 
requiring 230,000 cfm outside air each. 

• 	 Given that three of the most compelling alternatives eliminate safety mixing, it would be 
prudent to place a hold on the issuance of the qualification subcontract for the ETGs. 
The ETG commercial grade dedication effort should continue, because it would be 
difficult to regenerate after the procurement has closed. However, further work that is 
separate in scope on this equipment (e.g., qualification subcontracts and design of the 
building and ancillary equipment) should be held until the future of safety mixing is 
clear. 

• 	 Because the HLW and PT Facility startup schedules are likely several years out, and 
because the current design approach is to filter intake air with equipment placed external 
to the existing building footprints, the solution does not impact other equipment within 
the facilities. The ETG facility would grow, and the safety air compressors could be 
relocated, resized, and equipped with safety chillers. However, (with the exception of the 
ETGs discussed above), all of this equipment and these facilities are currently on hold. 
Nominally, a minimum of 3 years would be needed to design, procure, and construct 
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these facilities. The schedule baseline for the HL W and PT Facilities is in need of 
review, and the startup date for these facilities is not currently clear. Assuming the 
implementation of the ashfall solution into the design and safety basis is 4 years, there is 
likely adequate time to determine a path forward and implement a definitive ashfall 
safety strategy for WTP. Therefore, there is low risk of continuing design development 
on other equipment (not mentioned above) in the HLW and PT Facilities. 

• 	 Because safety mixing is 93 percent of the air demand, the safety-mixing-related 
technical issue resolution processes (Tl, T4, T6) are key to reducing the impact of this 
major change in criteria. These efforts should continue on schedule, but with added 
emphasis on reduction of safety mixing air needs, which reduces the overall impact of 
any change in ash airborne concentration, and has significant benefit to other NPH events 
as well. 

• 	 As key decisions are made regarding technical issue resolution for HL W and PT Facility, 
the ashfall issue should be considered in key decisions for potential benefit by adding 
flexibility to key decisions for risk reduction. For instance, there may be opportunity to 
include flexibility to add small safety compressors, generators, or filters within the 
proposed HL W melter airlock, to give HL W the ability to be self-sustaining during an 
ashfall event. 

4.3 OTHER ONGOING WORK 

• 	 Technical teams are working now to resolve many of the issues plaguing the HLW and 
PT Facilities. Many of the alternatives considered would be most effectively addressed 
as a combined effort with these activities. 

The APT recommends the following updates to the project risk register on ashfall to 
reflect the information gathered during the APT's studies: 

a. 	 A new BNI risk to capture the gap between the current criteria and the current design 
and safety basis. 

Bounding cost half of $715 million, less $65 million for item b = $292 million. 

Mitigated cost zero to $35 million, best to worst, based on BNI estimate details. 

Mitigating actions are the actions recommended in this report. 

b. 	 A new BNI risk to capture the safety air compressors sizing issue regarding 
placement in the PT Facility Annex. 

Bounding cost $65 million per BNI estimate for the safety chiller-compressor 
building. 

Mitigated cost $500,000-$20 million, best to worst, depending on level of 
modification to the existing building. 

Mitigating actions are Tl, T2, T4 technical issues teams (hydrogen gas release from 
vessel solids, potential criticality in WTP vessels, and pulse-jet mixing vessel 
performance). 
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c. 	 Update the DOE risk to capture the fact that the new criteria are not implemented. 

Bounding cost $357 million, the balance of the $715 million. 

Mitigated cost $900,000 best (options 1 and 4), $100 million worst (USGS warning 
plus a reserved tank to pump back). 


Mitigating actions are the actions recommended in this report. 
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 


The team recommends a phased, comprehensive approach that includes the following actions: 

1. 	 Commission USGS and NOAA to revise the estimate of ashfall consequences' for the 
Hanford Site, with peer review by NARAC. 

Literature reviewed by the team and peer reviews ofmethodology used to derive the 
current ashfall criteria developed for the Hanford Site indicate that the airborne 
concentration values are unusually high and the severity and duration of the resuspension 
event is exceedingly conservative. 

The USGS Ash3d model can predict ash airborne concentration and deposition using 
inputs based on empirical data from past eruptions. The NOAA Air Resources 
Laboratory HYSPLIT model could be utilized to derive ash concentration estimates due 
to wind resuspension of particulate matter based on Hanford meteorological data. 

These models have been validated against airborne concentration data, and there is an 
extensive body ofpeer-reviewed literature regarding their use. NARAC, a DOE agency 
also studying atmospheric transport of particles, could be called upon to peer review both 
efforts. 

Because the new criteria have been called into question, the APT recommends 
immediately commissioning USGS, NOAA, and NARAC to assist with developing a 
new estimate of airborne ash concentration consequences at Hanford during and 
following an NPH volcanic event. ORP would function as the responsible organization 
to perform technical oversight and interface for this work. 

2. 	 Pursue waste acceptance criteria or implement operational controls to address high 
hydrogen-generating or criticality-related feed. 

Twenty-eight ofWTP's 518 batches ofwaste feed have at least an order ofmagnitude 
higher hydrogen generation than 90 percent ofWTP's waste. This results in safety 
mixing design requirements (i.e., agitation ofwastes to preclude buildup of hydrogen gas 
bubbles) for vessels with very low TTLFL. Ifhigh-hydrogen-generating waste can be 
controlled such that actual TTLFL is significantly longer, more time is permitted to 
respond to the effects of an ashfall event. It is likely that waste feed controls could be 
established to ensure TTLFL was beyond the duration of the ashfall event, eliminating or 
significantly reducing the need for safety mixing. 

The APT recommends that ORP refine requirements for safety mixing and determine 
associated impacts on throughput by blending, processing in small batches, or direct 
feeding to HLW the 28 problem batches for hydrogen, in order to achieve TTLFL beyond 
the duration of the ashfall event at all times. If this can be achieved, safety mixing may 
not be required as an ashfall control, and the ashfall mitigation strategy is greatly 
simplified. 

The One System team, ORP, and the Tl technical issue team are already investigating 
similar alternatives and would pursue this recommendation in parallel with ongoing 
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technical issue resolution for HL W and PT Facilities, and safety design strategy 

development, with One System as the responsible organization. 


3. 	 Conduct qualitative event tree evaluation (in accordance with DOE-STD-3009). 

During the hazards analysis process for the HL W and PT Facilities, the probabilities of 
an NPH volcanic event will be evaluated and the mitigated risk will be weighed to 
determine if safety mixing is required. This effort would be included in the safety design 
strategy development for PT Facility and the hazards analysis process for the 
HLW Facility. 

The APT recommends qualitative event tree evaluation to address the safety mixing 
challenge on the WTP, which is driving numerous other technical issues, including 
ashfall. ORP would be the responsible organization to coordinate and provide oversight 
of this work. 

4. 	 Perform tlltration technology value engineering study: Grout vaults as settling 
chambers, sand tllters, and other options to sustain confinement ventilation. 

Assuming Actions 1, 2, or 3 successfully eliminate safety mixing, there are still safety 
functions that require support, such as confinement ventilation. There will still be 
emergency power needs associated with this equipment. 

After the outcome of Actions 1, 2, and 3 are known and shared with the contractor, the 
merits of several of the alternatives studied by the team to address confinement 
ventilation and emergency power should be reviewed in a value engineering study, in 
order to choose the best approach to meeting these requirements. 

The study should take into account actual power usage of the CSV fans at minimum flow 
(approximately Ys of the power usage currently estimated for this equipment in the BNI 
basis of estimate), as well as other remaining power needs after Actions 1, 2, and 3 have 
been evaluated. Determine ifdifferent emergency power alternatives that are more 
sustainable during the event would be more appropriate to supply the remaining power 
needs for the ashfall NPH. The study should examine options for natural gas supply 
piping to WTP instead ofdiesel fuel supply via truck. The study also should examine the 
opportunity for air reuse/recirculation, and the opportunity to use filtration alternatives 
such as grout vaults as settling chambers or sand filters. 

The APT recommends a value engineering study, as described above, after the outcome 
of Actions l, 2, and 3 are known and shared with the contractor to determine the most 
effective means ofmeeting the remaining power and air needs. 

In the meantime, the holds on engineering, procurement, and construction are in place, 
but should be clarified. The APT recommends BNI immediately update their ashfall 
MSOW to ensure all impacted equipment remains on hold. This includes placing a hold 
on the seismic qualification portion of the ETG procurement, although the commercial 
grade dedication should continue to completion. The APT further recommends updating 
project risks as described herein to accurately capture potential project cost increases. 

ORP would notify BNI when Action 1 is complete, and Actions 2 and 3 would be 
conducted in collaboration with BNI. At that point, this value engineering study could be 
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included with technical issue T8, with ORP as the responsible organization to initiate 
action. 

5. Pursue 7-day warning from USGS. 

USGS affirmed that it is possible to detect conditions at least 1 week before an eruption 
of the scale that would lead to NPH ash quantities at the Hanford Site. The ability of the 
USGS to provide advanced notifications is based on advanced seismic monitoring 
instrumentation and methods implemented following the 1980 Mount St. Helens 
eruption. 

Via an interagency agreement, the USGS could provide DOE with at least a 7-day 
warning of an event of this magnitude. However, funding would be required to maintain 
the current network of seismic instruments, scientists, etc. 

If the results ofActions 1, 2, and 3 do not eliminate the need for safety mixing or 
significantly reduce the ash burden, funding this effort could provide warning time 
needed to de-inventory the HLW and PT Facility tanks (via balancing tanks, pumping to 
a reserved tank, and/or processing forward) sufficiently to achieve TTLFL beyond the 
duration of the ash event. 

This effort would not need to be pursued immediately, but ORP should revisit this option 
after the results ofActions 1, 2, and 3 are clear, and could elect to pursue this alternative 
at any time if the other options failed to provide a comprehensive safety strategy. 

6. Other recommendations: 

Due to the number and complexity of the actions being undertaken, and the myriad of 
different groups who will be responsible for the work, the APT recommends ORP 
management conduct ashfall focus group meetings every 6 months to review status of 
each action and determine if further action by ORP is necessary to keep actions on track. 

The outcome of the actions may significantly change underlying assumptions of this 
analysis such as duration of the event due to wind resuspension of ash. If so, ORP 
management may wish to reconvene the APT to review the outcome of certain actions 
and consider if the recommendations are still appropriate. 
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6.0 CONCLUSION 


In accordance with its charter, the APT: 

• 	 Studied the problems associated with implementing the new ash criteria on WTP, 

including the associated schedule risk 


• 	 Peer reviewed the analysis forming the basis of the new criteria (WHC-SD-GN-ER
30038, Rev. 2, and HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Rev. 2) 

• 	 Performed a literature search to compile airborne ash concentrations measured after other 
volcanic eruptions 

• 	 Brainstormed potential solutions and researched 16 alternatives 

• 	 Down-selected a recommended path forward for the project that is viable, technically 
defensible, safe, robust, and sustainable 

• Updated the project risks to reflect the team's recommendations. 

A summary of the APT's findings and recommendations follows. 

• 	 The APT peer reviewed the analysis forming the basis of the new criteria,6
•
7 and found 

that the wind resuspension methodology overestimated airborne concentration of ash. 
As a comparison, the team reviewed airborne ash concentrations measured after other 
volcanic eruptions and found that concentrations of ash are typically orders ofmagnitude 
lower than the new criteria for sites that are not near the volcano's vent. Therefore, the 
APT recommends delaying implementation of the revised ashfall criteria in HNF-SD
GN-ER-501, Rev. 2, and pursuing additional efforts with support from USGS and NOAA 
to refine ash airborne concentration estimates associated with a significant Mount 
St. Helens eruption (i.e., VEI 6 event). This action (Action 1) should begin immediately. 

• 	 Because sustaining safety mixing (i.e., agitation ofhigh-level waste to mitigate hydrogen 
hazards) requires significant (approximately 1 million cfm) outside air for intake, 
cooling, and power generation, a large portion of the team's work involved examining 
alternatives to safety mixing. The data gathered by the team indicates there are several 
options that could effectively reduce or eliminate safety mixing. The most promising of 
these options includes demonstrating that the TTLFL may be beyond the revised duration 
of the ash event resulting from Action 1. This could be achieved by revising waste 
acceptance criteria to address the 5 percent ofWTP batches that contain the waste with 
bounding hydrogen generation rate. Further, additional analysis of the likelihood 
associated with hydrogen explosion hazards following an ashfall event may support this 
position. These two options (Actions 2 and 3, respectively) should begin immediately. 

6 WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 2012, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 2, Washington River Protection 
Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 
7 HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, 2012, Natural Phenomena Hazards, Hanford Site, Washington, Rev. 2, Washington River 
Protection Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 
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• 	 Less than 10 percent of the power and outside air demand supports other safety functions, 
such as confinement ventilation. However, these safety functions would still be required 
regardless of the ability to eliminate safety mixing for the duration of the ashfall event. 
Therefore, several alternatives were studied to provide filtration for the remaining air 
demand. Because the ETGs represented halfof the outside air demand, they were 
deemed unsustainable during this event. Action 4 recommends a value engineering study 
to explore filtration options (some ofwhich were explicitly reviewed by the team and 
found promising), and power generation options that are sustainable throughout the 
event. Action 4 should be completed based on the outcome ofActions 1, 2, and 3. 
Action 4 calls for immediate completion of a revised MSOW by BNI to ensure the 
impacted equipment is on hold for this reason, a hold to be placed on ETG qualification, 
and updating of project risks to be consistent with the team's findings and 
recommendations.. 

• 	 Based on discussions with USGS, capabilities exist to forecast a volcanic event of this 
magnitude at least a week in advance. IfActions 2 and 3 to eliminate safety mixing are 
not successful, another option would be to obtain warning from USGS and use the 
warning time to de-inventory WTP by pumping to a reserve tank, balancing tanks within 
the plant, or processing waste forward to the HLW Facility. However, the sophisticated 
seismic instrumentation at Mount St. Helens is funded via a program for which no 
funding source has been identified after 2018. Thus, an interagency agreement and 
associated funding would be required. Action 5 will not be pursued immediately, but 
may be revisited if the outcome of Actions 1, 2, and 3 are unsuccessful in mitigating the 
issue. 

In summary, the APT recommends a phased, comprehensive approach to the ashfall challenge 
that addresses refinement of ashfall criteria, hazards analysis alternatives, consideration of 
additional operational controls, and further evaluation ofremaining design changes,. This 
approach has been presented to, and endorsed by, ORP management. The project path forward is 
captured in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Options to Address Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant Ashfall Natural 

Phenomena Hazard. 


Top Alternatives/ Actions ROM 
Responsible 

Organization Start Date 

1. Commission USGS and NOAA to revise the 
estimate of ashfall consequences for the Hanford 
Site, with peer review by NARAC. 

$200 thousand ORPWED Now 

2. Pursue waste acceptance criteria or implement 
operational controls to address high hydrogen-
generating or criticality-related feed. 

-$500 million 
(cost savings) 

ORP One System Now 

3. Conduct qualitative event tree evaluation (in 
accordance with DOE-STD-3009) 

-$500 million 
(cost savings) 

ORPNSD Now 

4. Perform filtration technology value engineering 
study: Grout vaults as settling chambers, sand 
filters, and other options to sustain confinement 
ventilation 

$400,000 to 
$400 million 

BNI update risk, 
MSOW, and hold 
ETG seismic 
qualification; ORP 
communication to 
initiate remainder 
of action 

MSOWnow; 
study after 
providing 
Action 1-3 
results 

5. Pursue 7-day warning notifications from USGS. $20 million and 
interagency 
agreement 

ORP to determine 
need 

Revisit after 
Actions 1-3 are 
complete 

6. Conduct ashfall focus group meetings every 
6 months to review status ofeach action. 

- - -

DOE-STD-3009-94, 2006, Preparation Guide for U.S. Department ofEnergy Nonreactor Nuclear Facility Documented 
Safety Analyses, Change Notice No. 3, U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, D.C. 

BNI Bechtel National, Inc. ORP U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River 
Protection. ETG emergency turbine generator. 

NARAC = National Atmospheric Release Advisory 
Center. 

ROM rough order of magnitude. 
USGS U.S. Geological Survey. 

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. 

WED Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant 
Engineering Division. 

NSD Nuclear Safety Division. 
MSOW management suspension of work. 
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APPENDIX A 

ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 

INVESTIGATION OF TECHNICAL BASIS BEHIND THE ENERGY NORTHWEST 


DESIGN BASIS ASHFALL PARAMETERS 


INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Steve McDuffie 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

I traced the history of the design basis ashfall parameters used at the Energy Northwest (formerly 

Washington Public Power Supply System, or WPPSS) Columbia Generating Station (CGS). 

The oldest available document is a memorandum from Bums and Roe, Inc., dated December 22, 

1981, also identified as TM-1250. Table 1.1 in this document contains several parameters: 


• 4.2 inches of uncompacted ash, compacted 40 percent to 3.0 inches 

• A maximum fall rate of 0.5-1.0 in./hr with an average of 0.21 in./hr uncompacted 

• An event duration of 20 hours 

• An airborne concentration maximum of 700 mg/m3 and average of 200 mg/m3
. 

The airborne concentration values cite a document prepared by United Engineers & Constructors 
that we could not locate, and a study performed by Woodward-Clyde is cited for the maximum 
thickness and average fall rate values. TM-1250 also cites an interoffice memorandum dated 
September 9, 1980, as the source of the 0.2 in./hr fall rate. Combining this rate with a maximum 
accumulation of "approximately 4 inches" may be the basis for the 20-hour event duration. 
The 20-hour event duration can also be traced to an unpublished white paper in the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) archives. This paper, without citing a source, notes that a 
20-hour event duration is based on eruption records from the 1912 Mt. Katmai eruption in 
Alaska. 

A WPPSS letter to NRC dated October 4, 1982, summarized the outcome of task force that 
studied ashfall impacts on the CGS site. It provided a comparison of ashfall parameters provided 
in the initial Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and the NRC's Safety Evaluation Report 
(SER). Some of the NRC' s values (7.4 inches of uncompacted ash, 0.35 in./hr average fall rate, 
and compaction up to 60 percent), derived through discussions with the U.S. Geological Survey, 
are more conservative. However, both the utility's (125 mg/m3

) and NRC's (175 mg/m3
) 

proposed airborne concentration values are lower than the 200 mg/m3 average value proposed in 
TM-1250. The origin of this discrepancy is unclear. The October 4, 1982, letter states that the 
utility evaluated plant performance using the NRC's preferred values, and the letter proposed 
changes to procedures and equipment to ensure the plant can withstand those ashfall parameters. 
In subsequent NRC Supplement 3 to the SER, the utility's analysis using the NRC's preferred 
values was found acceptable and the issue closed. 

The next step in this chronology is Amendment 54 to the FSAR dated April 2000. This 
amendment apparently changed some of the ashfall parameters. The revised values assume a 
compacted thickness of 3 inches, but a compaction of only 20-40 percent (implying a maximum 
uncompacted thickness of 5 inches, versus 7.4 inches in 1982), and an average fall rate of 
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0.15 in./hr. The basis for the reduced compaction and fall rate is unclear. Moreover, the ashfall 
parameters in this amendment contain no mention of airborne concentration. This is the most 
recent documentation available regarding the Energy Northwest design basis ashfall parameters. 
A September 2010 NRC inspection report contained a finding related to ashfall mitigation, but it 
was related solely to the Energy Northwest implementation of ashfall mitigation measures. 

During and after an ashfall event, the CGS does not have a need for abundant compressed air to 
maintain tank mixing as does the Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant. The Energy 
Northwest ashfall mitigation strategy is fairly straightforward, simply maintaining an ash-free 
environment in certain buildings and rooms. As a result of the ashfall hazard extra filtration 
equipment was installed in two diesel generator rooms, six critical equipment rooms in the 
reactor building, and two standby service water pump houses. Energy Northwest has an 
emergency procedure to implement special preparations once an ashfall event is expected. TM
1250 states that offsite power could be lost for up to 8 hours in an ashfall event, but the analysis 
in the October 8, 1982, letter accepted by NRC assumes offsite power is lost for no more than 
2 hours. 

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 CGS Final Safety Analysis Report Amendment 54, Section 2.5, April 2000. 

• 	 McMullen, R.B., "Selected Case Histories of the Application of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's Geologic and Seismic Siting Criteria," unpublished NUREG, NRC 
ADAMS Accession number ML093070144. 

• 	 NUREG-0892, WNP-2 Safety Evaluation Report, Supplement 3, Section 2.5.1.3.1. 

• 	 WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 2012, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 2, 
Washington River Protection Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 

• 	 WPPSS letter number G02-82-825 to A. Schwencer, NRC, from G.D. Bouchey, WPPSS, 
dated October 4, 1982. 

• 	 WPPSS Technical Memorandum 1250, initial date December 22, 1981 

DISCUSSION 

The technical basis for the CGS design basis volcanic ash airborne concentration values remains 
elusive. Nonetheless, the fact that the values appearing in licensing documents range from about 
100 mg/m3 to a maximum of 700 mg/m3

, with an accepted average around 200 mg/m3
, merits 

attention. The Performance Category-3 design value of 1,500 mg/m3 for the Hanford Site 
provided in WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038 is significantly hi5her than the values considered 
throughout the CGS licensing history. The 1,500 mg/m value is suspect, especially considering 
the highest value measured during the 1980 Mt. St. Helens ashfall was 33.4 mg/m3

. A separate 
appendix examines historical measurements of airborne concentration during ashfall events and 
the validity of assumptions behind the 1,500 mg/m3 value. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The technical basis of the CGS design value of 175 mg/m3 average airborne ashfall concentration 
is insufficient for DOE to adopt such a value for WTP. Additional analysis of airborne 
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concentrations measured in ashfall events worldwide, as well as ashfall settling rates that bring 
into question the 1,500 mg/m3 value, may provide adequate basis for adopting a value much 
lower than 1,5()0 mg/m3 for WTP. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itself? 

No. However, an analysis of worldwide measurements of airborne concentrations 
measured during major ashfall events may help justify a design basis airborne 
concentration similar to the NRCs design value of 175 mg/m3 employed in the 1982 
event analysis. 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes. As noted above, further analysis may support a much lower design basis airborne 
concentration value, and that value in combination with other alternatives may be a viable 
solution to the ashfall conundrum. 

Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

None. 

SIGNATURE 

Investigation Lead:  Date: 
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APPENDIXB 

ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 

INVESTIGATION OF ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS OF AIRBORNE 


CONCENTRATIONS IN HISTORIC ASHFALL EVENTS 


INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Steve McDuffie 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 2, contains design 
basis airborne particulate concentrations for an ashfall event. The value for a Performance 
Category (PC)-3 facility during an initial ashfall is 1,500 mg/m3

, and an additional 1,100 mg/m3 

from peak resuspension that decreases over time. The initial ashfall value was calculated with 
some basic assumptions of eruption duration (12 hours) and particle settling velocity (1.7 mis), 
which could result in the value being overly conservative. With the intent of comparing the 
design basis value with measured values, volcanic ashfall literature was reviewed for 
measurements of airborne ash concentrations during ashfall events and during resuspension 
events shortly after completion of volcanic eruptions and direct ash transport. 

Following are several key points from the literature: 

• 	 Small ash particles, particularly below 0.1 mm diameter, normally aggregate and fall 
from the atmosphere at a rate much faster than predicted by Stokes settling of individual 
particles. This has been noted by Carey and Sigurdsson (1982); Soren (1982) as cited in 
Baxter et al. (1999); Rose et al. (2001); Rose and Durant (2009); Durant et al. (2009); 
Van Eaton et al. (2012) as cited in Mastin et al. (2014); and Mastin et al. (2013). Larger 
particles above 1 mm diameter usually fall at their individual terminal velocity and are 
removed from ash clouds in less than 30 minutes (Mastin et al., 2009). 

• 	 Evidence of high settling velocities during ashfalls might suggest the Hanford 
1,500 mg/m3 concentration is too high: higher velocities imply lower residence time in 
the atmosphere and lower airborne concentrations. However, the velocities noted in the 
literature do not discredit the 1.7 mis velocity used in the Hanford calculation. Carey and 
Sigurdsson (1982) best modeled the May 18, 1980, Mount St. Helens ashfall as a result of 
aggregations only a few hundred microns in diameter with a settling velocity of 0.35 mis. 
Moreover, Durant et al. (2009) calculated a Mount St. Helens 1980 average fall velocity 
of 1.5 mis. 

• 	 Eruption duration does not appear to vary systematically with eruption rate or total 
volume (Mastin et al., 2009). The 1912 Novarupta eruption produced 15 km3 over 
approximately 52 hours, and the 1815 Tambora eruption produced about 50 km3 in 
24 hours (Hildreth, 1983 and Self et al., 1984 as cited within Mastin et al., 2014). 
Therefore correlating eruption and ashfall duration with a given ashfall volume is highly 
uncertain. Challenging the 1,500 mg/m3 value based on the average fall velocity or the 
eruption duration used in the calculation does not appear feasible based on research 
performed. Table B-1 shows relevant airborne concentration values recorded from 
various volcanic eruptions. 
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Table B-1. Measured Airborne Ash Concentration from Various Eruptions 

Concentration Comments Source 

33.4 mg/m3 Actual peak measurement from Yakima, 
Washington, on May 18, 1980. 

Bernstein et al. (1986) 

5.8-13 mg/m3 Range of 24-hour average measurements 
collected in Yakima during the span of 
May 19-25, 1980, thus representing some 
degree of resuspension. 

Bernstein et al. (1986) 

5 mg/m3 Maximum post- Mount St. Helens value 
measured in the Hanford area, representing 
resuspension, on May 25, 1980. 

Sehmel (1982) 

10 mg/m3 Maximum measured value in Argentina in 
October 2011 during a major resuspension 
of ash first deposited in June 2011. 

Folch et al. (2014) 

0.25 mg/m3 Maximum measured value from an aircraft, 
several hundred meters above ground level, 
near Yakima on May 23, 1980. 

Hobbs et al. (1983) 

<10-1,000 mg/m3 Ground-based C-band radar measurements 
of volcanic clouds from Mt. Spurr, Alaska, 
less than 30 minutes after eruptions in 1992, 
while clouds still contained particles 
2-20 mm diameter. 

Rose et al. (2001) 

>2 mg/m3 Measurement of PM10 concentration (only 
particles less than 0.01 mm diameter) in 
Iceland during a June 4, 2010, resuspension 
of ash first deposited in April and 
May2010. 

Leadbetter et al. (2012) 

<2 mg/m3 Measurements of PM10 concentration near 
Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat, shortly 
after an eruption on October 10, 1997. 

Baxter et al. (1999) 

1.4-11.8 mg/m3 Range of eruption cloud total mass 
concentrations, collected from aircraft, from 
Mount St. Helens eruptions between 
March 28 and June 13, 1980. 

Hobbs et al. (1982). This reference was 
incorrectly cited by Durant et al. (2009) as 
documentin~ a measurement of 
7,000 mg/m collected 389 km downwind 
of Mount St. Helens on May 18, 1980. The 
measurement was actually 7 mg/m3 

. 

Baxter, P.J., Bonadonna, C., Dupree, R., Hards, V.L., Kohn, S.C., Murphy, M.D., Nichols, A., Nicholson, R.A., Norton, G., 
Searl, A., Sparks, R.S.J., and Vickers, B.P., 1999, "Cristobalite in Volcanic Ash of the Soufriere Hills Volcano, 
Montserrat, British West Indies," Science, v. 283, pp. 1142-1145. 

Bernstein, R.S., Baxter, P.J., Falk, H., Ing, R., Foster, L., and Frost, F., 1986, "Immediate Public Health Concerns and 
Actions in Volcanic Eruptions: Lessons from the Mount St. Helens Eruptions," May 18-0ctober 18, 1980, American 
Journal ofPublic Health, v. 76, Supplement, pp. 25-38. 

Folch, A., Mingari, L., Osores, M.S., and Collini, E., 2014, "Modeling volcanic ash resuspension - application to the 14-18 
October 2011 outbreak episode in central Patagonia, Argentina," Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, v. 14, 
pp. 119-133. 

Hobbs, P.V., Hegg, D.A., and Radke, L.F., 1983, "Resuspension of Volcanic Ash From Mount St. Helens," Journal of 
Geophysical Research, vol. 88, No. C6, pp. 3919-3921. 

Leadbetter, S.J., Hort, M.C., von Lliwis, S., Weber, K., and Witham, C.S., 2012, "Modeling the resuspension of ash 
deposited during the eruption of Eyjafjallajokull in spring 2010," Journal ofGeophysical Research, v. 117, DOOUIO. 

Rose, W.I., Bluth, G.J.S., Schneider, D.J., Ernst, G.G.J., Riley, C.M., Henderson, L.J., and McGimsey, R.G., 2001, 
"Observations of Volcanic Clouds in Their First Few Days of Atmospheric Residence: The 1992 Eruptions of Crater 
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Table B-1. Measured Airborne Ash Concentration from Various Eruptions 

Concentration j Comments j 	 Source 
Peak, Mount Spurr Volcano, Alaska," Journal ofGeology, v. 109, pp. 677-694. 

Sehmel, G.A., 1982, "Ambient Airborne Solids Concentrations Including Volcanic Ash at Hanford, Washington Sampling 
Sites Subsequent to the Mount St. Helens Eruption," Journal ofGeophysical Research, v. 87, No. Cl2, pp. 11087-11094. 

REQUIREMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 2014, VolcanoAshfall Loadsfor the Hanford Site, 

Rev. 2,Washington River Protection Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 


DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 Baxter, P.J., Bonadonna, C., Dupree, R., Hards, V.L., Kohn, S.C., Murphy, M.D., 
Nichols, A., Nicholson, R.A., Norton, G., Searl, A., Sparks, R.S.J., and Vickers, B.P., 
1999, "Cristobalite in Volcanic Ash of the Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat, British 
West Indies," Science, Vol. 283, pp. 1142-1145. 

• 	 Bernstein, R.S., Baxter, P.J., Falk, H., Ing, R., Foster, L., and Frost, F., 1986, "Immediate 
Public Health Concerns and Actions in Volcanic Eruptions: Lessons from the Mount St. 
Helens Eruptions, May 18-0ctober 18, 1980," American Journal ofPublic Health, 
Vol. 76, Supplement, pp. 25-38. 

• 	 Carey, S.N., and Sigurdsson, H., 1982, "Influence of Particle Aggregation on Seposition 
of Distal Tephra From the May 18, 1980, Eruption of Mount St. Helens Volcano," 
Journal ofGeophysical Research, Vol. 87, No. B8, pp. 7061-7072. 

• 	 Durant, A.J., Rose, W.I., Sarna-Wojcicki, A.M., Carey, S., and Volentik, A.C.M., 2009, 
"Hydrometer-enhanced tephra sedimentation: Constraints from the 18 May 1980 eruption 
of Mount St. Helens," Journal ofGeophysical Research, Vol. 114, B03204. 

• 	 Folch, A., Mingari, L., Osores, M.S., and Collini, E., 2014, "Modeling volcanic ash 
resuspension - application to the 14-18 October 2011 outbreak episode in central 
Patagonia, Argentina," Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, Vol. 14, 
pp. 119-133. 

• 	 Hobbs, P.V., Tuell, J.P., Hegg, D.A., Radke, L.F., and Eltgroth, M.W., 1982, "Particles 
and Gases in the Emissions From the 1980-1981 Eruptions of Mt. St. Helens," Journal of 
Geophysical Research, Vol. 87, No. C12, pp. 11062-11086. 

• 	 Hobbs, P.V., Hegg, D.A., and Radke, L.F., 1983, "Resuspension of Volcanic Ash From 
Mount St. Helens," Journal ofGeophysical Research, Vol. 88, No. C6, pp. 3919-3921. 

• 	 Leadbetter, S.J., Hort, M.C., von Lowis, S., Weber, K., and Witham, C.S., 2012, 
"Modeling the resuspension of ash deposited during the eruption of Eyjafjallajokull in 
spring 201 O," Journal ofGeophysical Research, Vol. 117, DOOUl0. 

• 	 Mastin, L.G., Guffanti, M., Servranckx, R., Webley, P., Barsotti, S., Dean, K., Durant, 
A., Ewert, J.W., Neri, A., Rose, W.I., Schneider, D., Siebert, L., Stunder, B., Swanson, 
G., Tupper, A., Volentik, A., and Waythomas, C.F., 2009, "A multidisciplinary effort to 
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assign realistic source parameters to models of volcanic ash-cloud transport and 
dispersion during eruptions," Journal ofVolcanology and Geothermal Research, 
Vol. 186, pp. 10-21. 

• 	 Mastin, L.G., Schwaiger, H., Schneider, D.J., Wallace, K.L., Schaefer, J., and Denlinger, 
R.P., 2013, "Injection, transport, and deposition of tephra during event 5 at Redoubt 
Volcano, 23 March, 2009," Journal ofVolcanology and Geothermal Research, Vol. 259, 
pp. 201-213. 

• 	 Mastin, L.G., Van Eaton, A.R., and Lowenstern, J.B., 2014, "Modeling ash fall 
distribution from a Yellowstone supereruption," Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems, 
Vol. 15, 3459-3475. 

• 	 Rose, W.I., Bluth, G.J.S., Schneider, D.J., Ernst, G.G.J., Riley, C.M., Henderson, L.J., 
and McGimsey, R.G., 2001, "Observations of Volcanic Clouds in Their First Few Days 
of Atmospheric Residence: The 1992 Eruptions of Crater Peak, Mount Spurr Volcano, 
Alaska," Journal ofGeology, Vol. 109, pp. 677-694. 

• 	 Rose, W.I., and Durant, A.J., 2009, "Fine ash content of explosive eruptions," Journal of 
Volcanology and Geothermal Research, Vol. 186, pp. 32-39. 

• 	 Sehmel, G.A., 1982, "Ambient Airborne Solids Concentrations Including Volcanic Ash 
at Hanford, Washington Sampling Sites Subsequent to the Mount St. Helens Eruption," 
Journal ofGeophysical Research, Vol. 87, No. C12, pp. 11087-11094. 

DISCUSSION 

The few measurements of airborne concentrations collected from recent worldwide eruptions 
lend skepticism to the Hanford value of 1,500 mg/m3

, especially given the 200 km distance 
between Hanford and Mount St. Helens. Concentrations of this magnitude are found only close 
to a volcanic vent before the largest particles have settled. This information alone does not 
provide adequate technical basis to select an alternative, specific design value for airborne 
particulate concentration, but it certainly supports the contention that 1,500 mg/m3 is 
conservative. The Ash3d model developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) continues to 
be refined, and that ash deposition model can provide an estimate of airborne concentrations at 
Hanford during a major ashfall event. Given that USGS experts are well recognized at modeling 
volcanic ashfall, the Ash3d estimates could provide a valuable data point and may be a more 
defensible value for design purposes than would the 1,500 mg/m3 figure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The calculations in WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, leading to the 1,500 mg/m3 PC-3 ashfall 
concentration design value were not reviewed by experts in the volcanic ashfall community. 
The report was peer reviewed, but not by the most knowledgeable experts. Therefore, it is 
recommended those airborne concentration values not be used as Waste Treatment and 
Immobilization Plant design values. The U.S. Department of Energy, Office of River Protection, 
should consult with the USGS to derive appropriate design values for airborne ash concentration. 
Methods for analyzing this particular natural hazard are not mature, and multiple experts should 
be involved in deriving future design values. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by ltselrl 

No. However, with further consultation with the USGS, a more technically defensible 
airborne concentration value may be achieved. 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes. Further consultation with the USGS may arrive at a much lower design basis 
airborne concentration value, and that value in combination with other alternatives may 
be a viable solution to the ashfall conundrum. 

Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

None. 

SIGNATURE 

Investigation Lead: ~~---F---Jk--'J)=-i~~.;;.._'___ Date: 
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APPENDIXC 


ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW 

INVESTIGATION OF AIRBORNE RESUSPENSION OF VOLCANIC ASH 


INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Robert C. Nelson 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, contains design 
basis airborne particulate concentrations for an ashfall event. The value for a Performance 
Category (PC)-3 facility during an initial ashfall is 1,500 mg/m3

, and an additional 1,100 mg/m3 

from peak resuspension that decreases over 60 days. The initial ashfall value was calculated 
with some basic assumptions of eruption duration (12 hours) and particle settling velocity 
(1.7 mis). 

Appendix B addresses the initial concentration from the settling of ash following historic 
volcanic events. This appendix summarizes a study of the resuspension values predicted by 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory that form the basis of WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, 
in regard to resuspension of ash. 

The study included the following elements: 

1. 	 A review by particle science expert Dr. Lynn Anspaugh, author of the correlation used by 
Snow to determine airborne ash resuspension. 

2. 	 A simplified analysis of five years of wind data from the Hanford Meteorological Station 
and calculation of duration and frequency of friction velocity estimated high enough to 
resuspend ash. 

3. 	 Investigation into tools used to predict initial airborne concentration and wind 
resuspension of particulate matter (discussions with the U.S. Geological Survey [USGS], 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [NOAA], National Atmospheric 
Release Advisory Center [NARAC], and Dr. Anspaugh). 

REQUIREMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 2012, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 2, 
Washington River Protection Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 Attachment C.l, Dr. Lynn Anspaugh, 2014. 

• 	 Maxwell, R.M., and Anspaugh, L.R., 2011, "An improved model for the prediction of 
resuspension," Health Physics, Vol. 101(6), pp. 722-730. 

• 	 WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 2012, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 2, 
Washington River Protection Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 
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DISCUSSION 

Following are several key points from the study: 

• 	 Literature on resuspension from Mount St. Helens and other volcanoes indicates 
significantly less airborne concentration of ash than empirical data from worldwide 
volcanic eruptions support (see Appendix B). Resuspension would be smaller and 
decrease more rapidly than would be predicted with the Maxwell and Anspaugh (2011) 
equation, which was developed from empirical data for trace deposits on soil surf aces. 
Resuspension of ash will occur, but it likely will be episodic and driven by strong winds 
and/or efforts at cleanup. Based on measurements at Yakima and elsewhere, a year-long 
average value of 1 mg/m3 is reasonable. (This is still quite dusty, about 10 times the 
normal average.) Peak values of 20 mg/m3 can be expected. 

• 	 Hanford meteorological data scanned during the review from the past 5 years initially 
indicate wind events with friction velocity > 45 emfs typically occur 11.7 percent of the 
time. Data conservatively evaluated from 2009 resulted in an average persistence of 4.24 
hours and single episodes of 24, 29, and 30 hours. Based on literature from Dr. Draxler, 
NOAA Air Resources Laboratory (Draxler et al., 2010), these are the times when peak 
resuspended ash could occur. Further peer reviewed evaluation of 10 years of 
meteorological data is recommended to provide further empirical validation of historical 
data. 

• 	 The postulated concentration of 1,500 mg/m3 during ashfall is likely overestimated by at 
least a factor of 4, based on scaling up the Yakima 1980 data to a 10 cm deposit, which 
seems reasonable for the event based on empirical data. The associated fall velocity 
predicted in WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038 (>1 mis) would likely be too fast for filter face 
velocity to capture. 

• 	 USGS has the capability of modeling wind velocity and wind speed using weather data 
and determining consequences of volcanic events using the Ash3d software. The 
software tool offers much more refined probability estimates regarding wind speed and 
direction, using real weather data history, and can run numerous cases to determine 
bounding events. The model has been validated against NOAA airborne concentration 
data from satellite imagery. However, Ash3d must be backfit with empirical data 
regarding particle size distribution likely to be deposited at the site of interest. This can 
be addressed with data from previous Mount St. Helens eruptions. 

• 	 The NOAA HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) model 
has the ability to model airborne resuspension of ash and should be further evaluated as a 
tool for determining a defensible resuspension design criteria value. 

• 	 The NARAC suite of models generally used to support emergency response activities for 
numerous potential scenarios do not have the ability to model volcanic ash, but NARAC 
could be involved in a modeling effort as a peer reviewer. 

• Caution must be exercised when using models that the inputs are based on empirical data 
and the model has been validated against empirical data. 
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• 	 Recommend modelers and resuspension experts from NOAA, NARAC, and USGS team 
to study the problem and provide more accurate models of the PC-1, PC-2, and PC-3 
probability eruption consequences for Hanford. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Both resuspended airborne concentration and initial concentration ofash predicted by WHC-SD
GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, appear to be significantly overconservative and further evaluation is 
warranted. Resuspension will occur, but it likely will be episodic and driven by strong winds 
and/or efforts at cleanup. Based on measurements at Yakima and elsewhere, a year-long average 
value of I mg/m3 is reasonable. Peale values of20 mg/m3 can be expected. 

Recommend Hanford reject the WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2, airborne ash concentration 
values (for both initial concentration and resuspended ash) and commission modelers and 
resuspension experts from NOAA, NARAC, and USGS to study the problem and provide more 
accurate models of the PC-1, PC-2, and PC-3 probability eruption consequences for Hanford. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itself? 

Potentially. Depending on the results of the team modeling approach, a much smaller 
airborne ash concentration (initial and resuspension) may determine the current design is 
viable without modification. 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes. Many of the design alternatives studied by the team are non-starters in 2, 700 mg/m3 

airborne ash concentration, but become viable with ash concentration resembling 
previous measurements and model results. 

Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

Least expensive alternative in that it does not require early warning. (USGS stated that 
the current seismic instrumentation can provide a 1-week warning period before any 
major eruption of Mount St. Helens. However, the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network 
funding (by National Science Fund) sunsets in 2018. After that, funding of the Mount St. 
Helens network of instruments and scientists is indeterminate. The current estimate of 
that cost is $200,000/year. 
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ATTACHMENT C.1 


TITLE.: 	 Ashfall Planning Team Review 
Inv~tigation of Ashfall Amount, Air Conc.:ntratioo, Resuspension 

INVESTIGATOR(S): Lynn R Anspaugh 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

• 	 Mill'nhers ofthe t:SGS (Hoblitt and Scott 2011) have estimated that there is an annual 
probability of 1in10.000 that ashfall from a volcanic eruption could be 10 cm thick or 
more at the tTSDOE Sitll at Hanford. 

• 	 Staff at PNNL (Snow 2012), based on some measurements and several assumptions, 
calculato= that the mass loading associated with a 10 cm ashfall might ho= 1500 mgim 3 for 
12 hours. 

• 	 Slaff al PNNL (Snow 2012) have W:l8umed that the re11uspension equation of Muxwell und 
Anspaugh (2011) would apply to the postulated 10-cm thick ashfall at Hanford. Making 
this assumption r.:sults in high concentrations ofr.:smp-=nded mass slowly declining over 
time. 

• 	 "lhe purpo11e of this investigation wus to examine the validity of the data relferred to in the 
above three points. 

REQUIREMENTS REVIEWED (IF REL.KVA1'T) 

None. 
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DISCUSSION 

lntrocluction 
111e estimated 1 in 10,000 year, 10-cm thick ashfall al Hanford seems reasonable, as it is 

based 011 empirical data (although of limited e>..1ent). h has been suggested that a USGS model 
named Ash3d be nm with the apparent hope that a more accurate prediction could be achieved. 
However, Ash3d cannot be run without several input assumptions, which would have to be based 
on empirical data. 

An important i111me is the po11tulated air concentration of 1500 mgim3 for 12 hours during 
the postulated ashfall (Snow 2012). This airborn;, material is calculated to have a fall velocity of 
1.7 mis; such a value is consistent with the fall velocities that must be asswned to calibrate 
various ash.foll models, as dis..-usslld by Mustin (2013). Al such a high foll velocily, the ashfall 
would lwve lu be ooruing down nol llS individual particles, but us a conglom.:rate uf IDU!IS held 
together by gravitational forces (in thcl same way that the Earth and its moon orbit th.i sun 
together due to gravitational attraction). In such a case most ofthis airborne material would not 
be sampled by vertical-face filter systems. 

For an ashtllll thickness of 10 cm it would not be appropriate to apply the resuspension 
equation from Maxwell and Anspaugh (2011). Ko one can say for certain from what thickness 
ofsoil or ash resuspension might occur, but it cannot be 10 cm except possibly during a severe 
windstorm. Ma.~well and Anspaugh discuss some n1easurements of resuspended material 
following Project Schooner, which wa.~ the explosion ofa 30-l,.1 nuclear device buried at a depth 
designed to create a crater-probably a.~ close a.~ man can get to simulating a volcano. Tile 

observation wa11 that reflu.'lpended air conoentrat ions were much lower and decreased much more 
quickly than would be predicted by the equation derived from data from trace depositions. 

Data from the l 980 enipdons of Mount St. Helens 
Thllre are numerous dalu associated wilh the 1980 eruptions of Mount St. Helens. The 

May 18 eniption was the largest, with the a'Jh cloud moving to the .El\J::. but there were also 
significant eruptions on May 25. June 12, July 22, August 7, and October 16-18 (Sarna-Wojcicki 
ct al. 1981). The total mass from the May 18 eruption was estimated as 4.9 x 1014 g; estimated 
normalized masses for the six cnlptioos arc given in Table 1. 

111e May 25 ashfal.1 pattern was to the NW. 1be pattern from the Jlme 12 eruption was 
complicated with an initial path to the south, then tun1ing to the west, and then south again. The 
deposition pattem from the July 22 eruption was to the ~E. For the August 7 eruption the 
pattern was to the KNE. The October 16-18 eruption produced a complicated pattern with one 
lobe to the SE and another to the SW. 

111;,re are few data on air concentrations during ashfall as measured with a typical EPA
type air sampler. There is one data point from Yakima during the eruption on May l 8; this value 
for total suspended particles (TSP) was reported as 33.4 mg!m3 (Bem~tein et al. 1986). During 
May 19-25 lh~ repurted wines for TSP werll staled to vary frum 5.8 to 13 mg!m3

: on May 26 lhe 
TSP was 0.25 mg/ml: and during May 27-June 11 lhe TSP varied from 0.05 lu 0.25 mg'm3. The 
ashfall at Yakima was about l cm; if the air-concentration value is seal.id to th.i postulated 
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Table 1. Dates and masses ofthe six emptions q(Mount St. Helem in 1980. 

Data are.from Sarna-Wojcicki et al. (1981) 


Date, 1980 Estimatc:d nonnalized mass 
1.May18 

May2S 0.1 

JW1e 12 0.1 

July 22 0.01 

Augu.crt 7 0.001 

October 16-18 0.001 
'Estimah:d lc.>tal muss is 4.9 '- 1014 g. 

ashtall depth of 10 cm, the scaled air concentration of 334 ntglm1 is substantially less than the 
lSOO mg/m·' postulated by Snow (2012). 

As for resuspension following the eruptions of Mowrt St Helens, Rautenstrauch (2003) 

has assembled TSP data for six locations in Washington State for the pc:riod of 1979-1982. 
TI1ese locations were selected among others in Washington State, because they had at least one 
24-hour concentration above 0.4 mg/m3

• The ashfall amounts and locations are given in Table 2. 
Clarkston iR in the SR comer ofthe Rtate, I ..ongview iR ahout .S.S km almoi;t directly W of Mount 
St. Helens, and Vancouver iK near Portland, Oregon. Th~ TSP data were reportedly extracted 
from the F.PA AirData datab311e; Ruch ancient data are no longer ke1Jt in the on line F.PA datah~e. 

The ashfall amounts were ell.1racted by Rautenstrauch from figures contained in Sama-Wojcick.i 
el al. ( 1981 ). For analysis in this 1:urrenl repon ~ TSP data. from Rautenstrauch (2003) were 

Table 2. Location and ashjall amounts.for locations in Washington State for which TSP data are 
provided In Rautenstrauch (200J). who estimated the ash/al/ amounts from figures In 

Sama-Wojcidi et al. (1981). 

Location Ashfall cm 
Fron1 Mount St. Helens 

Distance. km Direction 

Clarkston 0.05 "400 E 

Richland 0.05--0.1 ··240 E 

Longvit!W 0.1-0.3 -ss w 
Sp~lkane 0.25 0.5 -400 F:NR 

Vancouver 0.4--0.5 -75 SSW 

Yakima 0.5-1.0 -140 ENE 
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copied into an Excel file for the period of April 1-November 29, 1980. The data are shown in 
Table 3. As is typical. the TSP samplers were not run every day. Some ofthe daily values for 
Yakima during and immediately after the May 18 eruption are missi11g from Rautenstrauch 
(2003), apparently because he was more interested in resuspension rather than activity during ash 
passage. And data from Bernstein et al. are not detailed for the entire week. although BenJStein 
et al. do indicate that TSP values were significantly elevated for the entire week. 

A plot of these data iii shown in Fig. I. The May 18 data point for Yakima i!I very 
notable. (Rememoor that some values for Yakima for the week. beginning May 18 are not 
included in the datllbuse from R.autmstram..i1.) TI1.: lwo n.:xt higher values are from Longview, 
which was impacted by the May 25 erupti0t1. An overall impression is that the TSP values at 
Yaki1na had rctmncd to normal values within a few weeks ofthe May 18 cntption, even though 
smaller emptions of Mount St Helens contillucd to occur. Another impression is that the TSP 
values in Spokane appear to be unusually high compared to the other five locations. This is 
shown more clearly in Fig. 2, which is a log-probability plot ofthe data from Table 3. The data 
for Spokane are definitely higher than those for the other five locations. A Kruskal-Wallis test of 
all six distributions shows that they are statistically different with p = <0.0001. Data for thlil four 
locations of Clarkston, Richland, Longview, and Vancouver are not significantly different from 
each other. When data from Yakima are added to the other four locations, the five data sets 
differ from each otherwithp = 0.016. The data for Yakima were obviously influenced by the 
May 18 eruption. The data for Spokane are consistently higher than for the other locations, even 
before the May 18 emption. This increased level is likely because Spokane is a larger and more 
industrializ.:d city. (Fig. 2 wru; 1.Jr.:ated and th.: statistil.lal tests perform«! within K11leid11Gr11ph 
4.5 sofiware. 1) TI1e geometri.: meuns und geometrfo standard deviations for the dntu from lhlil six 
locations are given in Table 4. Again. Spokane is shown to have higher concentrations than the 
other locations; Yakin1a has a higher geometric standard deviation that rctl<X:ts the influence of 
ashfall. 

TI1c data discussed so far have ~n for stationary, an1bicnt air samplers. Occupational 
workers, especially those involved in cleanup activities can experience substantially higher 
exposures. Table Sshows conce11tmtions ofrespirable and total dust for a variety of workers 
dwing June 1980, as measw-ed by industrial hygienists from the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (Kl OSII). Only one value of respirable dust exceeded 1 mg1m3

, 

but several of the workers were exposed to very high levels of TSP; given that their occupations 
are known to create d1111ty envin')lllnents, this i11 not SUl'J>liRing. 

According to Buist et al. (1986) another study was carried out by NIOSH on four groups 
ofloggers working in ashfall areas to the west of Mount St. Helens and two control groups in 
e>n,gou. Thcl airborne l.lonc.:ntratious ofrllllpirabl" dust in Jun.: 1980 for the Washington logging 
areas with the most ash were 0.9 and 0.28 mg/m3 for the I.Jutting md rigging 1.Jrews, l"clspectively. 
In September 1980 the levels were 0.27 and 0.32 mg!m·\. Oiven the type ofdisturbances that 

logging cruatcs. it is not surprising that high levels ofresuspended ash aru going to be 
cxp.:ricn~d by occupational workers for long times following the initial deposition. 

1 Synergy Software, Reading, PA. 
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Table 3. TSP data for six locations In Washington State for April 1
Nowtmber 29. 1980. Data are from Rautenstrauch (2003). except for the May 
18 datum for Yakima taken from Bernstein et al. (1986). All values in mglm3

• 

Dat2 Oarkston Richland 1..on~iew Spokane Vancouver Yakima 

4/1/1980 0.073 
4/3/1980 0.056 0.057 0.107 0.261 0.058 0.055 
4/6/1980 0.047 
4/8/1980 0.068 

4/9/1980 0.202 0.026 0.063 0.014 0.01 
4/12/1980 0.094 
4/15/1980 0.071 0.035 0.197 0.063 0.092 
4/17/1980 0.144 
4/21/1980 0.054 0.017 0.037 0.118 0.036 0.033 
4/24/1980 0.129 
4/27/1980 0.113 0.065 0.066 0.093 0.102 0.057 
4/30/1980 0.037 
5/3/1980 0.081 0.067 0.05 0.137 0.075 
5/6/1980 0.043 
5/9/1980 0.029 0.023 0.026 0.024 0.114 

5/10/1980 0.072 
5/13/1980 0.061 
5/15/1980 0.032 0.05 0.036 0.041 0.062 
5/18/1980 0.678 33.4 
5/21/1980 0.601 0.017 0.196 
5/23/1980 0.611 
5/24/1980 0.423 
5/27/1980 1.42 0.461 0.093 
5/28/1980 0.172 
5/29/1980 0.099 
6/2/1980 0.089 0.083 0.526 0.699 0.426 
6/3/1980 0.044 
6/8/1980 0.986 0.521 0.046 0.289 

6/10/1980 0.109 
6/14/1980 0.049 0.071 0.299 0.105 
6/15/1980 0.474 
6/20/1980 0.149 0.093 0.52 0.422 
6/21/1980 0.233 
6/24/1980 0.062 
6/26/1980 0.044 0.074 0.168 0.228 0.239 0.18 
6/29/1980 0.094 
7/1/1980 0.206 
7/2/1980 0.076 0.091 0.143 0.449 0.315 
7/8/1980 0.133 0.097 0.743 0.134 0.176 
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Table 3. (Continued> 

Date aarkston Richland Longview Spokane Vancouver Yakima 
7/14/1980 o.os 0.15 0.053 0.253 0.13 
7/15/1980 0.095 
7/20/1980 0.065 0.106 0.22 0.216 0.093 
7/23/1980 0.526 
7/26/1980 0.181 0.067 0.295 
7/27/1980 0.335 
7/29/1980 0.118 
8/1/1980 0.147 0.171 0.044 0.402 0.087 0.205 
8/4/1980 0.089 
8/7/1980 0.128 o.on 0.181 0.266 0.193 0.075 
8/13/1980 0.167 0.128 0.046 0.185 0.105 0.119 
8/16/1980 0.133 
8/19/1980 0.054 0.103 0.054 0.114 0.117 0.107 
8/21/1980 0.085 
8/25/1980 0.102 0.081 0.048 0.247 0.088 0.104 
8/27/1980 0.104 
8/31/1980 0.039 O.D25 0.232 0.026 0.036 
9/6/1980 0.119 0.091 0.056 0.299 0.069 0.171 
9/10/1980 0.109 
9/12/1980 0.106 0.071 0.036 0.053 0.227 
9/16/1980 0.077 
9/18/1980 0.087 0.085 0.044 0.354 0.031 0.058 
9/22/1980 0.076 
9/24/1980 0.091 0.086 0.093 0.285 0.06 0.091 
9/28/1980 0.094 
9/30/1980 0.144 0.076 0.053 0.224 0.033 0.245 
10/6/1980 0.062 0.431 0.084 0.196 
10/7/1980 0.18 0.146 
10/9/1980 0.182 
10/12/1980 0.105 0.049 o.on 0.111 0.039 0.055 
10/15/1980 0.055 
10/18/1980 0.114 0.094 0.119 0.192 0.123 0.066 
10/21/1980 0.114 
10/24/1980 0.13 0.075 0.118 0.213 O.OS3 0.12 
10/28/1980 0.123 
10/30/1980 0.148 0.052 0.103 0.371 0.058 0.16 
11/2/1980 0.063 
11/5/1980 0.139 0.033 0.059 0.139 0.035 0.041 
11/7/1980 0.049 

11/11/1980 0.04 0.025 0.078 0.098 0.057 0.035 
11/13/1980 0.082 
11/17/1980 0.143 0.037 0.037 0.159 0.03 0.085 
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Table 3. (Concluded). 

Date Clarkston Richland l.Qn l:!view seokane Vancouver Yakima 

11/20/1980 O.D75 

11/23/1980 0.052 0.023 0.078 0.087 0.034 0.052 

11/25/1980 0.086 

11/29/1980 0.048 0.048 0.026 0.069 p.014 0.037 

100 . 

1ll 
• Clarkston 

• Richland 

• .a. Longview 

X Spokane 

::.:: vancower 

0.1 e Yakima 

0.01 +-i---~---·,.-----, 

3/30/1980 5/19/1980 7/8/1980 8/27/1980 10/16/1980 

Fig. 1. A plot ofthe data from Table 3 as a function oftime for the six locations in 

Washington State. The TSP values (ordinate) have units ofmglm3

. 


Data from sites around other volcanic eruptions 
There have been a variety of efforts to measure and model resuspension from sites in the 

vicinity of previous eruptions ofvolcanoes. One ofthe more interesting is related to the June 
2011 eruption of Puyehue-Cord6n Caulle Volcanic Complex in Chile (Folch et al. 2014). 
Deposits in central Patagonia were mobilized during October 14-18, 2011; ash clouds were 
dispersed across Argentina, including Buenos Aires, which is 1380 km distant from the volcano 
complex. During this period a southwestern frontal system crossed northern Patagonia with 
surface wind speeds of 65- 85 km/h and with gusts of up to 95 km/h. In Buenos Aires the daily 
averaged value of PM1o was 0.252 mgim3

. (PM1o is the airborne concentration ofparticles with 

diameters less than 10 µm.) Maximum concentrations of TSP at other locations in Argentina 
were as high as 10 mg/m3 for a few hours. Thus, there is clear evidence that severe windstorms 
can cause episodic events ofresuspended material even at long distances and sever,al months 
after ashfall occurred. 
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Fig. 2. Log-probability plot ofthe TSP data from Table 3 for the six locations in 


Washington State for the time period ofApril / - November 29, 1980. 


Table 4. Statistics for the data as shown in Table 1 from six locations in Washington State. 

Data were extracted from Rautenstrauch (2003) for the period from 


April 1 through November 29, 1980. 


Geometric mean, 
3 mg'.'.m

Geometric standard 
deviation, unitless 

Location Number 

Clarkston 65 0.093 1.85 

Richland 39 0.075 1.94 

Longview 40 0.072 2.36 

Spokane 3"7 0.223 1.91 

Vancouver 41 0.071 2.22 

Yakima 41 0.117 2.87 
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Sc.bool.I! ... . ..•..••.... -. . . . . . . . . . 0.30( 0.2().-0.J(l) 0.06(0.01..(J. l 1) 

e~w 't:lllAb.Jbtnn~t~ ., • • , • ., ... , 9.l!l~IU 1A.~r. il:WfjlJW.".0.:10~ 
__ ~- :•1..,.a~w • ~SJ1t..t~~o::f1<C ·...-~·"!fi.1.. ."9 a. ..;. ... .. e .a .... ih~ComM.. . ~ 

Wllfi· iit~Ctalled ~ w?. • • • • • • • • ~.a.f:("4..~.l0') 

..... air-c'GDdi~ Cabs • • • • • . • • • •• 

~ • . .... • • ... • . . • . • . . • . • • . • • .. • 2.10( l.7G-2.7J) 


l'ab/e 5. Dus/ lew!.ls.for diffeNm occupational workers as measured by industrial hygientsfrom 
NJOSH. ThU table wa..~ reproducedfmm Butsi et al. (1986) 's Tobie 2, ay nr>ted. They .•tate that 

rh~ sCN1w <fthe data t.s·Baxter at al. (1981), but no .ruch data appew· tr;. Bax1m- et al. 

TABLE 2-Total •ncl Respirable Duat Levell for Dlthnnl OccupeHona.,
JuM 1990• . 

Another recent investigation considered resuspenswn hom the ash deposited from the 
April and r-.lay lOIO emption of the Eyjafjallajoku.J volcano in Iceland (:..eadbetter et a:. 2011). 
A'\h \'\'a.'> depooir.ed over an &ren ofmor~ than 3-0(m km2 to the cast and l'C'uthc11:o;t of the v0lcant'I. 

Lead.."lctter et al. &ate 'Ulat dust storms are not unknown in Iceland, as tlter~ J£e abmlt 22,000 km2 

of sandy .k.sert On JlUle 4. 2010, the PM10 l"Ol1".e.ntrniion in R<.;rkj:ivik cx:ce-.{.-ded 2 :ng/m3. 
R..:yJ~j1tvil is about 130 km ti.> tiie ~{\\I 0f~it. E~j11fjlllitiji'ikull . Tue slati1u1~ i11 !14.'flllheni fot>Jif.lld 
to tit:) W ofth::: vc.lcrulO hi\d maximum PM 1~ conccn!nd:i.~•ns of 4.J 61 mg:/m3 (Heimaland, ab('llt 
25 bn t.o the W) (tfl May 26 and 1.9 rr.~1mJ (Hvol:wOl.lur, aboui: 30 km to tilt! \V) cm :May 26. 
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Baxter et al. (1999) and Searl et al. (2002) describe studies related to the Soufriere Hills 
Volcano, Montserrat, British West Indies. This volcano began en.ipting on July 18. 1995, and 
continued for years with n1ajorexplosions on June 25, 1997, August 3-12, 1997, and 
September 21-0ctober 24, 1997. Minor activity and ash emissions continued into 1999 and 
started to tail off in November 1999. Cwnulative ashfatl was very thick, up to 30 cm. The more 
impacted locations in the southern part ofthe island were evacuated at variotLc; times during the 
lleriell of eruptionii; concentrationll of PM 10 were regularly monitored at a few !lites. including 
thos.i that had hem evucw1lcld. Because the volcano erupted ovllr such 11 long time. it is difficult 
lo dilllinguillh betwllllll ui:livity coming from continuing erupliot1~ und lhat from res1.111pemion
eilher pauiv.i or caus.id by human activity. 

Some rcsu11s from Searl ct al. arc shown in Table 6 for rcspirablc dust (the meaning of 
rcspirablc is apparently equivalent to PM4). 

Montserrat is a small island a00ut 10 km wide by 1 S km long. Plymouth was evacuated 
in April 1996, but monitoring continued. The ashfal.I at Plymouth was >30 cm; it is about 4 km 
to tlw W ofthe volcano. Cork. Hill was evacuated in Junll 1997: the ashfall was about 15 cm 
deep; Cork Hill is about 4.S km NW of the volcano. Salem was evacuated sometime in Autwnn 
1997: tile ashfall at Salem was 5-10 cm. Salem is about 6 km KW ofthe volcano. The ~forth 
area was not evacuated; it had ashfall of <1 cm. In general, thest levels of respirable dust are 
rather low. The ash from this volcano had significant content of cristobalite (a form of free 
silica), which was the major health concern. 

Few data are shown in Ba.'Cter et al.. but the statement is made that PMio values regularly 
llXcellded the UK 11ir quality standard of 0.05 mg'm3 for 11 24-hour rolling awmge. Graphs of 
data are shown for 14 hours on October 10. 1997. al tltriie silll!I. including insid.i und outside a 
primary school. "Jhe most interesting point is that hianan activity on old ashfall material. such as 

Table 6. Concentration cfre.iplrable dust meas11red at four locations on Montserrat, British 

West Indies. The Sou/here Hills i 'olcano erupted from J11ly 1995 thro11gh November 1999. 


Data are from Searl el al. (2002). 


Plvn1outh Cork Hill Salem North 

Sep 1996 

Concentration (mg/m-1) 0.153 0.183 0.076 

Kumber ohamplllS 12 12 7 0 

Oct 1996 May 1997 

Concentration (mgim3
) 0.116 0.075 0.023 0.021 

Kumber of samples 53 29 6 4 

June 1997 

Concentration (mg/m~) 0.183 0.236 0.078 0.045 

K wnber of HmnplllS 3 8 26 12 
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playing and housework activities, produced higher PMiu concentrations (up to 2.5 mg/m3
) than 

did the passing ashfall cloud (-1.5 mg/m3
) from an eruption that day. 

Predtct1n1 the frequency ofmlljor re11uspen!llon event." 
Because the resuspended clouds of ash in Patagonia and Iceland have caused major 

concemi; for people and aircraft, ther.:i have heen recent attemptii to try to fomi predictive 
models. Exumples are Leadbetter d. al. (2012) for Icehmd 1md Folch et al. (2014) for Patagonia. 
Wlulre tht:re is a large amount ofresuspendiblt: material dt:positt:d, it i11 generally a!ISume<l thut 
resuspension will occur when some threshold wind speed is exceeded. A fairly recent paper by 
Draxler et al. (2010) has considered this with particular reference to the western United States. 
Draxler et al. do not specifically consider ashfall, but rather are concerned with the resuspension 
oferodible soil. 

Rather than using wind speed at some height as a predictive tool it is common to consider 
the friction v1:lo~'ily, typically d1moled as 11*. In ordinary tenns 11 defming equati011 for 11* ill 

u(:)= -In...:::...u* ["'] ; 
k Z:o 

(1)

where u(z) is the wind speed at height z, k is von Kannan's constant, z0 is the height at which u is 
equal to 0. This parameter z:o is also frequently called the roughness length. The roughness 
length is typically about 10% ofthe height ofobstacles in the vicinity, which I estimate would be 
mainly bm1lwi ofheight leflfl 1han one meter. TI1e coefficient ofu*/u10 ifl typically equal to 0.05 
lo 0.1. von K8nru\n'11 l.lOlllilanl is 1;.111ual lo 0.4. 

According to l>raxler's work, episodic events of resuspemion can be predicted according 
to 

(2) 

where the subscript t denotes a threshold value ofthe friction velocity at which resuspension 
begins. Draxler et al. consider that a reasonable value for the threshold friction velocity is about 
45 cm.ls. 

'Jhe atmospheric sciences persons at Hanford are well acquainted with the above 
concepts. 

CONCLl"SIONS: 

1. 	 ·me 10-cm or more ashfall has a reasonable basis as being a 1 in 10,000 year event: it is 
based on empirical data. 

2. 	 TI1e postulated concentration of 1500 mg1ru3 dw'ing ashfall is likely overestimated by at 
least a factor of four. 

3. 	 Resuspension is going to be smaller and decrease more rapidly than would be predicted 
with the Ma.'\·well and Anspaugh (2011) equation. Resuspension will occur, but it likely 
will be episodic and driven by strong winds and/or efforts at clean up. Based on 
meaimremen1s at Yakima and elsewhere, a year-long average value of I mg!m3 is 
rea11onahle. [This is still quit.:: du~ty, ahout 10 times 1he nonnal average.] Peak values of 
20 mg/m3 can he expected. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 


1. 	 Do not run atmospheric transport models, a8 empirical data would have to be used for 
input; it is better to just start with empirica1 data. It is doubtfu1 that the results ofa 
theoretical model that depends on empirical data for input would be more believable than 
the empirica1 data on ashtal1. 

2. 	 Ifyou must run a model. run three ofthem: Ash3d, HYSPLIT, and NARAC. 
3. 	 Don't act..-ept at foce value the air concentration of 15(X) mg!m3 postulated by Snow 

(2012). With a fall velocity of 1.7 m/s, this material is going to be coming down so fast 
only the smaller particles would reach a filter. Do calculate the face velocity of airilow at 
the filter and compare to 1.7 mis. Consider building a wooden barrier (like a building 
with slats) to any important filter, so that rapidly falling ash could not directly reach the 
tilter. 

4. 	 Keep trailic in the area to a minimum at least until a major rain occurs. 
5. 	 !lave the atmospheric sciences people at Hanford calculate distributions of friction 

velocities at l lanford and plot them on a probability scale, so that we can estimate how 
oilen there might be episodic events. Hourly values over a 10-year period should be 
imfficient. 

6. 	 Consult ·with Dr. lJraxlcr (NOAA Air Resources Laboratory) to sec if he finds this 
analysis credible for a post-volcanic cnviromncnt. 

SIGNATURE 


November 10, 2014 
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APPENDIXD 


ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 

DISCUSSIONS WITH U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


INVESTIGA TOR(S) 

Elaine Diaz 

Kelly Ebert 

Steve McDuffie 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

Three discussions with U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) were held (October 1, 2, and 14, 2014) 
to determine if: 

1. 	 Warning time could be provided before an eruption of Mt St Helens of the scale predicted 
for the Hanford natural phenomena hazard requirement (based on the 2011 open file 
report). 

2. 	 Ash3d is appropriate for use to determine the thickness and airborne concentration of ash 
at Hanford. 

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

• Schwaiger, H.F#, Denlinger, R.P. , and Mastin, L.G., 2012, "Ash3d·: A finite-volume, 
conservative numerical model for ash transport and tephra deposition," Journal of 

Geophysical Research, Vol. 117, BQ4204. 

• 	 Mastin, L.G., Schwaiger, Hans, Schneider, D.J ., Wallace, K.L., Schaefer, Janet, and 
Denlinger, R.P., 2013, "Injection, transport, and deposition of tephra during event 5 at 
Redoubt Volcano, 23 March, 2009," Journal of Vo(canology and Geothermal Research , 
Vol 259, p. 201-213 . 

• 	 Mastin, L.G., Van Eaton, AR., and Lowenstern, J.B., 2014, ''Modeling ash fall 
distribution from a Yellowstone supereruption," Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems,, 
Vol 15, 3459-3475. 

• 	 Durant, AJ.; Rose, W.I.; Sarna-Wojcicki, AM.; Carey, S.; Volentik, AC.M, 2009, 
"Hydrometeor-enhanced tephra sedimentation: Constraints from the 1980 eruption of 
Mount St. Helens," Journal ofGeophysical Research, Vol. 114, B03204. 

• 	 Bonadonna, C., Folch, A., Loughlin, S., Puempel, H., 2011, "Ash Dispersal Forecast and 
Civil Aviation Workshop - Model Benchmark Document," 
https://vhub.org/resources/505. 

• 	 "2nd IUGG-WMO Workshop on Ash Dispersal Forecast and Civil Aviation, Geneva, 
Switzerland, Model Definition Document," 18-20 November 2013 . 
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED 

• 	 John Ewert, Scientist in Charge, USGS Cascades Volcano Observatory (CVO) 
• 	 Larry Mastin, Expert in Ash3d modeling, USGS CVO 
• 	 Will Scott, Volcanologist, Mt St Helens expert, USGS CVO. 

DISCUSSION 

Discussions were held October 1and2 with John Ewert, Scientist in Charge at the USGS CVO, 
and a followup discussion was held on October 14. 

Questions were posed on the feasibility of the USGS CVO providing advanced warning of an 
eruption on the scale predicted in Open-File Report 2011-1064: Estimate ofTephra 
Accumulation Probabilities for the U.S. Department ofEnergy's Hanford Site, Washington, and 
whether USGS could send a letter or report documenting its capabilities and timing of advanced 
notifications. The USGS affirmed that it was possible to detect conditions at least 1 week before 
a Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) 6 eruption with a Y-N scale deposit at Hanford. A letter 
from USGS can be prepared with their conclusions, but the following caveats are noted: 

1. 	 Data is only available from the 1991 Pinatubo eruption demonstrating the performance of 
new seismic instruments deployed in monitoring Mount St. Helens. While there is 
confidence in the instruments and the USGS capabilities, there is only one confirmatory 
data point to date. 

2. 	 When Mount St. Helens was last active in 2004-2008, there were 8 days of advance 
seismic warning, followed by a 7-10 days of uncertainty regarding predictions of a major 
eruption. (Note: Current monitoring capabilities did not exist at that time). The dome 
building in 2004 was fairly significant, and the mountain has produced back-to-back 
major explosions in the past (1479 and 1481, both VEI 5), so a major eruption cannot be 
ruled out just because there was a previous major eruption in the recent past. Given the 
present instrumentation and capabilities, the USGS feels confident on providing a week's 
notice of an eruption. However, the magnitude of an expected eruption cannot be reliably 
predicted; therefore, USGS could not advise the Waste Treatment and Immobilization 
Plant (WTP) on the length of time operations would need to be suspended until a 
determination could be reached that a predicted eruption is not likely to be major. 

3. 	 USGS is one of only a handful of Federal agencies that Congress has ever threatened to 
defund and shut down. The Level 4 seismic monitoring instrumentation network at 
Mount St. Helens and the associated maintenance, monitoring, and interpretation are 
funded by a National Science Foundation program through 2018. Adopting a safety 
strategy requiring warning from USGS makes the assumption there will be an ability to 
monitor Mount St. Helens activity and provide warnings of anticipated volcanic events 
within the Federal government. Mr. Ewert suggested an interagency agreement between 
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and USGS to provide funding beyond the National 
Science Foundation program for the Mount St. Helens monitoring system throughout the 
life of the WTP, and estimated the cost at $500,000 per year ($20 million over the 
40-year design life of WTP). 

The use of Ash3d to model impacts at the Hanford Site was also discussed with USGS. 
Mr Ewert was confident, with some financial support from WTP, that Hanford Site impacts 
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could be modeled with defensible results. The model is supported by a substantial and growing 
body of peer-reviewed literature. USGS also felt that results using the Ash3d model (i.e., ash 
accumulation and air concentrations) would be much closer to measured airborne concentration 
values associated with volcanic events (see Appendix B) than that produced using empirical 
methods, based on comparisons elsewhere. The model would also allow consideration of 
varying wind directions and speeds based on weather data and derived probabilities. 

The October 2 meeting focused on questions raised by Dr. Lynn Anspaugh regarding Ash3d. 
Dr. Anspaugh's concern is that bulk ash ejected from a volcano may not behave like individual 
particles in air. Mr. Ewert sent three papers to Dr. Anspaugh to address his concerns. 

The meeting on October 14 was held to discuss whether other airborne dispersion models 
(e.g., HYSPLIT [Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory], NAME, FALL3D) 
are more suitable for modeling Mount St. Helens impacts. The team reviewed Ash3d 
capabilities against the other air dispersion models and determined that is the most appropriate 
for modeling air particulate transport from volcanic eruptions. However, Dr. Mastin is in contact 
with several other modelers, including one from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), who could be called on to peer review Ash3d results. 

In follow-on discussions with NOAA, the APT determined that NOAA's HYSPLIT model could 
be used to address the question of wind resuspension of ash-a capability that Ash3d lacks. 
The two models together could be used to produce a new ash estimate for the Hanford Site. 

On October 19, another discussion with USGS and Dr. Anspaugh took place, this time with 
Dr. Mastin, the USGS Ash3d expert. Dr. Anspaugh explained his concern that large 
concentrations would exhibit different settling characteristics (ballistic settling vs. settling as 
individual particles). Dr. Mastin explained that the (Ash3d) model uses ash collected at the site 
from previous eruptions to backfit the particle size distribution of settled ash into the model, thus 
forcing the model to settle the particles as agglomerated particles. 

Dr. Anspaugh prefers empirical data to model results, and recommends a 3D model approach if 
the modeling option is pursued further. 

The options to include NOAA and the National Atmospheric Release Advisory Council 
(NARAC) should be explored. Each has independent modeling capability in atmospheric 
transport of particulate. 

The DOE Office of River Protection has sent a request letter to USGS for warning time and for 
an estimate for USGS CVO to develop an Ash3d model for the Hanford Site. 

The USGS CVO provided a draft response letter to support the Ashfall Planning Team report 
(attached). The draft response letter contains the details of the Ash3d approach. 

USGS included an independent peer review from NOAA and NARAC in the Ash3d estimate, 
which is nominally $100,000 and 6-12 months. 

There is also the question of quality assurance of the models. Although USGS and NOAA are 
the world's preeminent experts in volcanic ash behavior and atmospheric transport of suspended 
particulate, their software quality assurance procedures may differ from those imposed by DOE. 
Discussions with NOAA indicate versions of HYSPLIT have been qualified for DOE use. 
Discussions on this topic with USGS are scheduled, but have not occurred as of the date of this 
report. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The ability to provide advanced warning time before a Mount St. Helens eruption opens up many 
possibilities for controls at WTP, such as returning waste to tank farms or processing forward to 
de-inventory vessels that require safety mixing. This could lead to a much more cost-effective 
and sustainable solution that would not require extensive substantial design modifications to 
WTP. 

However, there is a risk to DOE related to the cost of sustaining monitoring capability, should 
USGS be impacted by Federal budget decisions outside of the DOE' s control. In addition, the 
approach of ceasing or curtailing WTP operations upon USGS notification of a pending eruption 
would require protection as an important safety basis control. This brings some risk of 
operational impacts as operations would be shut down until a potential volcanic threat has been 
downgraded. 

The Ash3d and HYSPLIT programs will provide more reliable estimates of airborne 
concentration and deposition at the Hanford Site that are likely to be less extreme than currently 
estimated. However, it is possible that current volcano hazard design requirements could also 
increase. When posed with this question, USGS experts stated this was highly unlikely based on 
results they have seen; it is much more likely to decrease. The final outcome will not be known 
for sure until the modeling is performed. 

The model has unique capabilities based on real data from previous volcanic eruptions and 
considers actual meteorological data from the Hanford Site. Such modeling is consistent with 
the intent of consequence analysis methods used in safety analysis (i.e., 95th percentile 
meteorological conditions as prescribed in DOE-STD-3009-94, Preparation Guide for U.S. 
Department ofEnergy Nonreactor Nuclear Facility Documented Safety Analyses). 
However, Ash3d is not currently listed in the DOE Central Registry of approved safety software 
(i.e., DOE Toolbox code), and therefore may need to be subjected to DOE software quality 
assurance requirements (see previous quality assurance discussion). In addition, technical 
questions raised regarding the model and inputs (i.e., in light of other capabilities available at 
NOAA or NARAC) would need to be resolved before adopting any results in WTP design 
requirements. Dr. Lynn Anspaugh recommended a peer review of the Ash3d results by NOAA 
and NARAC modeling personnel. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itself? 

Warning Time: No. 

Warning time would also require a demonstration (by analysis) of ability to pump back, 
process forward, or otherwise prepare for airborne ash within the warning time. 

Ash3d: Yes, partially. 

There is a possibility that Ash3d results would remain within the bounds of the current 
ashfall requirement. This would eliminate the need for a contract change, but would still 
leave the remaining technical issue open. The current ash approach is still very likely 
unsustainable. Other methods studied in this report may assist. 
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Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes. 

Warning time, combined with pump-back, process-forward, and perhaps settling 
chambers for confinement ventilation, eliminates compressed air needs for the volcanic 
ash natural phenomena hazard and reduces power needs by nearly 2 orders of magnitude, 
significantly increasing the sustainability of the solution throughout the ashfall event and 
resuspension events to follow. 

Ash3d, is very likely to result in a significant reduction in ash airborne concentration. 
HYSPLIT or other NOAA resuspension analysis could result in a significant reduction in 
duration of the resuspension event, which makes many of the other alternatives more 
feasible and unsustainable. This, combined with use of other technologies such as using 
the grout vaults as settling chambers for ash, could present a solution to the problem. 

Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

See attached letter and draft USGS response. 

ATTACHMENTS 

D.1 DRAFT USGS LETTER, J.W. EWERT, USGS CFO, TO W.F. HAMEL, ORP 

SIGNATURE 

Investigation Lead: 12-17-/lf 
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ATTACHMENTD.1 


United States Department of the Interior 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


Cascades Volcano Observatory 

1300 SE Cardinal Coun Suite I 00 


Vancouver, WA 98683 


Mr. William F. Hamel 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of River Protection 
P.O. Box 4SO, MSIN H6-60 
Richland, WA 993S2 7 November 2014 

Mr. Hamel, 

This letter Is in response to your request for additional information about potential volcanic ash falls at 
the Waste Treatment Plant on the Hanford Reservation (WTP). As requested, I address warning times, 
airborne concentration, deposit thickness, particle size distribution, and duration of ash fall. I also 
include background for and information about our warning capabilities, and some details about funding 
requirements that would need to be met for the USGS to provide timely warning of large eruptions that 
may affect operation of the WTP over the next SO years. 

To summarize my analysis: The USGS has the capability to do numerical modeling of ash fall from 
volcanic ash clouds that will provide useful information for the design of mitigation measures at the 
WTP. The USGS also has the capability to provide advance notice of a week or more of volcanic activity 
that may impact the Hanford Reservation area, provided that the current high-quality monitoring 
network at Mount St. Helensis maintained for your SO-year timeframe. A caveat is that both our 
modeling and warning capabilities are subject to unavoidable uncertainties owing to the infrequent 
occurrence of very large explosive eruptions (Volcano Explosivity Index C!:S) in the Cascade Range, and 
gfobally, that would provide more empirical constraints on these capabilities. 

Funding requirements for the modeling study are straightforward and are estimated as $100 K. Funding 
requirements related to maintaining the monitoring network and eruption forecasting capabilities for 
Mount St. Helens over a 50 year period are more complex and will require some additional investigation 
of operational costs within the USGS and with our partner institutions. Before embarking on such an 
exercise we would like to have an agreement in principle with the DOE-WTP that outlines your interest 
and potential support for maintaining the Mount St. Helens monitoring network. Ultimately, a 
cooperative agreement could be established to provide for the Incremental costs to the USGS of 
maintaining the network at its current high quality (Level 4, explained below). 

MODEL SIMULATIONS TO IMPROVE ESTIMATES OF AIRBORNE ASH CONCENTRATION AT HANFORD 
DURING A LARGE ERUPTION OF MOUNT ST. HELENS 

Background 
A previous USGS analysis (Hoblitt and Scott, 2011) has indicated that a large volcanic eruption at Mount 
St. Helens could result in substantial ash fall at the site of the Hanford Waste Treatment Plant 
(approximately 200 km distant from the volcano), thus disrupting nuclear waste processing operations. 
According to DOE Office of River Protection (ORP), facilities must be constructed to filter tephra from 
the air during such eruptions. Consequently, an Important design consideration is the maximum 
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airborne concentration that might occur at the site; in particular, what is the maximum airborne ash 
concentration that might exist at Hanford with a recurrence interval of 2500 or 10,000 years. 

Ash deposit thickness and airborne concentration 
Hoblitt and Scott (2011) used a small observational dataset to estimate that the maximum deposit 
thickness (or mass load M) at Hanford from a large eruption could be as high as 10 cm (M=-100 kg m'2) 

with an annual probability of lx10·1. Their result was the product of three probabilities: the annual 
probability (Pl=0.008) of a VEl>=5 event (4 events in the past 500 years), the probability (P2=0.18) that 
the wind directs ash toward Hanford during an eruption (from historical wind data), and a probability 
(P3=0.067) that the deposit thickness exceeds 10 cm at 200 km distance (1 deposit of 14 studied). 
Assuming that the ash settles at a rate of u=-1 m s·t over a time of 0=12 hrs, this translates to an 
airborne concentration at ground level of C=M/(Du)= -2,300 mg m·3• 

Alternatively, we propose a more sophisticated approach that uses about 10,000 computer simulations 
of ash transport to derive a probability histogram of airborne tephra concentration at Hanford given an 
eruption at Mount St. Helens. This result will replace P2, P3, and the calculation converting M to C. 

Combined with Pl from Hoblitt and Scott (2011), it can be used to determine threshold concentrations 
with a 2,500 or 10,000 year recurrence interval. The simulations will be run using the model Ash3d, 
developed by the USGS (Schwaiger et al., 2012), which calculates tephra transport during volcanic 
eruptions in a 3-D, time-varying wind field to produce maps of the deposit (Fig. la), plots showing the 
deposit accumulation with time at a given location (Fig. lb), and airborne concentration with time at 
specified locations (Fig. 2). Model inputs include the vent location (Mount St. Helens in our case), 
erupted volume, plume height, eruption duration, a 3-D numerical wind field, and a size distribution of 
the tephra, which may be modified from that of the erupted material to consider the aggregation or 
clumping of particles in the atmosphere. 

Fi)tU re I a. Map of Tephra de11osit thicknm from a simulated eru11tion of -'km magma (den!IC rock 
equinlent) displa,·ed in Google Earth. Input conditions for the model are gh·en in Table I. Airi1orts where 
ash dc1msits ha,·e fallen are dei1icted as white square!I that, when clicked in Google Earth, e1q1and to show a 
plot of deposit-thickneH accumulation with time during the ash fall. An example for the PSC Tri Cities 
airport is shown in Figure lb. This simulation used a historical wind field from December JO, 200!1. 
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x: 
PSC Tri Cities, WA 

• Cloud arrival time: 1.12 hrs after eruption start 
• Cloud will remain overhead for> 38.90 hours•• 
• Deposit start lime: 2.05 hrs• after eruption start 
• Deposit will fall for 16. 94 hours" 
• Total ash thickness: 31 .99 mm ( 1.259 In.) 

••a duration preceded t>y a">" sign Indicates the cloud Is stil l! overhead or 
the deposit Is still falling at the end of the simulation. 

PSC Tri Cities, WA 

Figure lb. 

Figure 2: Example vertical profile of airborne ash concentration over Hanford 
(119.388°W, 46.584°N), versus time, using the simulation whose results are illustrated in 
Figure 1. 

The simulations will be run using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach, meaning that for each model 

run, inputs such as plume height, duration, erupted volume, and grain-size distribution will be randomly 
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sampled from reasonable ranges of values. For the wind field, we will use NOAA's global NCEP/NCAR 
Reanalysis 1 dataset (Kalnay et al., 1996), which covers the period from January 1, 1948 to the present, 
and pick a random start time within this period. From each run, the maximum airborne concentration at 
ground level will be noted from data like that in Figure 2. And from all the results, we will determine the 
fraction of simulations that result in more than e.g., 50, 100, 500, 1,000 mg m·3 concentration at ground 
level at Hanford. These data will be used in the above-mentioned probability histogram. Similar 
histograms can be derived for tephra thickness, mass load, dosage (concentration times time), or other 
parameters. 

Table 1: Input conditions for model simulation illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. 

Parameter Value(s) 

Plume height 30 km 
Duration 26 hrs 

erupted,.vplunte' lma.nJ 4 km3 DRE (lO:{g( 
Model domain -125' to -100' longitude 

37.5' to 52.5" latitude 
model rf's.olUkion 0.2' horizonJ:ally, 2.5 km vertically 
grain sizes. 25% 2mm, 800 kg/m3 density 

15% lmm, 800 kg/m3 density 
20% 0.5mm, 1000 kg/m3 density 
15% 0.25mm, 1000 kg/m3 density 
20% 0.125mm, 1800 kg/m3 density 
5% 0.062mm, 2000 kg/m3 density 

Oiffusion,konstan 01TI2 s·t 

Funding agreement 

Undertaking the modeling study described here will necessitate reprioritizing the work plan of the USGS 
Ash3d development team . We estimate costs of salary time, USGS report editing and review time, and 
access to the USGS cluster computing facility to be about $100 K. 

PROVIDING WARNING TO HANFORD WTP Of.IMPENDING LARGE ERUPTIONS AT MOUNT ST.HELENS 

Mount St. Helens volcanic threat 
In 2005, the USGS published a national assessment of volcanic threat and monitoring capabilities in the 
United States, as part of an initiative to develop a National Volcano Early Warning System (NVEWS) 
(Ewert et al., 2005). The threat assessment evaluated both hazard and risk factors (Ewert, 2007) for the 
approximately 170 U.S. volcanoes, and Mount St. Helens ranked among the highest threat of all. The 
assessment of monitoring capabilities involved evaluation of existing and needed monitoring capabilities 
at U.S. volcanoes based on their threat level, and in 2008, the USGS published a study by government 
and university scientists which made instrumentation recommendations for volcano monitoring at U.S. 
volcanoes under NVEWS (Moran et al., 2008). In that report, the panel recommended that very high 
threat volcanoes such as Mount St. Helens should be monitored in the most complete manner possible, 
designated Level 4 monitoring (on a 1-4 scale). 

As a result of the NVEWS assessment and the focus that Mount St. Helens received from the scientific 
community during the 2004·2008 eruption, it is now monitored at Level 4, one of only four US volcanoes 
to be so well monitored . At the present time, Mount St. Helens is monitored through a combined effort 
of the USGS-Cascades Volcano Observatory (CVO), the University of Washington Pacific Northwest 
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Seismic Network (PNSN), and the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) project under the NSF Earth scope 
Program. The USGS Volcano Hazards Program has the mission responsibility to analyze all available 
monitoring data, assign alert levels, and issue forecasts and warnings about volcanic activity at the 
volcano. 

Pending status of monitoring of Mount St. Helens 
At the present t ime, Mount St. Helens is one of the best moni tored stratovolcanoes in the world. With 
the current monitoring network we have been able to detect the subtle earliest signs that the shallow 
magma reservoir 4-8 km beneath the volcano is being recharged and repressurized by new magma 
entering the system from depth (CVO Information Statement, 30 April 2014; 
http://volcanoes.usss.gov/ activity/ archiveupdate.php?noticeid=10035). We are confident that with the 
Level 4 instrumentation network now in place we would be able to detect unrest at the volcano a week 
or more in advance of the onset of magmatic eruptive activity. 

However, an important portion of the monitoring systems that CVO uses to track activity at the volcano 
is owned and operated by the UNAVCO consortium under contract to the PBO project. The NSF 
Earthscope program under which PBO is funded ends in 2018, and if no funding is identified to continue 
the operation of the PBO instrument networks, it is very likely that all PBO-operated instruments will be 
removed from service. If these geodetic and seismic instruments were to be removed, Mount St. Helens 
would no longer have a Level 4 monitoring network and our ability to forecast eruptions would be 
degraded. In addition, apart from the status of the PBO stations, continued high-quality seismic 
monitoring of Mount St. Helens will require converting approximately one half of existing short period 
analog stations to broadband digital operation. 

Furthermore, it must be emphasized that despite the considerable recent advances in our ability to 
forecast eruptive activity, making precise forecasts (predictions) of the magnitude and exact timing of 
eruptive activity that will ensue is still a challenge. Large eruptions (i.e., those greater than VEI 5) are 
infrequent globally, and because precursory data for the largest eruptions are sparse, we must rely on 
monitoring data collected and analyzed during smaller magnitude eruptions to guide our forecasting of 
larger eruptions. If the operators of the Waste Treatment Plant can accept some uncertainty in eruption 
forecasting both in timing and in magnitude, and can suspend operation of the WTP for up to several 
weeks during an escalation of precursory activity at the volcano, then continued Level 4 monitoring of 
Mount St. Helens is warranted and necessary. 

Eruption forecasting at Mount St. Helens beyond ZOlB andfunding issues 
To confidently provide a week's warning of large magnitude eruptions at Mount St. Helens to the 
operators of the WTP over the next approximately 50 years, the Level 4 network at Mount St. Helens 
will need to be maintained and upgraded as new monitoring technologies become available. At the 
present time, CVO does not have the funding and staff to maintain a Level 4 monitoring network at 
Mount St. Helens beyond 2018 (when PBO instruments likely will be decommissioned) and 
simultaneously address our commitment to remedy inadequate monitoring at other very high threat 
volcanoes in the region that are also identified in the 2005 NVEWS assessment. 

Given foreseeable constraints on USGS resources, it is likely that the Mount St. Helens network will be 
maintained by the USGS as a Level 3 network beyond 2018 with diminished ability to detect and 
quantify early signs of unrest. However, augmenting the monitoring infrastructure, operations, and 
maintenance activities to address the WTP volcano hazards mitigation needs could be accomplished 
through a long-term funding agreement to maintain Mount St. Helens at Level 4 status. In essence this 
would be a cooperative agreement established to keep Mount St. Helens monitored with a Level 4 
network. Funding associated with the agreement would ideally begin in in 2018, in time to maintain the 
current NSF-funded, PBO-operated network. Details of a long-term agreement between the USGS and 
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the DOE is beyond the scope of this letter, but would include the incremental costs of instrument and 
telemetry renewal, yearly operations and maintenance, and engineering staffing to maintain the Level 4 
monitoring network over a 50 year period. Our initial estimate is that several hundred thousand dollars 
per year, but not more than $500 K/yr, would be necessary to keep Mount St. Helens at Level 4. 

The USGS is committed to providing the best and most timely possible volcano hazards information to 
the public and operators of critical infrastructure. We look forward to further dialog with the Office of 
River Protection about how we can·address the issue of eruption forecasts and warnings for Mount St. 
Helens. 

Sincerely, 

John W. Ewert 
Scientist-in-Charge, USGS/CVO 
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APPENDIXE 

ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 
INVESTIGATION OF PREVIOUS ALTERNATIVES - MANUAL FILTER CHANGES 

INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Cecil Swarens 

SCOPE 

The review included: 

• 	 Reviewing previous alternatives involving manual filter changes. 
• 	 Pursuing additional information or mechanisms to define use of manual filter changes. 

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 24590-WTP-RPT-ENG-10-016, 2010, Whitepaper: An Analysis ofWI'PAshfall Design 
Requirements and Recommended Mitigation Strategy, Rev. 1, Bechtel National, Inc., 
Richland, Washington. 

• 	 ANSl/ANS-58.8-1994, Time Response Design Criteria for Safety-Related Operator 
Actions, R2008, American Nuclear Society, La Grange Park, Illinois. 

• 	 ASHRAE 52.1-1992, 1992, Gravimetric and Dust-Spot Procedures for Testing Air
Cleaning Devices Used in General Ventilation for Removing Particle Matter, American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc., Atlanta, 
Georgia. 

• 	 CCN 216061, 2010, "Preliminary Analysis of Time Response Criteria for Safety-Related 
Operator Actions for Changing Filters During an Ashfall Event at WTP," memorandum 
to M. Medsker from L. Goff, Bechtel National, Inc., Richland, Washington, July 12. 

• 	 Flanders/CSC Corporation specification sheet for 24x24x12" bag type filters 

PERSONNEL CONTACTED 

• 	 Ken Wells, Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (WTP) Plant Operations Manager 
• 	 Tim Dallas, WTP Low-Activity Waste (LAW) Operations Manager 

DISCUSSION 

This investigation reviewed previous alternatives associated with manual changeout of filters 
supporting an ashfall event as a result of a volcanic eruption. These previous alternatives are 
contained in BNI documents 24590-WTP-RPT-ENG-10-016 and Memorandum CCN 216061. 
The whitepaper initially indicated manual changeout of filters was a viable alternative. 
However, after additional analysis provided in the memorandum, BNI concluded that manual 
changeout was not feasible for most facilities under the baseline or the alternative (hybrid) 
solution, if undertaken by a single team of two persons requiring 7 minutes per filter change 
(ANSI 51.2). 
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Due to the uncertainties of actual air demand and an incomplete design, this investigation 
focused on the air demand capacity that could be maintained by a single crew of two persons, 
requiring 7 minutes per filter change, based on filter loading, and ash concentration. 
This mechanism and the subsequent values can be used to analyze future identified air demands 
in each facility as needed, based on filter loading criteria and documented ash concentration 
values to be utilized in the design. 

To determine the filter loading criteria, data from Flanders/CSC Corporation concerning a 24-in. 
by 24-in. by 12-in. bag type filters (the only filters of this size for which Flanders had dust
loading capacities) was gathered and showed the specified filter attained full loading 
(1.5 in. WG) at 187 grams of dust during ASHRAE 52.1 filter testing. This information was 
used to assume the maximum amount of ash the filter will hold prior to a required change-out 
during an eruption event. However, the actual loading of a similar filter during an eruption event 
will likely differ due to the different characteristics and size distributions of particles 
encountered in the ash during the event. To ensure accurate calculation of filter loading weights 
and times, testing will be required similar to those of ASHRAE 52.1 using a simulant that best 
approximates the ash expected at Hanford during an eruption event. This will determine the 
actual loading experienced and time to full loading for the chosen filter arrangement. Once this 
data is attained, more accurate predictions of filter changeout abilities by WTP workforces can 
be calculated. 

With the loading assumed to be 187 grams for a single filter, the time to full loading of the filter 
was calculated based on the assumed flow rate (1,500 cfm) and the assumed ash concentrations. 
Ash concentrations used for this purpose was the current WTP design of 219 mg/m3

; the revised 
Hanford natural phenomena hazard of 2,650 mg/m3

; and the peak measured at Yakima during 
the 1980 Mount St. Helen's event of 33.4 mg/m3

. The resultant time to filter change for each of 
the above ash concentrations were 20 minutes to load each filter flowing 1,500 cfm for an ash 
concentration of 219 mg/m3

; 2 minutes for an ash concentration of 2,650 mg/m3
, and 132 

minutes for an ash concentration of 33.4 mglm3
. 

Table E-1. Time until Filter Fully Loaded/Filter Changes per Crew. 

Flowrate 
(cfm) 

Ash Concentration 
(mg/mJ) 

Maximum 
Loading Filter 

(grams) 

Time until Filter 
Fully Loaded 

(min) 
Filter Changes 

Capable of 1 Crew 

1,500 219 187 20 3 

1,500 2,650 187 2 0 

1,500 33.4 187 132 19 

These times to full loading of each filter subjected to 1,500 cfm were then compared to the 
minimum time required to affect a filter changeout by WTP workers during an ashfall event. 
Utilizing data from 24590-WTP-RPT-ENG-10-016, it was determined a crew of two persons 
would be utilized to make filter changes requiring seven discrete actions. 
From ANSI/ANS-58.8, a minimum time of 1 minute per discrete action is required for design 
purposes (unless time study data exists that allows changes to this requirement). This indicates 
7 minutes is required for each filter change by a single team as a design criteria. 
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This information was used to calculate the number of filter changes that could be accomplished 
by a single team before the last changed filters become fully loaded (Table E-1). The 
information was also used to determine the maximum cubic feet per minute a team of two 
persons could support for a given ash concentration, if they were involved in continuously 
changing filters during an ashfall event. It was found the maximum cubic feet per minute was 
not dependent on the number of filters or flow through the filters, but instead on the maximum 
loading of the filter and the ash concentration. 

Table E-2. Maximum Cubic Feet per Minute supported by a Single Team. 

Ash Concentration 
(mg/m3) 

Maximum Loading Filter 
(grams) 

Maximum Cubic Feet per Minute 
Supported by a Single Team 

219 187 4,288 

2,650 187 349 

33.4 187 28,246 

This maximum cubic feet per minute supported by a team can be used to determine the minimum 
number of teams required to support various scenarios based on filter loading to fully loaded, ash 
concentration, and cubic feet per minute requirements of the various scenarios. An example of 
such scenarios is included in Table E-3. 

Table E-3. Number of Teams Needed to Support Air Demand. 

Ash Concentration 
(mg/m3) 

Maximum 
Loading Filter 

(grams) 

Maximum Cubic Feet 
per Minute Supported 

by a Single Team 

Air Design 
Demand 

(cfm) 

Number of Teams 
Needed to Support 

Demand 

219 187 4,288 1,004,400 235 

2,650 187 349 1,004,400 2,878 

33.4 187 28,246 1,004,400 36 

219 187 4,288 155,500 37 

2,650 187 349 155,500 446 

33.4 187 28,246 155,500 6 

219 187 4,288 100,000 24 

2,650 187 349 100,000 287 

33.4 187 28,246 100,000 4 
1,004,400 cfm New ash criteria estimated air demand. 
155,500 cfm Old ash criteria estimated air demand. 
100,000cfm Confinement ventilation air demand only. 

In addition, an alternative including an automated paper roll pre-filter was analyzed, having an 
efficiency of approximately 50 percent for the dust size distribution anticipated (from historical 
dust size distribution data). The pre-filter effectively reduced the ash concentration seen by the 
final filter by one half, and increased changeout times and cubic feet per minute supported by a 
single team by a factor of 2 (Table E-4). 
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Table E-4. Number of Teams Needed to Support Air Demand with Automated Pre-Filter. 

Effective Ash 
Concentration After 

Pre-Filter 
(mg/m3) 

Maximum Loading 
Filter 

(grams) 

Maximum Cubic 
Feet per Minute 
Supported by a 

Single Team 

Air Design 
Demand 

(cfm) 

Number of 
Teams Needed 

to Support 
Demand 

112.6 187 8,375 1,004,400 120 

1,382.4 187 682 1,004,400 1,473 

17.1 187 55,167 1,004,400 19 

112.6 187 8,375 155,500 19 

1,382.4 187 682 155,500 228 

17.1 187 55,167 155,500 3 

112.6 187 8,375 100,000 12 

1,382.4 187 682 100,000 157 

17.1 187 55,167 100,000 2 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the restriction of manual changeout of filters requiring a certain time to perform, each 
team performing these changeouts can support a calculated air demand based on the ability of the 
chosen filter to hold a specified weight of volcanic ash and the anticipated concentration of that 
ash. This ability to support a specific air demand, coupled with the total air demand of a 
particular facility or function, determines the number of teams required to support that facility or 
function during an ashfall event. Automated or passive pre-filtering (roll filters or sand filters) or 
pre-conditioning (settling chambers) of ash prior to encountering the final filter can have 
substantial effect on the air demand per team that can be supported during an ashfall event. 
However, even with a pre-filter reducing the effective ash concentration seen by the final filter, 
given current ashfall criteria and projected air demands, manual changeout of filters would 
require far too many teams (1,473 or 2,946 persons) to keep pace with clogged filters. At current 
ashfall criteria, even maintaining confinement ventilation air demand for the facilities would 
require and excessive number of workers (157 teams, or 314 persons). However, if ashfall 
criteria can be shown to be much less than currently considered (on order with the baseline 
criteria), and effective pre-filtering, preconditioning, or longer filter loading times can be 
demonstrated, manual changeout of filters could be an effective strategy for specific functions, if 
not the entire facility, during an ashfall event. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The manual changeout of filters is not considered a viable solution under the current criteria for 
ash concentration, projected air demand, and assumed filter loading characteristics. If further 
analysis of ashfall criteria results in significant reductions in anticipated ash concentrations, it is 
recommended a selection of preconditioning strategies, automated pre-filters, and filters be made 
and the pre-filters and filters be tested under the conditions set forth in ANSI 52.1, but using a 
simulated ash that meets the ash concentrations and weight distributions of the then analyzed 
ashfall criteria. These tests should be used to determine a more accurate anticipated filter 
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loading and time until loaded to be used to determine the number of two-person teams required 
to maintain the projected air demands of the facility or specific functions. 

SIGNATURE 

Invattcation Lead: 
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APPENDIXF 


ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 

INVESTIGATION OF STRUCTURAL LOAD COMBINATIONS 


INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Raman Venkata, P .E. 

Kelly Ebert 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

Investigate Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (WTP) Structural Peer Review Team 
(SPRT) recommendation that designing for a 10,000-year ashfall event plus live load may be too 
bounding. 

REQUIREMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 24590-WTP-DC-ST-01-001, 2011, Structural Design Criteria, Rev. 13, Bechtel 

National, Inc., Richland, Washington. 


DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

• 13-WTP-0252, 2013, "Transmittal of Surveillance Report S-13-WED-RPPWTP-012
Review of the May 2013, Structural Peer Review Team [SPRT] Report," letter to 
J.M. St. Julian, Bechtel National, Inc., from W.F. Hamel, U.S. Department of Energy, 
Office of River Protection, Richland, Washington, December 10. 

PERSONNEL CONTACTED 

Mark Axup, BNI Structural Engineer 

Jim Booth, BNI Structural Engineer 

DISCUSSION 

Current Forecasted Impacts of Adopting the New Ash Structural Criteria 

The structural impacts associated with a change to natural phenomena hazard (NPH) criteria for 
ashfall structural loading, by adopting the criteria from HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Natural 
Phenomena Hazards, Hanford Site, Washington, Rev. 2, are dependent on the performance 
classification of the facility and, in general, are directly related to the steel and concrete load 
combinations used for design of each facility. 

For Performance Category (PC)-3 facilities (e.g., the High-Level Waste and Pretreatment 
Facilities), the controlling load combinations include seismic loads, where the vertically induced 
seismic load component bounds the increased ashfall load, based on the magnitude of the change 
presented in HNF-SD-GN-ER-501, Rev. 2. Therefore, structural impacts (i.e., physical 
modifications to the structure) for PC-3-designed structures are not anticipated as a result of the 
proposed change to the ashfall criteria. 
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For PC-2 facilities (e.g., the Low-Activity Waste Facility and Analytical Laboratory), the seismic 
load combinations are bounded by the ashfall load combinations, as the seismic loading for PC-2 
facilities does not include a vertical seismic component. Therefore, changes to the ashfall 
criteria for PC-2 facilities have a direct impact on current design margins for those facilities. 
Based on the magnitude of proposed change in ashfall criteria for PC-2 facilities (5 psf to 
12.3 psf), it is anticipated that a closer re-evaluation of the existing roof structures would not 
result in required physical changes to the facilities, based on available margin in the roof steel. 
However, should there be significant additional increases in the ashfall criteria (e.g., wet/ dry 
density, intensity of fall, accumulation) that could demand possible change to existing criteria, 
the WTP Engineering Division, the SPRT, and Bechtel National, Inc., will reevaluate during the 
quarterly SPRT review. 

Impact Estimate of Additional Analytical Workload 

It is important to recognize that any change to existing criteria will result in a change to project 
design documents. Whether the change does or does not result in a physical impact to a facility, 
engineering documentation (e.g., criteria, specifications, drawings) affected by the change must 
be updated to address the change in accordance with the requirements of configuration 
management. Based on the previous Bechtel National, Inc., impact estimate, this effort will 
require 3,660 hours of civil, structural, and architectural only effort (according to civil, structural, 
and architectural quantity development plans). Additional hours for other disciplines' review 
will be necessary, but were not estimated in detail. A bounding assumption would be 
6,000 hours total. 

Feasibility of Reducing Live Load 

Load combinations used for design of steel and concrete components are based on code 
requirements provided in structural design documents for each facility, and are consolidated in 
24590-WTP-DC-ST-01-001. 

Personnel contacted agreed that the code requirements do not allow room for tailoring of load 
combinations ...they are prescriptive. They therefore believe that reducing live load for the 
volcanic ash NPH is not a viable option. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The team concluded that reducing live load for the ashfall NPH is not a viable option due to code 
constraints. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itseir? 

No. Code is prescriptive regarding load combinations. 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

It may behoove the project to study feasibility of other alternatives that may reduce the 
structural impact (e.g., Ash3d, other models). 
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Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

Other alternatives with potential for refinement of ash structural load requirement 
(e.g., Ash3d, other models) should be pursued with consideration of the hours estimate to 
modify design documents, 6,000 hours total, as shown herein. 

ATTACHMENTS 

F.1 STRUCTURAL PEER REVIEW TEAM MINUTES (CCN 264941) 

F.2 PRELIMINARY BNI ANALYSIS ON LOAD COMBINATIONS 

SIGNATURE 

lnvesticatlon Lead: Date: /2-/&/~ 
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Rict'iand, Washington 99352 


DEC 10 Z013 

Mr. J.M. St. Julian RECBVED 

Project Manager 

&chtc::l National, Inc. DEC t6 2013 

2435 Stevens Center Place 

Richland, Washington 99354 BYPDC 


OFFICE OF RIVER PROTECTION 


264941 

13-WTP-0252 

REISSUE 12/10/13 


RPP-WTP 

Mr. St. Julian: 

CONTRACT NO. DE-AC27-0IRV14136 - TRANSMITTAL OF SURVEILLANCE REPORT 
S·l 3-WED-RPPWTP-012 ·REVIEW OF THE MAY 2013, STRUCTURAL PEER REVIEW 
TEAM(SPRT)REPORT 

This letter provides the results of the U.S. Department ofEnergy (DOE), Office of River 
Protection, Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (WfP) Engineering Division (WED) 
review of the May 2013 SPRT report of the independent confirmation ofWTP strnctural design. 
Attached are copies of the subject surveillance report and the May 2013 SPRT report. 

The May 2013 SPRT review resulted in 27 comments. WTP char!IC!erized the comments as 27 
opportunities for improvement (OFI). A formal response to these OF!s is not required. 
However, Bechtel National, Inc. (BNI) is requested to review, and as appropriate, address these 
items to support a future SPRT follow-up review. 

The action taken herein is considered lo be within the scope of work of the existing contract and 
does not authorize the Contractor to incur any additional costs (either direct or indirect) or delay 
delivery to the Government. If the Contractor considers that carrying out this action will 
increase contract/project costs or delay of delivery, the Contractor shall promptly notify the 
Contracting Officer orally, confirming and explaining the notification in writing within ten (I 0) 
calendar days, and otherwise comply with the requirements of the Contract clause entitled 
51.143-7, - "Notification ofChanges." Following submission of the written notice of impacts, 
the Contractor shall await further direction from the Contracting Officer. 
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w/aaach: 

Ifyou bave any questions, plcme contact me, or your staffmay contact Paul llirschman, 
Director, WTP Engineering Division, (S09) 376-24n. 

William F. Hamel 
Assistant Manager, Federal Project Director 
Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant WTP:RMV 

Attachments 

cc
M. Axup,BNI 
J. Booth, BNl 
D. Kammenzind, BNI 
BNICorrespondcncc 

REISSUE was to comet the !IUl'Willance number from S-13·WED-RPPWTP-011 
to S·IJ-Wl::D-RPPWTP-<112. 
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13-WTP-0252 


REVIEW or MAy 2013 STRUCTIJRAL PEER REVIEW TEAM REPORT 


October 2013 


16 pages (including coversheet) 


WED Alleumeal Report 


Page I of16 
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WED A"'W•t Reoor1 

A-.m•t Report Namber: S-13-WED·RPPWTP-012 

DiYilio• Perlormin1 Waste Treatment and Immoblli7.lltion Plant E!qinecrini 
Au•ment: Division 

lnteanted Aumment 
Sdledale Number: 451

Tide: 	 Review of May 2013 Struetural Peer Review Team Report 

Date(s): 	 October 2013 

Lead: Raman Venkata, WED Safety Systems Oversight Structural 
Enaiaccr 

Attachment: May 2013 Structural Peer Review Team Report 

SCOPE 

This usemnent rqiort doewnents the Waste Treatmem and Immobilization Plant (WTP) 
Engineering Division (WED) review ofthe May 28 to May 31, 2013, independent Structural 
Peer Review Team (SPRY) report issued October 3, 2013. This report contains WED 
cbaracterization of lhe comments contained in the SPRT report in accordance with Desk 
Insttuction MGT-PM-Dl-03, Coltduct o/Englne1rlng Ovmlghl, and Implementing Procedure 
TRS-OA·lP-01, /ntegrated ..4ssesmwn1 Proe4ss. 

• 	 24S90-WTP-SRD-ESH-Ol-00l-02, Safety Requirements Dotument, Riv. 7 

• 	 24S90·WTP·DB·ENG-Ol-OOI, Btuil of~lgn, Rev. IQ 

• 	 DOE-STD-1020-1994, Natural PhenonNtna Hazards Design and Evalualimt CrlJrrlafor 
Dfparlment ofEnergy Facilities. 

• 	 Drawinp: 24590-LAW-SO-SIST.()()()()2, Rev. 25; 24590-LAW-SO·SIST-OOOl I, Rev. S; 24590
LAW-SO-SIST-00012, Rev. 3; 24S90-LAW-SO·SIST-00014, Rev. 6; 24S90-LAW-SO-SIST
OOOIS, Rev. 2; 24590-LAW-Sl-SlST-OOOOS,Rov. 1;24S90-LAW-Sl..SIST-0003S, hv. I; 
24590-LAW-Sl.Sl5T·00043, Rev. 4; 24S90-LAW-Sl-SIST-00045, Rev. l; 24S90-LAW-SI· 
SIST-00046, Rev. I; 24S90-LAW-S1-S1ST-00047, Rev. 2; 24590-LAW-Sl-SIST-00043, 
Rev. I; 24590-LAW-Sl ·SI 5T-00049, Rev. 2; 24S90-PTF-DO.Sl3T-00065, Rev. 6; 24590-PTF
DD-S llT..()0066, Rev. 13; 24590-PTF-DO.S llT-00067, Rev. IO; 24590-PTF-DD-S lJT-00068, 
Rev. 9; 24S90.PTF-DD-SllT-ooo69, Rev. 2; 24S90-PTF-Pl-P23T..ooo37, Rev. I; 24590-PTF· 
Pl-P23T-00038, Rev. 2; 24590-PTF-Pl-P23T-00039, Rev. I; 24590-PTF.P1-P23T·00040, 

Plp2ofl6 

I

Attachment 1 

REQUIREMENTS REVIEWED 

RECORDS DESIGNllNSTALLATION DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 
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Rev. l;24590·PTF·Pl-P23T-0004l, Rev. 0;24S90-PTF·Sl·SIST41SOI, Rev. I; 24590-PTF·SI· 
SIST-OOS02, Rev. 1;24590-P'Jl'.Sl.SIST-00503, Rev.1; 24S90-PTF·Sl·S!ST-OOS04,Rev. I; 
24590-PTF.Sl-SJST--OOSIO, Rev. I; 24S90-PTF-Pl·P23T-00037, Rev. I; 24S90-PTF.P1-P23T· 
00031, Rev. 2; 24S90-PTF-Pl.f'23T-ooo39, llcv. I; 24S90-PTF-Pl-P2JT-00040, Rev. I; 24590· 
PTF-Pl-P23T-00041, Rev. O; 24590-PTF-Sl.SIST..00501, Rev. I; 24SCJO..PTF-Sl-SIST..00502, 
Rev. t;24S90-PTF·Sl..SIST.00503, Rev. 1;24590-PTF·Sl·SIST.OOSCM. Rev. l;md 24590
PTF-Sl·SlST.00510, Rev. 1. 

• 	 Calculations 24590-LAW·SSC-S IST-00057,Rev. O; 24590-PTF.SSC-SI ST-00075,Rev. O; 
24S90-PTF-SSC·SIST·00360,Rev. A; 24590-PTF-SSC·S IST-00365,llev. A; and 24S90·WTP· 
DC-ST-01-001, Rev. 13 

• 	 May 2013 SPRT Report, dated October 3,2013. 

DISCUSSION OF AREAS OR ACTIVmES REVIEWED 

U.S. Department of&ergy (OOE) policy requires OOE facilities, such as thl: WTP, to be 
desi&ned. constructed, and operated 80 workm, the general public, aod the a:ivironment are 
protected from the Impacts ofnatural phenomenal buarda on DOE facilities. Key considerations 
include earthquake desian and eval11111ion criteria pracribed in DOE-STD·1020-94. The 
application of natural phenomena hazard (NPH) design requirements to structures, systans, and 
components (SSC) are baaed on the life safety or the afety classifications of the SSC as 
establisbcd by safety analysis focused on: 

• 	 Providing a safe wozk a:ivironmeM 

• 	 Protecting against property loss and damage 

• 	 Maintaining operation of eaential facilities 

• 	 Protecting against exposure to hazardous materials during and after occwrencea of 
natw'al phenomena events. 

The purpose ofthe SPRT is to confum the Bechtel Natior.oal, Inc. (BNI) stnJ<:tural design process 
effectively implements authorization basis aod other applicable tei:lmicll requirements for the 
design activity under review, to C1111Urc long-term safety, integrity, func:tionalityloperability, and 
optimal life.i:ycle cost of WTP SlruclUral related SSCs. · 

The May 2013 SPRT incJuded a review offacility stnM:tural steel drawings, calculations, design 
criteria, and design guides associased with strui:tural design specific to the following: 

1. 	 Defense Nui:lear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) issues and comments and rcspollSllS to 
issuca that have been tranmnitted to the DNPSB by BNI for the DOE Office ofRiver 
Protection (ORP) since January 201 l. 

2. 	 SPRT site visit to review general JJl'O&reSS, emergency turbine generator (ETO) location, 
Analytical Laboratory (Lab) heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) CSV duct, 
High-Level Waste (HLW) Facility pbdform 

3. 	 Review the T.ow-Activity Waste (LAW) Facility multi-commodity racks 

Page 3 ofl6 
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4. 	 Pretreannatt (PT) Facility black cell liner 

S. 	 PT hot cell equipment frames 

6. 	 Review lhc trlnafer function camparilOD developed by the project for the Subtraction vs. 
!MctMelhod 

7. 	 Update the SPRT on the status of Lab HVAC CSV duct design/story drift issue, including 
HVAC le:ismic anchor motion 

8. 	 DilClUSll the re110lution ofPT/HLW crane nril &hder deaign comments from October 2012 
review 

- Rmew the crane bracket weld to anbcd, including distn"bution ofvertical shear to 
flqe welds 

- Discuss Ff bot c:cll embed lamellar tearing issuea 

- Discuss design issues with embed plates bavin& Nobon D2L defonned bars 

9. 	 Review responses to put SPRT open collllllellU 

- Di!Kllll!IS SPRT thinkiag on Project Issac Evaluation report {PIER) 12-0011, Action 6, 
n:lalcd to DOE-STD-I 020-94 peer-review requirements 

-	 Diacuu JelOlution ofPIER 12-1189 related to uae ofln-8tructure Response Spectra 
(ISRS) curves 

10. Discuss ETG building design 


- Update for on-power seismic design 


11. Disc:uss HL W platform connection detaila 

12. Review aahfall criteria n:vlslon 

13. Review Design Criteria Revision 13 update. 

As a result of the n:view, tbll SPRT made 27 new oblervatiom, which are pmvided In 
Attachment A of1be SPRT report. A nwnber ofreaponsea were preaented to resolve previous 
SPRT comments llDd respomea for seven comments were clOled. In addition, the SPRT's 
review of draft calculation 24590-HLW-SOC-S IST-00236, Rev. J, resolved the subtraction 
method i11SUC for HLWFacility to the satisfaction of the SPRT. 

A sumnwy ofthe results ofthe review follows. 

I. 	 SPRT •ltt vilil tG review paenl p...,......, ETG luntioat Lab HVAC C5V duet, 
HLW platform 

The SPRT participated in a sile visit to review overall pmgress and status ofc:omtruction. 
Specific attention was paid to the location of the ETO Building. In additional, the SPRT 
reviewed the Lab HVAC C~V duct and usociated installed expansion joints and the 
designed location ofthe HLW platform. Details of the SPRT's observations ftom the site 
visit are incorporated Imo the specific items discussed below. 

hp4ofl6 
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2. 	 Rmtw die LAwaald-eommodhy nm 
The SPRT held diecussiona with the project regarding the LAW multi-commodity racks, 
after which the SPRT reviewed calculations aod drawings for typical dcsigm provided by 
the project Sued OD this review, tbe SPRT developed 1 scommeolS and questions, 
wbidl arc included in A11lclunent A oftbc SPRT report. 

3. 	 PT i.lack cell liner 

The SPRT held dilcussions with projcet pcrsoancl roa.arding the PT black cell liner, after 
which the SPRT ~ calculations and drawings for typical designs provided by the 
project. Baaed on this review, the SPRT developed three comments and/or questions, 
which arc included in Attachment A of the SPRT report. 

4. 	 PT llet eeU equipment fni•• 
The SPRT held discussioaa with the project aeaardiDa the PT hot cell equipment, after 
which the SPRT reviewed calculations and drawings for typical designs that wen 
JllOVidcd by the project. Biiied on 1hia review, the SPRT developed llCVCll commClrtB and 
questions, which a included In Attacbmeat A of the SPRT tep<>rt. 

5. 	 R.vlew the traum flmctloa comparlloa d.velopecl by die project for tbe 
ID°btnctioD YI. dlnct mtthod 

The project provided compmilons oftransfer functicms in draft calculation 24590-HLW
SOC-SlST-00236, Rev. I, u requested by the SPRT during the April 30 to May 1, 2012, 
SPRT meeting. The SPRT has reviewed the lll90Ciated calculations and concurs dlll the 
1111e oftbe subtraction method does not bave a sipificant effect on the computed JeSults 
for lhe HLW Facility. This revision of the calculation addJesses the path fonvard 
described in Topic 3 oftbe Structtuol Pttr Review Team hport o/WfP Structur.s, 
8yltUIS am/ COlff/X)lftnll, dated August 20, 2012 

6. 	 Update die SPllT on the 1qt111 ofLab RVAC CSV duet dsip/1tory drift illae, 
laclaclllis HVAC 1eis.UC mcbor motion 

The SPRT held previous dl9CUSSions widl the project team reprdina PIER 245~WTP
PIER·12-0814·8 related to iacorporating story drift dlspl.-ncnts Into 1he design ofthe 
Lab HVAC CSV duct design. BNI hu retrofitted the CSV duct system with expansion 
jointa accommodate building drifts that were not considered 111 part ofthe ori&inal duct 
design. BNI cnaineen indiClled dlll the controllina code J11Vvlsl0111 lndicated that the 
ducts may be aubjec:t to local bucklina due to the imposed ('" 3 in.) seismic drift. 

The SPRT previously indicated that, aiven the lllll&llitude of latenl drifts and 
displacement controlled duct loading, Local buckling would likely result in a wrinkle or 
crinkle in the stainless steel duct shell Neither response would lead to loss of duct 
operability even though the code stresa limits would be exceeded. The SPRT further 
indicatccl that the expansion joints added to the sysmn typically me less reliable than the 
duct itaelr IDd have lqcr life-cycle COits than the duct. It appeared to the SPRT that Ibis 
may be an instance where reliability is reduced and costs inc:reued to meet a 
"coruiervative" code crilerion when the oriainal confiauration may have met the 

PqoSofl6 
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perfollDDlC aoal. Tho SPRT recommended implementing a waiver system to allow 
code ex~In~ caaes where fully jllllified. 

Further diacusaion on this t.opic: in the May 2013 SPRT meeting Indicated lbat the Lab 
HVAC expansionjoiatJ now llJ'C inlltalled. For future 1111S WED cliscussed using seismic: 
experience database Information aru1 the: SPRT ~mmended that the project have the 
Equipment Qualific:ation PRT group (George Rawl1) review the Seismic Qualification 
Utility Group (SQUO) qualification auidelincs to llllCIS whether the construction of1he 
ductwork In question was consistent with the experienc:e dalabae. In addition, SBRT 
and the project discussed lllllllysis medlods to qualify the ducts. The mW}'leS would have 
to consider nonlinear llllltcrial behavior and noalines geometiy (P-Delta) effecia with the 
aoaI to demonsttale that the duc:t stays opea (fuacdoaal) during tho displacement event. 
The dilc:USSion also addreaed tho need to lmplemmt some Uid ofwaiver a)'lltem to 
allow flexibility when stric:t lldberence to design nales causes doc:lsiom that increase total 
rlslc. (The SPRT has made this comment bcfoR:}. 

Th: project provided the SPRT with a list of Seismic Category Ill CS duct and associated 
.eimic paramc:ters that will Rquile evaluation for multi·level support dlsplacemenl due 
lo drift. The SPRT R:quosted an opinion fiom. George Rawls as to whether this would 
fall under the experience data ptbered by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRJ) in 
Report 1016125, Experlfnc1 Ba11d Slumlc Equ/pmlltl (Juolljlcotion, and Report 
1007896, S.lmtJc Evaluallon G1'ldllin11,for HJIA.C Duct and Damplr Syst111U. The peak 
ground acceleration for WTP Performance Ca1caory 2 structuRs is 0.6 II· Tbc buildina in 
question is primarily a braced fi'ame steel building with llOl1le concrete shear wall in the 
buemcnt and a few sboar walls at the first floor (&round level). 

Table I. Duct Tech Data. 
DaetSlle ....... Pnlllll'I Clll11 Tllld&

6111.9 16 ft B-3-"IM·l·C(:i56-la. WO) 304L 16 JlllllD 

121n.0 113 ft S.3-•JM.l.C(;."6-111. WO) 304L 12pup 

ltlin.9 2411 A·l ..f/L-1-A (• 15.25-la. IO 20-in. WO) 304L 12puac 

l~in.0 Ill 8-3-'BIJ.l-C (• 10~. IO IS.In. WO) 304L12pup 

60111.0 29911 B-l·AIJ.l.C (• 10.2'91•. to IS-la. WO) 304L 12pup 

16 itl.. 24 la. 1211 A·l ·FIL·l-A (;. 15.2S·ia. IO 20-in. WO) 304L 12pugc 

14 in.• 20 la. "ft 11-l-EIJ.1-C (• IO."-ln.10 U·ln. WO) 304L 12llUID 

lo lldditioo, the project rcqucaled an opinion as to whether cable tray (raceway) would 
also fall into the category ofdistribution S)*1n8 that llJ'C fundamentally 111111ffected by 
multi-level support displacement due to drift. 

The SPRT forwuded 1he provided information to George Rawls with a request for his 
assessment. His assessment is included In Attac:hment E oftbe SPRT report. In 
summary, duel failures have bor:n observed i11 past 1eismic events. As a result, evaluation 
oC duetwort for diffennlial displacements la required. More detailed disc:Ullion is 
provided in Attlchment E. 

l'lp6ofl6 
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1. 	 DiKua die nHbltloll of Pl'/HLW crue nll prder d•ip comments ft'om 
October 2012 nriew 

-	 Cnmc brac:kd weld to embed includlng distribution ofvertical shear IO flange welds 
-	 PT hot cell Clllbc:d lamellar tearing issues 
-	 Embed plates having Nel10n D2L deformed bars 

The SPRT held dilcmsions with the project team regarding tho October 2012 review 
comments that were based on the SPRT's review ofthe PTJHLW crane rail girder design. 
The projcc:t indicated that the calculation is being revised 10 address comments from the 
October 2012 SPRT 1111111mary report. Specific dilcuaions reprdina the previous 
ooounents resulted in the followinfl: 

a. 	 Welds to tmbtdmtnt p/ales. BNI agrees that welds for ahcar forces should be limited 
IO welds in the direction ofthe shear forces. BNI will recalculate weld forces based 
on this basic assumpdon. This Wile appcan to be of generic concern. 

b. 	 Wtlds lo M1bld111tnt plat• arc conlrollln(Jfat:lorfor capaclly. Comment liom 
October 2012 meeting rccommcndcd that 1be project reconsider whether the capacity 
for an assemblaae that will be inaccessible should be controlled by the size ofthe 
fillet Mid. No additioDal dillClllSion was held regarding this topic. 

c. 	 Utt ofbuck plate und 1mbtdmt1t1plate adtqlJtlCYfor HLW melllr casr 011erhead 
mast puwer manipulator. BNl agrecd to review and reiallue c:ak:ulations as nccesmy. 
The review will include cwlwding the embedmcnt plale. 

d. 	 Pottrntlalfor laminar llarin(J of'"'""'-"'plates. BNl agreed to have a metallurgist 
provide a writtm opinion OD the potential for laminar tearing. especially in the region 
ofthe top Mid ofthe crane rail support bmclcts. 

c. 	 Nelson D2L deformed bar anchors. The use of Nelson D2L defonned bars for the 
embed plate 1J1Chor is an i111Ue. BNI agreed to develop a case study demonstrating 
that tlw embedded ban are f\Jlly developed with 60 percent ofthe ACI 318 
development expression. 

f. 	 Vmlcal nismic loodl. The cranes have hiah vertical accelerations aod reattaints on 
OM side ofthe rail. Tlae Ylll'lical relb'aints for the crane are not addressed. This 
component ofdesign should be included in the evaluation. 

a. 	 Addltio""1 topics 

-	 Fy will not be 1-1 in the crane bn1cket design 

- Baled OD tbe dilClll8iona held with the project, it appears thllll there is a generic 
iMue with computina shear capacity (0.4 Fy tw) for tbe design ofwelds to A36 
plates. 

The items llOled in 7a through 7g represent clarifications to the review comments from 
the Odober 2012 review and are not included in Appendix A of tbe SPRT report. 

l'lgc 7 of t6 
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8. 	 Rm- .-.poua te put SPRT Opell cem•eat1 
- ~SPRT thlnldagon PIER 12-0011,Actioll6 relatcd to OOE-STD-1020-1994 

peer-review requirements 

-	 DllCllSI resolution ofPIER 12·1189 related to UIO oflSRS curves. 

PIER 12-0011, Actlu 6 
Di9c111Sions were held with the SPRT tcgardina Ac:tion 6 ofPIER 12-0011. The SPRT 
concurs that DOE-STD-1020-1994 contains n:quiranmts for peer review. It is the 
SPRT'1 experience that peer reviews ofcalc:ullllions are performed by groups external to 
the perfonniag group ad lllOlt often come from eirtemal orpoiutions. 

The decision on procedures and processes required to meet tbe requirements ofOOE
SID-1020 should be a manqemenl responsibility, coordinated with the appropriate 
Quality Alaunnce penonncl, and should flow to appropriate project (and Quality 
Anunmce) procedures and proceaes. Due to the makeup and experience ofthe SPRT, 
the cffectivcnc:ss of the WTP peer review process la llOt an appropriate topic for the 
SPRT to review and should be iefaml to the appropriate Quality Assurance group for 
evaluation. 

PIER 12-1189 

Comments Oil the existina control building are moot because the design for the control 
building will be changed. Thus the commen11 related to CCN 252553 (PIER 12-1189, 
PIER 12-1261) that are cumntly included ill Atllcllment D ofthis report should be 
ClOICd. 1 

9. 	 Dilcul ITG hildlqdllip 

-	 On.power aeilmic delip 

BNI (Thomas Ma) provided • progress report on the SlatU9 ofthe aenerator design. The 
SPRT bas two ilsuea: 

L 	 Tbe vibration !Olds to the building need to be fully oonsidered in tbe buildina design. 
Note tilat 1be turbine doe& not have 111 isolated foundation. The SPRT recommends 
getting formal buildiq input from vendor and uae that input in the design. 

b. 	 The vendor wants to use tnnafer functions and evaluate the pomator design uains a 
frequency domain approach. DOE and the SPRT qrce that approach can yield 
comet n:sults ifproperly implemented. However, most of the analysis details have 
not been developed and there: is nothing substantial to review at this time. 

'01t1eM11on1 s-12.wl!D-llPPWTP-ou-001, s-12-wso-RPPWTP-m-002. s-12.WED-RPPWTP--015-003, 
llld S-ll·WBD-RPPWTP-4:27-004. 

~1or16 
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10. Dlactm HL W Vltrtlleatiom Facility structural HEP A flker npport detalll 

The SPRT held addilional dlscussiom with the project related to comments made during 
the October 2012 SPRT meedng. BNl is currently updalinj the -1ysis 81ld revisina the 
comiection c:alculllioaa. Two itans that BNI needs to lddress in their revised 
calc:ulatiom an:: 

Fllltt wtlds to A36 plate. Fillet welds to A36 plale will be governed by 0.4 Fy tw 
(0.4 x 36,000 x weld siz.c). The rm-I c:alculalions will reflect this controlling 
condition. This is a generic issue with c:alculatioo ofweld capacity. 

b. 	 Wekb nlfltfnga/tear Wad. BNI qrecd to revise calculations to reflect using fillet 
welds parallel to die direction ofapplied load (shear is resisted oaly by welds to 
porlioos ofmcmben resisting shear) to resist shear. 

The SPRT notes that th= lll'C roushly ciiiJrt or nine complete load transfers (critic:al 
welds) required to develop this connection deslp. It is the SPRT's opinion that this is a 
poor desi&n. cvai ifBNI is succeaftll in demomtratio& that this design meets the 
minimlDll code requiremenis. Furthermore, it is the SPRT's opinion that this connection 
will be less reliable than the more diroct girder-to-column connection that should have 
been used. 

11. Review uhfal criteria rcvhie• 

Discussions related to tho revision ofthe ubfall criteria CODlinued in the meeting from 
previous meelinas- The di1CU&Sions resulted in the followins pldh forward. The SPRT 
noted that the propoaed ashfall loads have a 10,000-year return period and the structural 
design crileria(SDC) specifies the same criteria as live load. At a minimum, it is the 
SPRT's opinion that ashfall loading should be considered as an UJlllCll loading ll1d be 
evaluated using the ame ltJe88 criteria • other upBCt lollds, such aa seismic. No1e that 
this will require achange to the SOC. The SPRT suagested/concurred with the 
following: 

a. 	 Use mus scaling to get ash drift heights 

b. 	 Use reduced wind velocity for uh drift hei&Jrts bemuse ashfall is not a stonn event 
like lllOW 

c. 	 Reduce the commodity load allowance iC necessary 

d. 	 The WTP civil stmctural architectural discipline position should be documented in an 
euainMrina study or report. 

In addition, ORP lhonld convolve the uhfall hazard with typic:al gravity load building 
frqilities and determine the appropriate ashfall return period to achieve the DOE-STD
1020-1994 pcrfonnance goal. The SPRTbelievestbat using a 10,000-ycarrdumperiod 
and treating tbe ashfall load as a livo load has a performance goal that is signlf1C111111y 
smaller than the ranalnina NPH loads. 

Pursuant to the meeting the SPRT bas reviewed Calculation 24S90·Wl'P-SOC-SIST· 
00033, Rev. 0, and understands how BNI is tmltiog the ash drift loading. The SPRT 
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deem& the approecb clevelopecl appropriare given tbe current state ofthe art. Tbc SPRT 
also agsees wilh BNI conclusiom that the snow drift loadin& is limitina eompared 10 the 
uh drift load. H~. it is the SPRT's opinion that the calc:ula1ion is overly 
c:onmvatlve In combining 23 psf(APE"' E-4) oflsh load wilb the t\all roof live load for 
Perfonmnce Category 3 suuctures, and this is a comment for 1be criteria document. The 
SPRT IU&8'at that the 23 psfash loadin& be accepted for the WTP Project unless the 
current criteria indicaies modlflcadons are required to the existing structures. 

Tbc cummt lllJPIOllCh is sufficient to dose the two comments from the SPRT 

Odober 2012 D*1ina .ro1ated to HNP-SD-ON-.tiR-501, Nat11ral Pltenolft11na Hazarlb, 

Rev.2. 


12. Review Deslp Crlterll Reville• 13 apd• 

The SPRT bas revic--1 Rev. 13 of the Design Criteria and has one comment. The 
proposed ashfall loads have a 10,000-year retmn period and the SOC specifies the same 
criteria as live load. At a minimmn, the lllhfalJ. loading should be c:onsidm:d as an upset 
loading and be evalualed usina the S111J1C s1ras llriteria 111 other upaet loads, such as 
teismic. This comment is included ill Attachment Aoftbe SPRT report 

SUMMARY OF rJNDINGS. OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT, OR 
ASSESSMENT FOU..OWUP ITEMS 

Refereace lnronutloa for Oppenualtla for lmprovemeat S-13-WED-RPPWTP.012-001 
......... S-13-WED-RPPWI"P-012-015: 

Document No. ffitle: LAW Muhl-commodity supports between Elevations +48 to ~8 

Calculation 24590-LAW-SSC-S lST.OOOS7, Rev. O; Drawinas 24S90-LAW-SO-S IST-00002, 
Rev. 2S; 24S90-LAW·SO-S15T.0001 l, Rev. S; 24590-LAW·SO-SJST-00012, Rev. 3; 24590
LAW·SO-SIST-00014, Rev. 6; 24S90-J,AW-SO-SIST-0001S, Rev. 2; 24590-1..AW-Sl-SJST
OOOOS, Rev. I; 24590·LAW-Sl-SlST-0003S,Rev. 1; 24590-LAW-Sl-SlST-00043, Rev. 4; 
24590-LAW-Sl-SIST-00045, Rev. 3; 24590-LAW-Sl-SJST-00046, Rev. l; 24590-LAW.Sl
SJST-00047, Rev. 2; 24590-LAW-Sl-SIST..()0()48, Rev. I; and 24S90-LAW-Sl-Sl5T-00049, 
Rev.2. 

• OFI S-13-WED-RPPWJ'P-012·001: 

Refer to Calculation 24590-LAW·SSC-SI ST.()()OS?, pep 22, and Drawing 24590-LAW
Sl-SlST-00045. Tho unbnced lqth for a WI&• 46 is 8.33 ft. Beam 03-04 at 
elcvation +48 ft In drawing24590-LAW-Sl·Sl5T-0004S appean to have an unbraced 
lenath of rou&hly 16.2 ft. Please identify where the unbraced lenaths shown on the 
drawings are considered. 

• OFI S-13-WED-RPPWTP-012-002: 

In drawing 24590-LAW-Sl·SIST-00045 there is bracing between GL E.6-3 and E-4 that 
resists NS lateral loads. Please identify where the vertical bncina is called out that 
transfers NS lateral loads to tbe ftoor oo the west side or this brlllcing. 
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• 	 011 S-J.J.WED-RPPWTP-012-0tJ: 

Jn lhe 1atenl klldanalysis on Page 30 ofCalculation 24590-LAW-SSC-SlST-00057, 
where is the dead load ofdie plaaform considered? 

• 	 011 S-13-WED-RPPWl'P-4112-004: 

Drawings 24590-Sl-SlST-00047 tbrousb-00049 show additional racks at elevatioas 
56 ft 6 in. and 61 ft. Where is the weight of theae ncks end their oontents considered in 
the llleral load analysis? 

• 	 on s-13-WED-RPPWTP.ol.2-00S: 

Where is the lnnl support for the racks between column lines 2 and 3 in Drawing 
24590-LAW-S1-SlST-0004S7 

• 	 011 S-J.J.WED-RPPWTP-012-0lfi: 

Whae are the brace loads from Drawings 24590-LAW-S 1-SlST-00045 into the minor 
axis ofcolW11111 J7, JI, and J9 CO!llidered? 

• 	 011 S-13-WED-RPPWfP-012-007: 

Similarly, were ll'e the brace loads from Drawing 24590-LAW-S1-S1ST..()()()45 into the 
minor axis ofcolumns A8, A10, 88, and B10 considered? 

• 	 011 S-13-WED-RPPWTP.fl2-008: 

When: is Figure 6 thllt is referenced on Page 31 ofCalculation24S90-LAW-SSC..SIST· 
ooosn 

• 	 OFJ S-13-WED-RPPWI'P-012-oo9: 

Where i1 the literal Uld longitudinal load path for the hung platform shown on ·Paae 6of 
Calcul.aion 24590-LAW-SSC·S lST-00057? 


• on S-J.J.WED-RPPWTP-tt:l-010: 


Ref. Drawina 24590-l.AW·Sl-SIST-00049 sboWI rack• that are supported above the 
elevation 59 ft 6 in. l'IClcs on postl. See also Section Jon Drawq 24590-LAw-s 1-sIST· 
00043. Where ue lhe lllerll and longitudinal loada for these members considered? 

• 	 OFl S-13-WED-RPPWTP-012-011: 

Page 27 ofthe referenced calculation mentiona a Veirendeel truss member. Where is the 
lnalysl1 for a V eirendeel truss? 

(s the intent of Section A OD Drawing 24590-LAW-Sl-SIST--00043 to act like a Veimxleel 
tnlSI as mentioned OD Pap 27 ofthe calculation? 

• 	 on S-13-WIED-RPPWTP-012-012: 

Where the major lll1d minor axis bending moments ue from Section A on Drawing 
24590-LAW-SI ·SlST-00043 considered on the Wl8 support ~? 
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• OJll S-13-WED-RPPWTP.012-013: 

AK factor of2 is used for a WB post that appears to be cantilevered off a Wl8 support 
beam. Please identify why a Kfactor of2 ls more appropriate than the Ameriean 
Institute of Steel Construclion (AISC)-recommmd value of2.1 for cantilever columns. 

• OFI S-13-WED-RPPWTP-012-014 & 15: 

ECCN 24590-LAW-SSE-S IST-00106 evaluates the WI 8 x 46 girders for weak axis 
bending lllOlllCDts of I ·in. kip, major axis bending moments of3-in. kip, and a torsional 
moment of l ·in. kip. What is the purpose ofthis calculation and is it appropriate to 
modify the calculation to account fur BUdl a small incremental load? 

Refereaee laformaloa for Opportunities for lmprevement S-13-WED-RPPWTP-012-0Hi 
tbroup S-13-WEJ>.RPPWTP-012-017: 

Document No. ffitle: Qualification of Stainleas Steel Liner for PT Black Cells, Non-Black Cells, 
and Filter Cave: 

Calculation 24590-PTF-SSC-SIST-00075; Drawings 24S90-PTF-DD-Sl3T-00065, Rev. 6; 
24S90-PTF-DD-Sl3T.ooo66, Rev. 13; 24S90-PTF-DD-Sl3T·00067, Rev. 10; 24S90-PTF-DD
Sl3T-00068, Rev. 9; 24S90·PTF-DD-S13T-00069, Rev. 2 

• OJll S-13-WED-RPPWTP.012-016: 

This calculation uses AISC MO J6-89 for 1he design ofType 304L stainless steel. Type 
3041 stainless steel is not approved for use by AISC MOl6-851. Please obtain an 
appropriate code for the design of staiolea steel. 

• OPI S.13-WED-RPPWTP·Oll-017: 

Tbe calculation uses a minimum yield strength based on mill cert reports instead of the 
minimum specified yield s1rength required by AISC. 

Tbe basis document for DOE-STD-1020, UCRL-CR·l 11478, takes credit for the 
differcncc between a design based on the minimwn specified yield strength and the actllll 
yield strength. Basing a design on the actual yield strength, reduces the code specified 
margin, and may not meet the DOE-STD-1020 performance goals. 

Nole: Thia issue is also addmsed by NRC Information Notice 2012-17 dated 9/612012 
titled "/lft1PP'0/1rlate Un ofCer1iji1d Maleria/ TUI Report Yield Slreu andAge
Hardened Concretl Compressive Strength In Design Calculations." 

Please use material strengths that are consiMtt wilh the code ofrecord for the stainless 
steel components. 

Note that some material codes, such as ASCE 8-02 for stainless steel, allow the use of 
90-percent exceedanc:e test data for design slrength. Tho use of code -llowed test data is 
consistent widt DOE-STD-1020. 

Tbe basis document for the 0.024-inch oonwion alloW1111Ce SPRT report Reference 9. l0, 
(Cales 24590-WTP-MOC·So.-00004 and Rev. E and ECCN 24590-WTP-MOE-S0-00012) 
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appears to address wear In systans with moving fluids/slunies. The section on conosion 
allowance specifies a ranae on chemistries that can yield corrosion rates significantly 
larger 111111 the 0.024-incb com>sion allowance used in the calculation. The link bc:twccn 
the liner conosion environment and the referenced corrosion allowance la not clear. 

• on s.13-WED-RPPWrP-012-018: 

Pleae povide an unambiguous Unc:r specific conosion allowance that considers the full 
nngc ofpostalalcd lealtcd material chemistries, envlronmems, and flow rates, including 
Sllgnlnl flow. Pl.ease bue die Uner design on this C01I01ion allowance. 

w-hfenudla for Oppomaltiel for lmprovemeat S-13-WED-RPPWrP-112-019 
Md S-13-WED-RPPWTP.012-025: 

Document No. tn.tle: PT Hot Cell F.quipment Platforms for Vertical Pumps: 

Calculation 24S90-PTF-SSC-S1ST-00360, Rev. A; Drawings 24S90-PTF-Pl-P23T-00037, 
Rl:v. I; 24S90-PTF-Pl-P23T-00038,Rev. 2; 24S90-PTF-P1-P23T-00039, Rev. I; 24590-PTF· 
Pl-P23T-00040, Rev. I; 24!l90-PTF-Pl-P23T..00041, Rev. O; 24S90-PTF-Sl-S15T.00501, 
Rev. 1; 24S90-PTF-S1.Sl!ST.OOS02, Rev. I; 24S90-PTF-Sl-SlST-OOS03, Rev. I; 24S90-PTF
Sl-S1ST-OOS04, Rev. I; and 24S90-PTF-Sl-SlST·OOSIO, Rev. l. 

• OFI S-13-WED-RPPWTP-112-019: 

The frequency calculation in Appendix A assumes that the pump mass is unif011Dly 
distributed to each of the five m.ipport beams. Pleaae provide a technical basis for this 
auumed ima distribution or demonstrate that the actual mass distribution yields the 
sune results. 

• 0111 S-13-WED-RPPWTP-012-020: 

The ftequeni;y calculation does not consider rockina of the pump on the equipment 
plllfonn. Rocking modes often dominate the response oftall-JWrow equipment similar 
to these pumps. Please provide a technical basis for omitting the rocking mode or 
provide an analysis 1bat comiders the rocldna mode. 

• on S-13-WED-RPPWTP.012-021: 

On pap 86 the weld ltlenath per unit length is bued on 0.3 " Ftw >< 0.707 tw and 0.4 Fy 
tplate; where Ftw is the nominal tensile strength of the weld, tw is the fillet weld leg size, 
Py i1 the nominal tensile streqth ofthe plate, and tplate is the plate thickness. The 0.4 
Fy tplate check is incomct and should be 0.4 Fy tw, not the plate thicknesa. While this 
criteria may not control the A572 plate in this specific calculation, the SPRT has 
observed this sune enor in other calculacions with A36 plates where the 0.4 Fy tw does 
limit the weld stral&dL Ploue idenlify fWI extent ofthis error (I.e., buildings, 
calculations) and develop a plan to CllSIR that the welding is adequate. 

• OFI S-13-WED-RPPWfP-012-022: 

The load development in Appendix C is c:ontilsing. Pleaae cluify ifthe 60 pcn:ent 
1eismic respo118C reduction on page C3 is an implementation ofthe ASCE 4 100-40-40 
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nilo. lfthia ii so then p1eue explain why an absolute summation of mu:tioos (page C4) 
lsued. 

• 	on s-13-WED-RPPWTP-012-023: 

The weld design beainnill8 Oil Pl8C C6 lw a D/C-0.92. This calculation appears IO 
overstate the overturnin11 loed acting on iadividual welds by using a two-step method to 
obtain the weld loads. Distributing the loads directly to welds on each ofthe four comers 
in one step will provide amore llCClll'lle load distribution. What is the llCtual demand to 
capacity ratio for this component? 

• 	on S-13-WED-RPPWrP-012-024: 

The beam flange is welded to the base plate with 16 inches of Ya-in. fillet weld. Rough 
SPRT hmd calculatioos 1Ugest that bending ofthe beam t1qe may limit the force that 
can be tnmsmittcd to the %-in. fillet Mid. Please provide a tecbnical basis for the load 
traasfer between the beam web and the %-in. fiOet weld. 

• 	 OFI S-13-WED-RPPWTP-012-025: 

This calculllion contains 1r1 analysis of the equipmeot loads tnmsmitted to individual 
bue plates. Where is the analysis that verifies that theae loads are lea than the anchor 
capacity? 

This calculation contains an-lyais oftbe equipmeot loads trananitted to individual 
bue plldel. When ia the analysis that verifies tbat thne loads me less than the aochor 
CllplCity? 

Refereaee laformadon for Opportunities for Improvement S-13-WED-RPPWfP-t12-026: 

Docinent No. /Tide: Design ofSUl'face Mounted P1atet for Support of PT Hot Cell Equipment 
Platfonns: 

Calculalion 24590-PTF-SSC-SIST.00365, Rev. A:. Drawings 24S90-PTF-Pl·P23T-00037, 
Rev. I; 24S90-PTF-Pl-P23T-00038, Rev. 2; 24S90-PTF-Pl·P23T·00()39, Rev. I; 24S90-PTF
P1-P23T-00040, Rev. I; 24S90-PTF-P1-P23T.()()()41, Rev. O; 24S90-PTF-Sl-SIST-OOS01, 
Rev. I; 24S90-PTF-Sl-SIST..OCJS02, Rev. I; 24590-PTF-Sl-SIST-00503, Rev. I; 24590-PTF· 
Sl·SIST-00504, Rev. 1; and24S90-PTF·Sl-SIST-OOS10, Rev. l. 

• 	on s-13-WED-RPPwrP..012-026: 

Noto: Attldunent A ofthe SPRT report deals with plates for PT hot cell equipment 
pllllforms llOVered by Calculldion 24590-PTF-SSC-SIST-036S, so only the part of 
Calculation 24590-PTF-SSC-SIST-0360 related to Calculation -0365 wa11 reviewed. 

The model analyzed ia shown on Sheet A-2 and consists of the 2-in. plate with four 
anchors to concrete near the four comers. Spacing ofbolts is 23 in. in one dhection, 
16 in. in the other direction. The sketch on A-2 suaaosts the load is applied by a 10-in.
lona weld attachment near one comer. The analysis that follows seems to utilbe the four 
anchor bolts to sbaftl the load. However, at the bouom of sheet A-4 the term 'l'l is taken 
u 1.0 with e'n equal to :zero. This suggests the load is applied al the centroid ofthe boh 
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group, not near on comer as Illustrated on Sheet A-2. h eppem from the calculation that 
the four anchors are shariD& to resist tension uplift with no ea:entticity in the applied 
loed. Tho caleuletioa coacludcs with a tension and shear DIC of0.99. This does not 
appear to be correct and It appms some anchors are overstressed. 

Tbo SPRT understands that thele anchors are on CODllrllCtion drawings at the end of' the 
00360 calculation, specifically Drawings 24S90-PTF-Pl-P23T-00037 through-00041 
plus24S90-PTF-Sl-SIST-OOSOI through-OOSOS and-00510. In those drawings-see 
no plara ofthe dimensions~ in Attachment A ofCalculalion -00365. We see 
pllles with four IDChors on !I-ft-Iona plates. We see plates with B to 10anchorsup10 
11 ft long. BNJ should explain how the deaip of these plates corresponds with the 
drawinp provided. It may be the four bolls at one encl oflhese long plates malcbes 
Cllculltion -00365 Attachment A. but the slwin& of the uplift by four anchors is still in 
qliestion. 

• on S-13-WED-RPPWTP-112-027: 

Document No. /Title: .Structural Design Criteria: 

24590-WTP-DC-ST-01-001, Rev. 13 

Tbo prvpoeed uhfall lollda have a 10,000-year mum period and the SOC specifies tbe 
same criteria as live iold. At a minimum the llhfall loading should be conside?ecl as an 
upset loadina and be evaluated usi11& the 1S11De stren crit.eria as other upset IOllds, such aa 
aeismic. 

CONCLUSION 

WTP project staffgave pn:sentations to the SPRT related to the analysis and design of the LAW 
multi-commodity racks, PT black cell liner, PT hot cell equipment tiames, HLW Structural 
Analysis fot Soil Stnlcture Inienlctlon (SASSI) analyses, Lab HVAC CSV duct design, PT/HI.W 
crane nil &hder. HLW platfonn connec::tion details, the ETG Building. adoption ofupdated 
ashfaU crila'ia. and the updated structinl desiiD criteria. The SPRT allO visited the CODlltruction 
site. The meetings also included di11C111SiOJ1111imed at adm-ing existing open SPRT 
observati0ll8. Draft responaes to anumber of SPRT open items wm: presented and an 
acceptable raolution was developed for aeven of the open items. In addition, resolution of the 
subtraction method iuue for HLW hu been achieved with the issue ofCalc:ulation 24590-HLW
SOC-Sl ST-00236, Rlrv. t. Comme1111 and questiom Mn developed by lhe SPRT based on 
review of the documents provided at the meeting and discussions held willl the project team. 
Theae commealS and questions me included in Altllehmcnt A oftbe SPRT report. 

A potentiaUy significant generic issue has been identified with the approich that the project bu 
used those results in inccmect design of fillet welds. This apptvaeh bas been implemented dating 
back to lbe besinnlna of the project. The two basic errors in design are: (1) all fillet welds within 
a connection in used to resist shear whereas shear should only be misled by welds connecting 
ponions of lbe aections that resist shear; and (2) for E70 fillet welds to grade A36 plate. the 
strength ofIlle weld to the plate will aovem capacity. BNI bas been using the plate thickness 
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rather than the fillet weld sizJe in their calculallons. The fillet weld designs implemented for the 
entiJc project should be reviewed to identify these calculation errors and determine ifretrofits are 
requin:d. 

SIGNATURES 

Date: /tJ.j it>jf<'H. 
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ATTACHMENT F.2 

Ashfall Criteria Comuarlson 

Currmt Desim Basis l'l'ODO!Cd Dc&iRll Basis 
HNl'-SJ.>-01'-l::R-501, Rev. 1 HNl'-SJ.>-01'-l::R-501, Rev. 2 
Sedion4.3 Section 7.0 
Asaumptiom 
a) 50 % compaction ratio 
b) dcmity :48 lbs/cf (uru:ompac:~dJ 

Asaumptions 
.1) loatk .'.ire on a dry ll.1tl h&111ifl 
bJ inlcnded for evaluation in combination with 

concurrent moisture loads. i.e., exlraordillary event 
(At) load combination of ASCE 7-10, Section 2.5, 
(0.9 or l.2)D+At+O.'.'iL+0.2S 

c) when ash load& are considered without concurrent 
moisture loads, additional 0.5 P&f should be applied 

Desir.n Loads DesimLoads 
Performance Category 
(Seismic Ca~gory) 

Des~Ashfall Load (psfJ Performanu Category 
(Seismic Category) 

Design Ashfall Load (psf) 
value include& additional 
0.5 psf to be used il1 load 
combinations without 
moilll.ure h11.1d t'alll:OI 

1 (SC-IVJ 3.0 1 (SC-IV! 3.7 
2 (SC-III) 5.0 2 (SC-ill) 12.3 
3(SC.-1/11) 12.5 3 CSC-J I TJ) 23.5 
4 30.0 

DbclllSlon: 

The extraordinary event load combination of ASCE 7
10, Section 2.5, only includes SO"' live load, and 20"" 
snow load. Cwn:nt load combinations include ashfaU 
combinlld wilh full roof Ii"" IOild l'ull roof liv~ load is 
20 p11f. DeRign snow I0.11i i11 apprmtimately (C01111erv) 25 
psf. Additions! loading using the extraordinary load case 
combination would add 10 psf roof live load and 5 psf 
wet asbfall. or a total of 1!5 psf which is less than the full 
roof live load. 

Cooci.llioo: 
The current losd combinations should bound the 
extraordinary load combination of ASCE 7-10. The 
assc:ssmcnl pro\•ided below uses a comparison to current 
load combinations and asb loading cocsidercd without 
moisture loads. i.e., new design values provided 
iB:reased by 0.5 psf. 
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Load Combinations - Slluctural Desion Criteria 
General Potential Impacts 
I. Ashfall loads shall be concurrent with roof live load, Lr 
2. Unbalanced ashfall load (Le.• drifting) is enveloped in load 
combinations includ;no rooflive load. where L. > 20 DSf 
SC-I Ii: SC-11 ~·MCllltleii 
Concrete Design - Load Combinations Based on Section 9.2 
of ACI 349-01 
Ashfall Load Combinatiom Ollllel'vatlom: lfor dcsi1:11 rcfm:nccs, sc:c 24590-PTF-SOC-
Nonna! Loads Sl5T-0006Z. Rev. C - PTF Roof Sti:el Structure Response 
U:l.40+I.7L+l.7L,+l.7A+l.4F+l.7H+l.7R., Spectrum Anul)IHi•) 

Normal Load + Tbcnnal 1. Asbfall combinOO with roof live load (12.:'i+20=.'\2.S psf) 
U=l .C~D+l.3L+l.3L,+ l.JA+ 1.0,P+l .3I1+l.05To+ l .3R., is always greater than roof snow load-23 psf tneglecting 

driftJ. Ashfall load combinaliom control over other non-Non-.Ashfall. Non-Seismic. Load Combinations 
seismic load combinations. Normal Loads 

U=l.4D+l.7L+l.7S:,,+l.4P+l.711+1.7R., However, considering snow drift - 79 to 112 psf, will 
U=l.4D+l.7L+l.7L,+l.4F+l.7H+l.7R.,+l.7W always be greater than ashfall + roof live load. 
U=l .4D+l .7L+ I.7S:,,+1.4F+1.7H+ l .7R.,+I.7W 2. Ashfall is not combined wilh seismic lo3ding - E 

3. Seismic load E = acocl x (seismic IIWS). Seismic mass= 
roof dead+ 0.25 roof live. Roof dead load comprised of 

Normal Loads +Thermal 

U=l.050+l.3L+l.3SN+1.051'+l .3H+ l.05T0+ l.3R., 

Ll=l .051)+ l .3L+ l .3L,+ 1.051'+l .3H+ l .3W+ l .l15'!0+1.3R., 
 following: 
IT=1.05f)+1.31.+1.3Sir-1.05F+1.3H+ 1.3W+l .OST0+ I .3R0 !deel - 25 pl (">IL) 

roof commodities = 20 psf - (ref. Table 2.1 J 

U:l)+L+L,+r+H+'l'o+N.o+E 
Seismic Load Combinations 

rooting material= 15 p!if - (ref. Table 2. lj 
IJ=l>+L+S"+F+H+'l'0+~0+1<. E=acce1[2.5+20+1.5+(0.2S)(20Jl=accel x 6.5 p!if 

Vertical seismic acceleration - 1.0 g (ref. Fig. 5.tl) 
consl!l'valiv,,1y eKlimuled ha.'ie!d on maximum ""11ical ma.o;i; 
participation aclrie\'ed al (approx) 25 hz (ref. Table 7.1) 

B=65psf 
4. AHl1fal 1lo:ul component incre:i:teil lo !3.5 psf 

S. 65/1.7 = 38 psf > 23.S 

Conclu1lon: 

Existing seismic load combinations should always oontrol 

over increased ashfall loading. 


Steel Design - Load Combinations Based on Table Q15.7.1 
of :\6'KI, mutlifil:c.l by AppeOOix Fol Section 3.8.4 of 
NURRG-0800 
Ashfall Load Combinations Obaervatlon: 
S=D+L+L,+A Loilll combinlllions ;an: ~iD1ilill' lo concret" load combinalions 
S=D+L+L,.+A+R,,+T0 in that sshfall i11 comhinerl with roof live hut not inclwterl in 
Non-.Ashfall. Non-Seismic, Load Combinations seismic. By comparison to concrete load combinations, 

S=D+L+SN seismic 103!1 cases control over ashfall. 
S=D+L+Sw+Ro+To 
S=IJ+L+Lr+W 
S=n+L+SN+W 
S=D+L+L,.+W+R,,+T0 

S=D+L+SN+W+Ro+T0 

Sei11111ic Lowl C'(>mhination11 
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l .4S=D+L+L,+R.,+ T 0+E 
l .4S=ll+L+S,.+Ko+l'0+b 

sc-m a sc-IV Facilities 
Coua-ete Design - [.o.1(1 Combinations Based on Section 9.2 
ofAC131S-99 
Ashfoll Load Cmnbinatiom 
U:l.4D+l.7L+1.7L,+1.7A 
U=1.4D+l.7L+l.7L.+1.7A+l.711 
U=l.4D+l.7L+l.7L.+l.7A+l.4F 

Non-Ashfall, Non-Seismic. Load Combinaions 
U=l.4D+l.7L+l.7Sy 
U=O.75ll.4D+l.7L+l.7L,+ l.7W) 
U=O.75ll.4D+l. 7L+l.7SN+l. 7WJ 
U-0.9D±l.3W 
U=l.4ll+l.7L+1.7S;)o'+l.7H 
U=<1.90+1.7H 
U=l.4D+l.7L+l.7S:-rtl.4F 
U::0.9D+l.4F 
U=O.75(1.4D+1.7L+l. 7L,+ 1.4To+l.4R..i 
U=0.7.5(J.4D+l.7L+l.7SN+l.4T0+1.4R.,) 
U=l.4(D+T..) 

Seismic Load Combinations 
U=l. l (1.2D+L+0.2Str+ l .F+ l.<>11+ l .2T0 +1.2.R.,+E) 
U=l.l(0.9D:tQ} 

°"8ft"vlltlom: 
1. J\sbfall combiD.ld with roof live load (5+20=25 psf) is 
always greater than roof snow load ~io psf (neglecting drift). 
Ashfall load combinations control over other non-5ei.smic 
load t.~nnhinatio1111. 

Conclusion: 
Ashfall load combimtions control over all lo:ld 
combinations. Any i11<TCasc in lllhfall will reduce current 
dc&i1D marjpns. 

Steel Design - Load Combinations BilSCd on UBC Section 
1612.3.2 
Ashfall Load Combination 
S=IJ+L+Lr+A 

Non-Aahfall, Non-Sci&mic, Load Combinations 
S•IJ+L+SN 
S=0.75(1J+L+WJ 
S=<l.75(1 J+l .-Hl.SSN+W) 
S=0.75(0+1.+Sx+O.SW) 

SeiKmic IA>:ul ComhinationN 
S=0.75(n+L+FJ1 .4J 
S=0.7:'i(0.9D±Ell.4) 

OIJeeni&tlon: 
Steel lo3d combinations similar lo concre~ load 
comhin~ticm~ in that u:.hfall i11 cmmhinecl with rrn>f live 
(seismic load combinations have no vertic"1 component and 
therefore, do not control). Ashfall load cases control design. 
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APPENDIXG 

ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 

INVESTIGATION OF OPTIMIZING EMERGENCY TURBINE GENERA TOR 


CAPACITY 


INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Mazen Al-Wazani 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

Optimizing emergency turbine generator (ETG) capacity. 

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 24590-WTP-PSAR-ESH-01-002-01, Rev Sc, Preliminary Documented Safety Analysis to 
Support Construction Authorization; General Information, Section 1.5.1.2, Volcanic 
Hazard Assessment, River Protection Project Waste Treatment Plant, Richland, 
Washington. 

• 	 Rolls-Royce vendor publication 

• 	 DOE/EIS-0467D, Description of the Proposed Action and Comparison of Impacts of 
Alternatives 

• 	 24590-CD-POA-MUTC-00001-03-00001, OnPower, Utility Requirements Non

Electrical, OnPower, Inc., Lebanon, Ohio, for Bechtel National, Inc., Richland, 

Washington. 


• 	 24590-CD-POA-MUTC-00001-07-00012, Rolls-Royce Corporation Data Reduction 
Report EDRJ 8944G, Rolls-Royce Corporation for Bechtel National, Inc., Richland, 
Washington. 

DISCUSSION 

See Attachment G .1. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. 	 ETG capacity can be increased using water injection, though current ETG design would 
require modification. 

2. 	 ETG capacity can be increased using ETG performance curve; however, there is a cost of 
decreased available run times, decreased time between maintenance cycles, and increased 
chance of failure. 

3. 	 Maintenance of ETGs during and following an ashfall event will be a challenge unless in
house staff are trained to perform maintenance and repair activity on the ETG and have 
adequate spare parts for item replacement. 

4. 	 Natural gas is a viable alternative to diesel fuel and would resolve costly logistical 
challenges associated with storage and supply of diesel fuel needed to support continued 
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ETG operation in the wake of an ashfall event. Obtaining natural gas on the Hanford Site 
should be explored. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itself? 

No. Water injection and natural gas by themselves will not resolve ashfall-related issues. 
Water injection will reduce air demand and natural gas will resolve the fuel supply of the 
ETG. 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes. The water injection and natural gas supply in combination with other alternatives 
should be pursued. By using the water injection and ETG performance curves, the 
capacity of the ETG can be increased and, depending on the final load calculations and 
other options related to decreasing electrical demands, a second ETG may not be required 
to accommodate the ashfall loadings. The water injection and natural gas options are 
currently offered by the manufacturer and can be incorporated through equipment 
modifications in the field or prior to purchase. 

Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

None. 

ATTACHMENTS 

G.l GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE EMERGENCY TURBINE GENERATOR 

SIGNATURE 

lnvestiption Lead: 
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ATTACHMENT G.1 

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE EMERGENCY TURBINE GENERATOR 


The emergency diesel generator is classified as a safety class unit that provides fully redundant 
and independent electrical power to the safety load centers in the Pretreatment and High-Level 
Waste Facilities (24590-WTP-PSAR-ESH-01-002-05, Preliminary Documented Safety Analysis 
to Support Construction Authorization; Balance ofFacility Specific Information, 
Section 3.3.3.5). The emergency turbine generators (ETG) must be able to withstand normal, 
abnormal, and design basis event environmental conditions and natural phenomenon hazards as 
noted on 24590-BOF-MUD-89-00001, Emergency Turbine Generator Data Sheet, and identified 
herein. 

Emergency Turbine Generator for the Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant 
Model 501-KB7S 

501 Options for Power Generation Applications 

The 501-K gas turbine provides electrical power output between 3.9 and 6.4 MW for 
applications such as cogeneration, offshore platforms, and emergency power. The single-shaft, 
designated as 501-KB5S/KB7S, is designed for electrical power generation and fixed speed 
mechanical drive applications. The steam injected single-shaft 501-KH provides 6.4 MW of 
power at efficiency levels unprecedented for gas turbines of this size. In addition, the amount of 
steam can be adjusted to meet varying process steam or electrical requirements, depending on the 
application. 

The 501-K engine is designed to operate on a wide variety of fuels. Fuels include, but are not 
limited to, natural gas, liquid fuel (typically DF-2 or equivalent), and mid to low British thermal 
unit (BTU) gas fuels. Fuel system options also include dual fuel, steam, and water injection. 

Fuel System 

• 	 On-skid fuel system includes all components needed to control fuel during startup and 
operation 

• 	 Operates on natural gas, liquid, dual fuel, and low BTU gas with steam and water 
injection. 

Engine Performance 

WTP will be using 501-KB7S. 

Power Generation 

501-K Variant 501-KB5S 501-KB7S 501-KH5 

Gross Electrical Power kWe 3,897 5,245 6,447 

Gross Heat Rate kJ/kWe-hr 12,393 11,445 8,971 

Gross Efficiency % 29.0 31.5 40.1 

Shaft Speed rpm 14,200 14,600 14,600 

Exhaust Flow kg/sec 15.4 21.1 18.4 

Exhaust Temperature oc 560 498 530 
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501 -K Variant 501 -KC5 501 -KC7 

Shaft Power shp 5,500 7,200 

Shaft Heat Rate Btu/shp-hr 8,495 7,934 

Shaft Efficiency % 30.0 32.2 

Shaft Speed rpm 13,600 13,600 

Exhaust Flow kg/sec 15.5 20.8 

Exhaust Temperature oc 571 514 

Power Generation 

Mechanical Drive 

Combustion 

Core 

Figure G.1-L 501-KB7S Gas Turbine. 

1. Perform ETG maintenance during 60 days versus rerate capacity 

Bechtel National, Inc., has not documented or prepared a maintenance plan of the ETGs. 
They will be relying on the seller and manufacturer recommendation for maintenance 
activities. In accordance with a discussion with Bechtel National, Inc., they will be 
performing the regular inspections and maintenance, but when it comes to repair and 
replacement of major components, they will rely on manufacturer support. However, 
during an ashfall event, the manufacturer will likely be affected due to transportation 
impacts. It is recommended that there are enough spare parts on hand, especially for 
major components. It is also recommended that training be provided in order to conduct 
in-house repairs by personnel and to not rely of manufacturer support. This would 
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necessitate that critical items (e.g., spare parts) be on hand to maintain the ETG during 
continued operation following an ashfall event, as well as emergency operations plans 
that account for surveillance and maintenance of ETGs during extended operations 
periods . 

.2. Use performance curves versus nameplate for ETG load rating: 

Performance curves were not evaluated for the specific turbine chosen as part of the 
Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (WTP) design package, but the nameplate is 
known to be about 5.2 MW. While power output of a turbine can be improved, it comes 
with a cost of decreased available run times, decreased time between maintenance cycles, 
and increased chance of failure. Available literature 1 support the viability of changing 
out fuel injectors to add steam with a resulting 20 percent gain in power. However, such 
measures could affect commercial grade dedication and equipment qualification. 

Peak load is an increase in firing temperature, typical of about I 00 °P, which may result 
in approximately an 8- 10 percent increase in unit output, from the base load. Hot gas 
path parts life is used at a faster rate, a typical "rule of thumb," I hour operating on peak 
is the equivalent of 6 hours of base load. 

As for calculating base or peak loads, the performance correction curves provided by the 
original equipment manufacturer should be used, with the realization that those curves 
are provided for a unit that is in new and clean condition, with specified internal 
clearances, with new and clean inlet air filters, with rated exhaust duct back pressure, and 
with fuel that meets the expected fuel characteristics supplied by the turbine purchaser at 
the time the turbine control system was configured. The performance correction curves 
can only correct for differences in ambient conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, 
ambient pressure) between nameplate rated conditions and the day/time the performance 
data was collected. 

3. Water injection 

Water is injected into the compressor, diffuser, or combustor to increase power output. 
This technique is used for the stationary, heavy industrial gas turbines for peaking power. 
Based on Rolls-Royce and OnPower, the change in ETG shaft output power due to water 
injection ranges between 9 and IO percent depending on ambient temperature between 
0 °P and 100 °F. Today, in order to control the formation of organic NO, demineralized/ 
deionized water is injected directly into the combustion zones of the gas turbine, thereby 
influencing the chemical reaction of the combustion process . In addition to lowering the 
flame and gas temperatures, vaporized water also increases the mass flow through the 
engine. As a result, at a constant power output, combustion and turbine temperatures are 
reduced. The combination of the reduced combustion temperatures and changes in the 
chemical reaction can reduce NOx formation up to 80 percent. The amount of water 
necessary to accomplish this reduction in NOx is a function of the diffuser, combustor, 

1 http://gasturbineworld.com/assets/july au g 2012.pdf; http://intpower.com/wp-conrent/uploads/2012/l O/GTW
CLN-Article-Apr-2008 .pdf. 
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and fuel nozzle design. Water injection rates are generally quoted as a water-to-fuel ratio 
or as a percentage of compressor inlet airflow. 

The water used for NOx control is demineralized and deionized to prevent deposits from 
forming on the hot metal surfaces of the combustor, turbine nozzles, and turbine blades. 
When handling demineralized/deionized water, care must be taken to select materials that 
are resistant to its highly reactive attack. Therefore, piping should be AISI 304L and 
valves and pumps should be 316L stainless steel. 

According to the published literature of Rolls-Royce ETGs,2 water injection is an option. 
However, at approximately 2 percent water-to-air, an unplanned demand of 450 gal/hr 
(21 kg/sec core flow requires 1 gallon of water every 8 seconds) is placed on DIW. 
While the flow is not a significant demand, if it must be reliable in accordance with 
quality assurance requirements for safety class systems, resulting in a new "Q" 
categorized DIW system. The existing system also may not meet the actual purity 
requirements (currently ASTM DI 193, Standard Specification for Reagent Water, 
Type 4 ), and could decrease the inspection interval and firing time. 

In addition, converting the Rolls-Royce 501-KB7S gas turbine from dry low emission 
(OLE) to Cheng Low-NOx (CLN®) combustion would increase unit output to 6 MW 
from 5.2 MW and cut emission to 18 ppm NOx and zero carbon monoxide. The 
estimated cost of conversion is approximately $600,000 per engine. The following shows 
the advantages of the conversion to CLN (Reference: Article by Victor de Biasi): 

• More power. Base load rating of CLN units was increased to 6 MW from 
5.2 MW at the 1,935°F firing temperature of the original OLE gas turbine. 

-t 	 Emissions. At a 5 MW test point, CLN reduced emissions to less than 12 ppm 
NOx and 2 ppm carbon monoxide versus 25 ppm NOx and 50 ppm carbon 
monoxide for OLE. 

• 	 Efficiency. At base load output, CLN lowered heat rate to 10,245 BTU/kWh 
(33.3 percent efficiency) from 10,850 BTU/kWh (31.5 percent) for OLE. 

.. 	 Part-load. At 3 MW part-load power output, CLN lowers NOx to 12 ppm while 
OLE is in excess of the allowable 25 ppm site limit. 

• 	 CLN combustion: The CLN system was developed by Dr. Dah Yu Cheng, a 
former rocket scientist with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
and professor at the University of Santa Clara, now president of Cheng Power 
Systems. 

Natural Gas 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has identified a number of potential advantages, 
including substantial cost savings and reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, of replacing the 
use of diesel fuel with natural gas, supplementing with diesel fuel as necessary. Because natural 

2 http://www.rolls-royce.com/Images/501 k tcm92-55973 .pdf. 
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gas is not currently available on the Hanford Site's Central Plateau, DOE would need to acquire 
a supply of natural gas to the WTP and the 242-A Evaporator package boilers. 

Natural gas bums cleaner than diesel fuel and would reduce emissions of greenhouse gases. 
In ddition, the cost of natural gas is substantially lower than diesel fuel ($11 and $28 per million 
BTUs, respectively) (EIA 2014). Natural gas has the added advantage of being lighter than air 
and thus disperses more readily if there is a leak in an unconfined space. Natural gas could be 
delivered to the 200 East Area and WTP via pipeline, which would eliminate the need for daily 
tanker truck delivery of diesel fuel, resulting in further reduced greenhouse gas emissions. 
The minimum life-cycle cost savings of switching from diesel fuel to natural gas is estimated to 
be about $933 million, assuming an initial 6-year low-activity waste treatment operation 
followed by a 25-year operation for treating both high- and low-activity waste in the WTP. 
The potential life-cycle cost savings would vary based on the selected waste treatment option 
that DOE implements. Waste treatment options that operate for longer periods, up to 75 years, 
would substantially increase life-cycle cost savings, which could approach $3 billion. In light of 
the large quantity of diesel fuel required over the life cycle of the WTP for the generation of 
steam, and the favorable price difference and environmental benefits between diesel fuel and 
natural gas, using natural gas to generate steam for the 200 East Area offers the advantages 
identified above. Therefore, DOE is proposing to replace diesel fuel with natural gas as the 
energy source for the 242-A Evaporator and WTP. Considering the ashfall criteria for WTP 
require a 60-day fuel supply of diesel fuel, cost savings could be significant. The natural gas 
option also resolves other issues such transporting diesel fuel to WTP during and following an 
ashfall event. 

DOE prepared DOE/EIS-0467D to evaluate the potential environmental impacts of the proposed 
action of constructing, operating, and maintaining a natural gas pipeline, and the reasonable 
alternatives to such action. The impact statement was provided to DOE Headquarters for review 
on June 2014. The DOE Richland Operations Office is working on comment resolution. 

Following the public comment period for the draft DOE/EIS-0467D, DOE will prepare a final 
environmental impact statement. The final environmental impact statement will contain 
responses to comments received on the draft from Tribal Nations; Federal, state, and local 
agencies; and the public. The environmental analyses will be updated or revised, as needed. 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will publish a Notice of Availability in the Federal 
Register when the final environmental impact statement is issued. 

Once the final environmental impact statement is distributed, DOE will wait 30 days before 
publishing its record of decision in the Federal Register. A record of decision notifies the public 
of the decision(s) made regarding the proposed action and the reasons for the decision(s). 

Diesel Fuel Supply for the Emergency Turbine Generator 

24590-CD-POA-MUTC-00001-03-00001 shows a fuel consumption rate of 7 gpm for the ETG 
to produce 4,300 KW. 24590 CD POA MUTC-00001-07-00012 shows a range of fuel rates 
from approximately 6-8 gpm. The fuel oil storage vessels for the ETG, though not yet sized, 
will be sized to supply a 7-day storage based on the ETG fuel oil consumption rate. A rate of 
7 gpm results in a daily usage of 10,080 gal. This quantity equates to 1.3 tanker trucks per day 
for each ETG (2.6 tankers truck per day for the operation of both ETGs) for the duration of the 
ashfall event of 60 days. That presents an insurmountable transportation obstacle to overcome. 
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APPENDIXH 


ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 

INVESTIGATION OF STORED AIR OPTION 


INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Elaine Diaz 

Mark Hall 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

Key vessel mixing functions in the High-Level Waste (HLW) and Pretreatment (PT) Facilities 
are pneumatically driven. The motive air needed to operate these systems may be interrupted 
during an ashfall event. This appendix addresses the possibility of using stored air. The basic 
approach involves creatingcryogenic liquid nitrogen and storing it in a large tank to be 
subsequently vaporized to gaseous nitrogen at 125 psi at ambient temperature and tied into the 
building supply plant service air systems (PSA) to supply the vessel mixing systems during the 
facility safe shutdown. 

This option includes making liquid nitrogen onsite from atmospheric air using Balance of 
Facilities (BOF) compressors or an impulse compressor, storage of the liquid nitrogen in a large 
cryogenic vessel, pumping and vaporizing the liquid nitrogen into compressed nitrogen gas using 
a jet fuel burner. The liquid nitrogen would be created after the ashfall hazard warning was 
received (onsite or by regional suppliers), and consumed by the Waste Treatment and 
Immobilization Plant (WTP) during the ashfall event. As the properties of nitrogen gas are 
similar to air, no design changes to the HLW and PT equipment are needed. The tie-in to the 
BOF compressed air supply piping is the major WTP system interface. 

This option is to deploy commercial cryogenic equipment to supply a temporary air supply 
needed during WTP facility stabilization. Proper sizing of equipment could accommodate 
limited continued vitrification operations. 

Liquid nitrogen is produced by compressing air, cooling it under compression, and then 
expanding it through a J-T valve. This process is repeated until the temperature of the air is 
cooled to below its phase-change temperature and it liquefies. Nitrogen and oxygen are 
separated due to specific gravity differences and stored separately. The liquid nitrogen is then 
pumped up to operating pressure using a cryogenic pump to 115 psi, and reheated to flash and 
warm the nitrogen gas, making usable compressed gas for use in driving pneumatically driven 
equipment (e.g., pulse-jet mixers). 
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Figure H-1 . Major Components of the Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant Balance of 

Facilities Augmentation Air Supply System, 


DISCUSSION 

The calculation results below summarize the liquid nitrogen needed for various air demands and 
various duration ashfall events. The various air demand quantities are based on early predictions 
of air required for the new standard high-solids vessel design. 

Case 1- 650 scfm (pulse-jet mixers only) 

Volume LN for 1 day = 11,208 gal Reflash fuel = 101 gal 
Volume LN for 30 days = 336,248 gal Reflash fuel = 3,042 gal 
Volume LN for 60 days = 672,496 gal Reflash fuel = 6,084 gal 

Case 2 -1,400 scfm 

Volume LN for 1 day = 24,141 gal Reflash fuel = 218 gal 
Volume LN for 30 days = 724,226 gal Reflash fuel = 6,552 gal 
Volume LN for 60 days = 1,448,452 gal Reflash fuel = 13,105 gal 

Case 3 - 1,900 scfm 

Volume LN for l day = 32,763 gal Reflash fuel = 296 gal 
Volume LN for 30 days = 982,878 gal Reflash fuel = 8,892 gal 
Volume LN for 60 days = 1,965,756 gal Reflash fuel <:::: 17,785 gal 

CONCLUSIONS 

If created onsite, two 1 million-gallon cryogenic storage tanks could provide the needed 
operational air for 60 days. 20,000-30,000 gallons of fuel is needed to reflash the liquid nitrogen 
to 115 psi usable nitrogen gas. If regional sources are used, depending on air demand, the liquid 
nitrogen needed varies from one to three trucks per day. Compared to emergency turbine 
generators, which need one to two trucks of diesel fuel per day to support the safety mixing, this 
seems like a wash. However, this option requires significantly less outside air (zero) to sustain 
safety mixing, which makes it a potentially more sustainable solution in an ashfall environment. 
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Getting trucks to the plant in 10 cm of ash is not considered feasible, so a key question to 
investigate further would be: Can we order several trucks of liquid nitrogen when we receive 
warning of the ashfall event? Boil-offgas compressors can maintain the liquid nitrogen 
indefinitely in standby mode (vessel or truck). Creation of liquid nitrogen onsite could be less 
costly and a more reliable source. Creating liquid nitrogen onsite by 480VAC electrically driven 
compressors, either independent or in combination with BOF compressors, are options. 
Liquid nitrogen production skids are commercially available and generally use the Linde-double
column air separation process (Figure H-2) . Note the liquid nitrogen purity produced is not 
critical. Liquid oxygen is a byproduct that may have commercial use. 

Figure H-2. Linde-Double Column Air Separation. 10 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itself? 

No. This option has the potential to support safety mixing at a reduced flow rate for an 
ashfall event of a reduced duration, without reliance on ash-laden outside air. Safety 
mixing represents 93 percent of the outside air demand during an ashfall event. This 
option does not address confinement ventilation (the other 7 percent). 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes. Combined with a reduction in ash resuspension duration and a reduction in safety 
mixing air demand, this option could provide an alternative means of sustaining safety 
mixing throughout the ash event. Onsite production and storage is recommended in 
combination with BOF compressors and facility tie-ins. Alternately or in combination 
with regional supplied trucks of liquid nitrogen pre-ordered upon warning of the event 
and staged at the site. This alternative could also provide spare mixing capacity if BOF 

10 Perry' s Chemical Engineering Handbooks. 
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piping or compressor capability were ever compromised for other reasons, in this case the 
tie-in would have to be at the facility entrance point. Use of regional supplies requires 
advanced warning to stage liquid nitrogen; it does not address the seismic issue alone. 
Liquid nitrogen could be produced and maintained onsite for both purposes (ashfall and 
seismic). There are also questions regarding the sustainability of this approach that 
require further study. 

Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

Cryogenic systems are available commercially at large scale, developed for the liquefied 
natural gas and agriculture industries. However, purchasing one to the nuclear quality 
assurance requirements of ASME NQA-1 could be a challenge. Two independent liquid 
nitrogen trains (production, storage, vaporization) are recommended for reliability. The 
estimated commercial equipment cost per train is $32 million. 

SIGNATURE 

lnvestf&ation Lead: -~....,......______,_,,'a~--- Date: rz-1<-1l( 
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APPENDIX I 


ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 

INVESTIGATION OF NEAR-SURFACE DISPOSAL FACILITY USE AS ASH 


SETTLING CHAMBERS 


INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Elaine Diaz 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

A study was conducted to determine if the four unused grout vaults directly west of the High
Level Waste (HLW) and Pretreatment (PT) Facilities could be used as settling chambers to 
reduce the airborne concentration of ash sufficiently to supply air to the Waste Treatment and 
Immobilization Plant (WTP) during a volcanic ashfall event. Objectives included: 

• 	 Determine particle sizes filtered effectively by settling chamber 

• 	 Determine flow limitations of chamber 

• 	 Determine time to load C5V high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters in HL W and 
PT Facilities to determine if additional filtration is needed to supply that system 

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

• 	 ACGIH, 1995, Industrial Ventilation: A Manual ofRecommended Practice, 22nd Ed., 
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

• 	 Fruchter, J.S., Robertson, D.E., Evans, J.C., Olsen, K.B., Lepel, E.A., Laul, J.C., 
Abel, K.H., Sanders, R.W., Jackson, P.O., Wogman, N.S., Perkins, R.W., Van 
Tuyl, H.H., Beauchamp, R.H., Shade, J.W., Daniel, J.L., Erikson, R.L., Sehmel, G.A., 
Lee, R.N., Robinson, A.V., Moss, O.R., Briant, J.K., Cannon W.C., 1980, "Mount St. 
Helens Ash from the 18 May 1980 Eruption: Chemical, Physical, Mineralogical, and 
Biological Properties," Science, Vol. 209(4461):1116-25. 

• 	 SD-WM-SAR-027, 1988, Hazards Identification and Evaluation Report for the 
Operation of the Grout Facilities and Near-Surface Disposal ofGrouted 
Phosphate/Sulphate Low-Level Waste, Rev. 0, Westinghouse Hanford Company, 
Richland, Washington. 

• 	 Slides from Harvard School of Public Health In-Place Filter Testing Workshop, 
"Dynamic Properties ofAerosols," Stephen N. Rudnick, MS, ScD, CIH, July 2011. 

• 	 USGS, 2011, Open-File Report 2011-1064: Estimate ofTephraAccumulation 

Probabilities for the U.S. Department ofEnergy's Hanford Site, Washington, 

U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Virginia. 

• 	 WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, 2012, Volcano Ashfall Loads for the Hanford Site, Rev. 2, 
Washington River Protection Solutions LLC, Richland, Washington. 
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED 

• Gerard Garcia, Bechtel National, Inc. 

DISCUSSION 

The attached excerpt from the safety analysis of the Hanford grout facility shows a sketch of one 
of the four installed grout vaults, which are just to the west of the WTP HLW and PT Facilities. 
These grout vaults are 50 ft wide, 125 ft long, and 34 ft high, and offer significant opportunity 
for use as ash settling chambers. 

The attached calculations demonstrate the ability of the settling chambers to effectively remove 
all particulate 20 micron and above, which accounts for 96 percent of the ash particles (by mass 
fraction) deposited at Hanford during the 1980 event. It should also be noted that the 
recommended flow capacity to achieve this removal efficiency is not more than 40,000 cfm per 
vault, 160,000 cfm total. 

Each grout vault could support up to 100,000 cfm flow, but with less efficiency and higher 
particle sizes conveyed (particles 45 micron and larger would be removed, representing 
75 percent by mass of the suspended ash). 

The settling chamber velocity could also be reduced to just 10,000 cfm per vault, to increase the 
efficiency to capture particles 3.5 micron and larger, 98 percent by mass of the ash particle size 
distribution. 

These results are reflected in Table I-1. 

Table I-1. Filtration Efficiency of Grout Vault Settling Chamber and Time to Plug Filters. 

Airflow per Vault 
and Total Capacity 

(scfm) 
Particles Removed 

(microns) 
Percent by Mass 

Removed 
Time to Plug CSV 
Filters at 2. 7 g/m3 

Time to Plug CSV 
Filters at 

0.22mg/m3 

100,000 per vault 
400,000 total 

:0::45 75 8.6 hours 4 days a 

40,000 per vault 
160,000 total 

:0::20 96 2.2 days a 27 days a 

10,000 per vault 

40,000 total 
:0:: 3.5 98 4.5 days a 55 day a 

• Time to plug 1s overconservative because the calculat10n assumes a constant airborne concentration equal to the peak 

concentration during the initial settling of ash. In the new criteria, concentration decreases after 12 hours. 


Because the settling chamber's effectiveness is a function of airflow velocity and particle size, 
the concentration of airborne ash makes little difference to the analysis. Whether there is 
2.7 g/m3 (i.e., criteria from WHC-SD-GN-ER-30038, Rev. 2) or 0.22 g/m3 suspended ash, the 
chamber will remove approximately 96 percent by mass-all particulate 20 micron and above at 
40,000 cfm per chamber. 

The analysis also includes filter loading time for the C5V HEPA filters in the HL W and PT 
Facilities, assuming a 25,000 cfm flow rate for each of these systems, and assuming the 
remaining small particulate is all deposited on the HEPA filters. 
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Because the HLW and PT Facility existing designs both include a primary HEPA filter bypass 
function, safety confinement for an event such as ash, where the filter loading is mostly by 
nonradioactive particulate matter, could feasibly be maintained following an event that caused 
significant filter plugging by bypassing the primary filters and relying on secondary HEPAs until 
the primary filters could be changed. This provides additional flexibility. 

For other functions for which outside air is needed to support the ashfall design (e.g., air 
compressors to support safety mixing and emergency turbine generators), the analysis concludes 
that the grout vaults could be used to provide pre-filtration and remove 96 percent of the ash. 
However, additional filtration would be needed to achieve the air cleanliness required for cooling 
and intake air for this equipment. 

The analysis also reviewed ash accumulation within the chamber, to ensure ash accumulation did 
not cause plugging of the settling chamber. In 60 days at the worst concentration, the ash 
accumulation was only 1.4 ft, assuming evenly distributed settling. 

Pros and cons of this alternative include the following. 

Pros: 

• 	 Large particles drop out. 

• 	 Passive, almost zero energy system Gust need a fan). 

• 	 No question it will work. Cannot clog or fail. No moving parts but the fan. 

• 	 Could duct air directly to HLW and PT as heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning 
supply. 

• 	 Repurposing government facilities that are not in use. 

• 	 Could install duct during warning period. 

• 	 Depending on concentration, could potentially solve the confinement ventilation 

challenge by itself, without additional filtration. 


Cons: 

• 	 Capacity is limited (does not have capacity for current 1,000,000 cfm flow). 

• 	 As flow increases, efficiency drops off. 

• 	 May still need some filtration for fine particles (except for heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning supplies). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Reuse of the unused grout vaults as settling chambers for ash to address WTP' s volcanic ashfall 
natural phenomena hazard is a promising alternative. However, flow is limited to a maximum of 
about 40 percent of what is currently required to sustain the site through an ashfall event. 

Option to use settling chambers for confinement ventilation supply: 

This technology could be used to significantly decrease power demand associated with the Bag
House filtration serving the confinement ventilation, HLW and PTF C5V. Estimated power 
savings is 180 kW based on the BNI basis of estimate. This option would also reduce 
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compressed air demand by 145 scfm. It could be demonstrated that the C5V filters could 
withstand the event without plugging, with no additional filtration, given a somewhat reduced 
concentration of ash. 

Option to use settling chambers for confinement ventilation and safety air compressors: 

This option (when used in combination with manual filters and a reduction in resuspended ash) 
could serve as the supply for the confinement ventilation air for HL W and PT C5V and also the 
supply for the safety air compressors. 

The savings in compressed air demand associated with this option is 750 scfm, which brings the 
total air needs down to the current system capacity of 3,600 cfm. Thus, there is no longer need 
for a new safety chiller/compressor building. 

Estimated power savings due to use of more efficient filtration methods than bag-house filters for 
compressed air and confinement ventilation, as well as reduction in associated compressed air 
load, is 1.6 MW. This reduction eliminates the need for a second emergency turbine generator 
running throughout the event, as it brings the power demand for the event to within the derated 
emergency turbine generator capacity of 4.1 MW. 

The advantage of this technology is that it is a passive feature: There are no filters to fail or 
plug, the ductwork could be temporary and installed during a warning period prior to a volcanic 
event, and a fan is the only moving part. 

Addition of a water spray or baffles to the chamber could increase the efficiency of this 
technology, but also requires more power or other utilities (water) to operate. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itself? 

Yes, but only solves part of one problem: Reduces power load and complexity of 
controls to sustain confinement ventilation. 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes, in combination with a reduction in airborne concentration requirement and manual 
filtration, this technology could significantly reduce power and compressed air demand, 
enough that ETG and compressor sizing are within current design capacity. 

Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

Minimal impacts to current design. 

Would require furnishing government equipment to the project for use on WTP (grout 

vaults). 


Would require minimal modifications to the roofs of grout vaults. Vaults have 43 roof 

penetrations for inert fill. Sizing and location may be adequate for duct tie-ins, or new 

penetrations may have to be drilled. 


Two fans and a penetration to support the supply tie-in could be included in the design of 

the HLW airlock modification if it is selected as part of the key risk decisions. 
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ATTACHMENTS 

1.1 VAULT SKETCH AND INFORMATION 

1.2 AIR DEMANDS 

1.3 POWER DEMANDS 

I.4 CALCULATIONS 

SIGNATURE 

Investigation Lead: 
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There are four excess water pump pits located at the corners of the 
v~ult roof. Piping extends from each of the excess water pump pits to th~ 
vault pit at the center of the vault. The excess water lines ~re 
constructed from 2-in.·dia. steel pipe with a 4-tn.-dia. steal pipe . 
encasement. The encasement provides secondary confinement and drains into 
the respective excess water pump pit. 

Each excess water pump pit provides access to a 12- in. riser. When tt 
is necessary to pump excess water from the vault, a submersible pump
assembly will be installed through the 12-in. riser and be connected to the 
pit excess water piping nozzle. The riser will be capped when a pump is not 
in place. The pit is constructed of a precast, 48-in.·inner diameter (ID)
concrete pipe that is 4 ft 2.S 1n . high, and has a 5-in. wall thickness . An 
8- in.-thick-concrete gasketed cover will provide shielding and containment 
for radioactive materials. The pump pits are provided with liquid detection 
elements and drain to the vault. Because excess water pipe encasement 
routes leakage back to the excess water pump pit, the liquid detection 
instrument serves as an excess water pipe leak detector. Each drain is 
designed with a plug for remote removal and installation. Excess water 
lines will be covered with soil to provide shielding. 

The leachate pump pit is a 7-in.-thick, 72-in.-ID, 4-ft-deep concrete 
casting. There are two 18-in. and one 4-in. risers extending from the 
leachate collection tank to the pit floor. The pit houses access to the 
risers and pump assemblies used to pump collected leachate. Soil-covered 
piping will be used to transfer leachate back into the vault or the TGE LCT. 
The pit cover Is 8-in.-thick concrete. Cover block penetrations are fitted 
with extension handles used to actuate valves located in the pump discharge
piping and the upper leachate collection pipe. The pit is designed wtth a 
barrier dam and check valve drain that will be used to drain liquid 
accumulations to the leachate collection tank. The ptt ts provided with a 
liquid detection element and is designed to provide shielding and 
containment of radioactive liquids. 

3.1.4.2 Grout Di sposal Vault . The grout disposal vault is basically a 
, 125-ft-iong ::i nside)~ 34-ft·deep rectangular 

reinforced-concrete structure-covered with a prestressed concrete roof 
(Fig. 3-14). Interior vertical corners of the vault are square, while the 
floor-to-wall corners have a large 45" haunch or camfer. The vault floor is 
sloped at 2% toward a central 2-ft-wide leachate collection trench. The 
trench has square corners and varies in depth from 2 ft at the high point to· 
3 ft 6 in. at the low point located at the east end of the trench. The 
trench is 77 ft long. 

The structural design of the vault walls is based on a vertical-cantilever 
model retaining wall with backfill soil pressure being the governing load. 
Massive (4 ft deep, 19 ft wide) footings are provided to resist the soil 
pressure overturning moments. Vertical walls are reinforced heavily on the 
tension face (outside). 
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pneumatically operated control valves. The decontamination solution can be 
recirculated within contaminated piping and proce$$ equipment until 
docont aminatton has been achieved. 

The flow of fr~sh d~contaminat1on solutlon f\-Qr,t the ~torage tank to the 
headers is in1t1ated by opening a pneumat1cally actu~ted control Yalve and 
~tarting pump. Valve po$ftton indication Is monttored In the control room. 
A1al'W!s and Interlocks are proYtded to ensure correct valve illli':Jnment. A 
pressure 1ndlcitor is provided at tht1 deconhPitnat Ion supply pump i;lhcharg~ 
t.o. ~i11rA ~1.r p.rfl..~~i~re.. 

a..i.t I 

~ ..t A. 1 ~Ei1.l1o.g~ C ~t.1ld ~~ui !t:l1.UT1 b rac\\.t 11ed ~ t.'hfi. 'TSE¥ · 
t hs- 2'- in. ·-<lit\ . illMOO t !de,'1 116. 'fnrR".;; !Ire t~. to~ft'l flly.er s of 
60-rull·tMck HOPE us11d a:; a splash pad to prouct the upper le~chate 
collection sy$tem and liner from thd falling grout slurry. A sma11 volu.~e 
of water N!!llalnlng from liner leak t~sttng activity may be present In the 
'(;l.ult when processing be91ns. At a grout slurry flQw rate uf 50 gpm th<J 
'1Ju1 t wtll be rtlled at. a l!•te of approxj:Mte1y 111 1n ./~4 I> 11 f oper.,tton. 
At t hb t'~ti, the first half C:~ll•f~n wnl hst a.J)prox.1r.1at.ely 10 ·Oper~t1.119 
daysr ind the ncond half 11ill brin'J the 9i"Qllt 1ove1 ur.i to approxf111at&l' · 
:m ft.. li!Wt!(~ •~.l.i11Jlir.l.« .t.~ tt. ar .,.u.1t.; ~· ..w.u.i.m.1t r~. ~tili I 
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CCN 258256 

Ashfall Criteria Change Con~ptt.1tl Design 
Comments I Questions 

jltC'f'DllW lly Mrcll•uir;>I System•• Jerid Mau55j 

...,i;"' COfTlprcSS<>r d<n'8nd loads (ba•ed on 245YO·P11'-M6C-PSA-00005) arc as follows: 
68

SCFMBa,.lfne Air Demand Break Down 
495L'FP •leaJll rack DUrain• 
50HPAVnnroe 
226PJM/Rfl) t>url\• 
265Forced our2e 

Instrument .Ur 50 


S•stem leak..,e 
 200 

~-"'~....e_ulsc air servin• comoressors 150 
280C'ootinuous sn•"'e PTF 
138tu.W oonlinuous soaroe 
652PJM mlx.ina (scheduled HLP27A J/2 ofPJMs\ 
2506Total 

Baseline Sd Air Demand SCFM 
2506 
3653 

- 3600 

The compressor loads adjusted for the revised ashfall NPH arc as follows: Soun:c 24590-PTF-M6C-PSA-OOOOS, 
wilh .!!QI& provided for ashfall air demand loads, note extended event duration increases PJM mi.Ung loads as 
well. 

SCFM 

UFP steam rack purging 

8rnml l:!l!U ~Ir Um11ud Break Down 

495 

HPAV purge 
 so 

226 

Forced purge 

PJM/RFD purge 

265 

Instrument air 
 so 

200 

Continuous spuge PTF 

system leakage 

280 -iHLW continuous sparge 138 

PJM mixing (scheduled, 1784 FEPI 7, 1566 HLP28,1476 ID..P22 [6 
 1784 
PJMsJ, 1470 UFPIA/B (6 PJMs], 1304 HLP27A/B, 978 UFP2A/B) 


Baghousc pulu air ser.ine 400 ton chiller 1upportine compressors 

(224,000 SCFM) 


300 1 ~~~_..,'>--'~ 
Ba&hou•• puls4' 1lr str.ins 400 loo chlll•r 1upportlne conde1ners JOO ~ ov~ ' 
(224,00ll SCFM) j ~ ' ~,)~ 
Baiihou>r PUb• air 1er.ing PTf' C5V (44,000 S\fM) 72 I ••U . I 

Ba&houso pulst 1ir "r.bag HlW C5V (26,000 SCfM) 
 )1"'rJ'7J72 
Pure• air lost In producin(( baghous• lnsrrument 1lr 157 

' ETG requires 300 SCFM baghous• compressed air, but wifl he 0 
rvovidcd bv a dedicated comoressor in lhc ETG Buildin• 
Total 4389 

\1~Ab;/; -lo~ .R..JdSfr'v. .:!~· -;;:v 
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liwl~bltvaults.: 

f~in115ettllfllvdoclty: 
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NSOf Setttin1 Chamber· 

Vault Oimensk>ns (ft}: 

50 
125 -

depth ~ """" 
lav.lilabtevaufts.: .. 
Tennlnal st'ttfln1 ~lodty: 

.... (densttyx ldiameter}"'2 JI p'IYityx Csl/ 118 JI dynolmk viscosity of air] Source stiles from I~Fi~ Testing Wor'Ghop, Harwrd School of Publk Health, July 2.S-29, 2011 
ElltrKtt!CI from sJides by St~ Rudrti,, MS, ScD, OH. "Oyn•mic Properties of A«osols" 

density of ash::: 1000 kg/m3 Reference: U5GS Of2011-1064 used lowtit d~slty to decrease settfl"B (bounding) 

Partide lh:e =fvaried~.see table} 

g= 9.8 m/s2 
Cs- 1 illp cortec:tlon factot, LO for 1 micron and above 

dynamic Yis.coslty of air = UOE.QS P>i 

Assumed desicn of exhaust header from arout vault: 

Airflow pervautt 40000 cfm ~st plenum Mze I1120 m3/mtn Assume 40 ftw?de 

"lpm ......... Sft 
1 m/min 200fpm 

Time in setttlna <:ftamber ' ·8 min 
Zone o1 tnfluence for pl8'\&.m 

50 fpm {boundln&fy low based upon ACGIH section 3.4.2 hood fk>w deternUnat:ion: 

v- - I ii~ 
""""""'""Aloi= ftl 
Xloi= 11.0ft lont of rilluence bas.ed upon calculation from ACGIH, " lndLJitrial 

3.3 meters VentB.tioo, A Manual of Rtcommended Prattict: 22nd Edition, 
page 3-9, hood on bench or l'oor (to simulate wall next to l'tood). 

Particle Size (Mkron) Vb (m/min) SettUrc Olstancti in ch11mber 


150 40.8 198 meters 


125 28.4. 137 nwters 


100 11.1 88.-rs 

75 10.2 49 meters 

50 4.5 22 m...,, 
25 I.I 5.5 IM'ters 

20 0.7 3.S meters 

15 0.4 2.0m~ 

10 0.2 0 .9 meten 

o.o 0.2 meters _, 
 0.0 O.Ome~ 


EverytNng 20 micron and above ( 96" by weight of tM Hanford ash challengel dr()f>.S out SOlsw: Sdtncr, Vol 209, SStp 1980, MSH Ash from ,i,e 18 May 1980 Eruption: 
Pauive, al1'00$t iero enfiJY system Oust nHd •fan) Chemical, Pliysial, Mineralogical, and Biologbl Properties 

No question It ~I wort...c:an'l cJos Of fJH...no moving parts 

Could duct air dlrtct tom and HLW IS HV/1£ supply 

Could Install duct durin1 warning period Project HEPM hold approx. 7 kg of PSD 4 material... 
c.n,, 700 m3/min Assume 25,000 cfm (NPH 50% flow) 

Capacity is limited to 160,000 cfm (4 systems ill .eo,ooo cfm) 6.l61f11ms/min 
(could get hl1her flow but wcrifict tffitltncy •..20 mlaon stays suspended) 2'5000 Gov filter capacity, grami. (anuming primarits only load, 7 banlcs online) 

sttll need a filter for the 4" of <20 micron ash but very low concentration 27.6 days to dOfl filtt'f'I at 25,000cfm 
(except for HVAC suppllei) Fitter capacity ls based upon current project alculatiocu. 

Gram lo0ldm1: of redesiantd fitters still TSO. 
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NSDF Settling Chamber 
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Vis. (density x (diameter)"l x.,.-avrtv x C$j / (ll x dyNmic "'5alstty of ail'") Sol..ifu: slides from l~e FitterTestirc Workshop, Harwrd School of Public Health, July 2S-29, 2011 

Enracted from slides by Stephen Rudnid,. MS, ScD, OH, •o,.namic P~ of Aerosob• 

density of ash • 1000 kc/m3 Reference: USGS OF2011·1064 usfd lowest density to deause .sftdlng (bounding) 

Particle .slle = (varied...Sff table).. 9.8 m/sl. 
Cs • 1 slipc:orr«tionfad:or, LO for 1m9cron andabow 

dynamicviscosityofair = 1.80E-OS h-s 
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_. 19.0 ft Zone of Influence based upon c*u~ from AC.GIH, ·1ne1ustriill 

5.8 meters 	 Ventilation, A Manual of Recommended PrJctic:e,• 22nd Edition, 

page 3-9, hood on bench or ffoOf (to simulate wall next to hood), 

Partlde Size {Micron) Vt1 (m/minl Settling Distance In chamber· 
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llll 18.1 
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10 0.2 0-3.,.,.., 

s 0.0 0.1 meters 
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Pros: 
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No question n will worLan't dog Of faiL. no movlnc ~ru 


Could duct air directzo PTF and HLW .s HVAC suppty 


Could install duct during wamlna per1od Project HEPA.5 hold appro1t. 7 tg of PSO 4 materiaL 

Cons: 700 m3/min Assume 25,000 cfm (NPH SO. flOwJ 


Capacity is limited to 400,000 cfm (4 svitems at 100,000 ctm) 472.S grarru/min 

2.45000 C5Vfiltef" ~city, crams (;nsumlng pr lmartes only load, 1 banks onlinel 


Still need a filter for the 251'i (0.108 grarru/ml) of <20 micron ash 8.6 hOurs to dog filters It 2S,CXXl cfm 

(except for HVAC sc.1pplies) Rltt'f capacity Is based upc>n curreflt ptOjtct uilculatlons. 


Gram loadina of f!deslmed filtef s still T8D. 
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NSOF s.ttlint: Chamber 

Vault Dimensions (ftJ: 

so ....... 115 
-
depth 34 

I avail.l~ vaults: .. 
Terminal setlMg ltelocity: 

VU • !d@nsltyx (lfiamner)"2 xgravity a Cs)/ (18 •dynarnk: vist:osity of air1 Sol.rte: sides from ln-Plau FdtMTesting WoRshop, HaMrd School of Public Health, July 25-29, 2011 
f.xtJKf2d from slhHs by Stepl'len Rudnkt, MS, ScO, CIH, MDynamic PropertleS of Aerosols. 

density of .uh ,. 1000 kl/m3 Reference: USGS 00011-1064 med k>west ~nsny to decrease_,miflna: (bounding} 

Plrdde Sile • (va/1ed...see table)' 


&• 9.8 m/sl 

Cs• 1 slip contctlon factor, l.Ofor 1 mb:on and~ 


dyn•mic viscosity of air "' 1.IOE-05 Pa-i 


Assumed de~n of exhaust header from grout vault: 

Airflow per wutt 

Velocity 

Time In settltng chamber 

10000 elm 
280m3/min 

6 lpm 

2m/min 

21.3 min 
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Assume .....,..,.- 40 ftwtde 

S ft deep 

so lpm l 
I 
?tn 
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Hoodcaptun!-· so lpm 

112 
(boundinglv low based upon ACGIH HIC1lon 3.4.2 hood ftow ~rminanon: 

"'°"' 0.0 ft Zone of Influence based upon cakulation from ACGIH, •1ndust:rUI 
0.0meters Ventilation, A Ma.nuar of Recommended Practice,• 22nd £dlticm, 

pllf! 3-9, hood on bench or floor (to simutat.e w.111 next to tlood) . 

PartideSize (Micron) vts (m/mln) Settling Distance in cNmber 

150 40.8 868 meters 

115 28.4 fi03m_, 
100 18.1 386~ 

75 10.2 217 meters 

so 4.S 96,,,...,., 
25 1.1 2'4.1 met:f!rs 

20 0.7 15.'4 meters 

IS °" 8.7rneten; 

10 0.2 3.9 metl!tS 

3.5 0.0 0.S n\etf!l"S _, 0.0 0.04 meten 

Everything 3.5 micron and above ( 98% by weight of tht! ~nford WI challenge) drops out :SC-ce: Science, Vol 209, S~ 1980, MSH Ash from the 18 Mav 1980 Eruption: 
Pa~ve, almost zeoro energy system Uust need• fan) Chemical. PhVSial, Mineralogical, and Biological Properties 
No question it will work. ..can't dog Of fall...no moving parb 

Could duct air direct to PTF and HLW as HVAC supply 

Could install duct during warning period Project HEPAs hold approx. 7 kg of PSD 4 material... 

Con" 700 m3/mln Assume 25,00J ctm (NPH 50% flow) 
Capacity is very limited to 40,000 cfm {4 ~vstems at 10,000 dm) 37.8 grams/min 
(could get higher flow but saaiflce efficiency) 245000 CSV filter capaoty, grams (assuming primariei onlv load, 7 banks online) 

4.5 days to clog filters at 25,000cfm at 2.7 g/m3 
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APPENDIXJ 

ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW: 
WATER COOLING OPTIONS AND INVESTIGATION OF SAND FILTER OPTION 

INVESTIGATOR(S) 

Elaine Diaz 

Ken Wells 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

An option identified by the Ashfall Planning Team was for use of water cooling to reduce the 
outside air demand, and a sand filter for mitigating the impacts of an ashfall event and also for 
addressing other ventilation related technical issues. 

Sand filters have been successfully used at U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) sites for over 
60 years. Because they are constructed of rock and sand, they are better suited than standard 
high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters for many of the design basis events (DBE) 
currently being evaluated for the High-Level Waste (HLW) and Pretreatment (PT) Facilities. 
Examples include ashfall, spray leaks, fires, and seismic. 

Design Basis 
Event Sand Filter Advantages 

Ash fall Sand filter can be used for combined duty: 

• Filter C5 area exhaust 

• Filter emergency turbine generator combustion air and safety air compressor inlet. 

Large surface area of inlet plenum and sand filter media allows for better management of ash 
particulate. 

Spray leaks Sand filter is not susceptible to failure due to wetted filter media because it is constructed of 
stone and sand. Sand filters are design to allow any accumulated liquids (condensate) to be 
collected in a sump and pumped back to a C5 drain collection vessel. 

Fires Large surface area of inlet plenum and sand filter media allows for better management of soot 
from facility fires. 

Seismic Sand filters can be constructed with metal seismic screens that serve to keep the layers of 
sand filter media in place and to prevent channeling. 
A sand filter can be designed for 40-year life of facility and, unlike current remote change 
high-efficiency particulate air filters, would not require post-seismic operation of an in-cell 
filter changeout crane. 

REQUIREMENTS REVIEWED 

NIA 
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DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 


• 	 CCN 258256, 2013, "Responses to DOE Comments/Questions Concerning Ashfall 
Conceptual Design," memorandum to J . Weamer from M.D. Axup, Bechtel 
National, Inc., Richland, Washington, August 6. 

PERSONNEL CONTACTED 

NIA 

DISCUSSION 

Figure J-1 shows one potential configuration to enable the use of sand filter for post-DBE use. 

The total airflow needs for the current ashfall solution are nearly 1,000,000 cfm. At this flow, 
the sizing of a sand filter would need to be four football fields. However, 75 percent of the 
outside air demand is for cooling. By combining this approach with water cooling alternatives, 
the sand filter option is feasible. 

Figure J-1. Sand Filter Exhaust Option. 

Water Cooling Options 

Considering values from CCN 258256 regarding chiller cooling load, the chiller to support safety 
cooling is 300 tons. The chiller serving safety mixing is 400 tons. The chiller serving the 
PT Facility control room is approximately 100 tons, and the emergency turbine generator (ETG) 
oil cooler requires 100,000 cfm for cooling, so, assuming 60 percent efficiency, 150 tons. Thus, 
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the total cooling load of 950 tons, 11 million Btu/hr, equates to roughly 2,200 gpm, perhaps more 
if efficiency is not already factored into these capacity estimates. 

Options for water cooling include pumping groundwater or storing water in a large underground 
tank or cooling pond. The tank option may be preferable because the groundwater would require 
a reservoir or holding pond before release back to ground, and the pond would also be 
susceptible to ash causing filter plugging. The underground tank option provides some cooling 
of the returned water due to contact with the ground. Assuming a 1 million-gallon underground 
tank, and a 10 °F temperature gain, and neglecting ground cooling for conservatism, the tank 
would start heating up within 7-14 hours, causing heat transfer to be less efficient. 

It should be noted that 400 tons of the load are HVAC cooling, which will not be at the constant 
value of 105 °F assumed by Bechtel National, Inc., (BNI) in the impact estimate, but will 
fluctuate between lows overnight and highs in late afternoon. Still, the ETG oil cooler and 
compressor cooling loads are fairly constant. This is likely not a 60-day solution unless safety 
mixing loads are reduced, and therefore ETG loads and compressor loads. 

Air Needs Remaining if Water Cooling Option is Invoked 

Remaining air needs (non-cooling), based on CCN 258256 (the current BNI design alternative) 
with the exception that only one ETG is needed, are as follows: 

ETG combustion air is 38,000 cfm 

ETG enclosure air is 15,000 cfm 

ETG building vent air is 15,000 cfm 

ETG electrical room vent is 23,000 cfm 

Total ETG air demand = 91,000 cfm 

Compressor Building ventilation= 15,000 cfm 

Compressor Building Electrical= 23,000 cfm 

Intake air = 4,000 cfm 

Total Compressor Building air demand =42,000 cfm 
(Assumed numbers for vent and electrical based on same loads for ETG.) 

Control Room Vent= 15,000 cfm 

Control Room Electrical = 23,000 cfm 

Total Control Room air demand =38,000 cfm 
(Assumed numbers for vent and electrical based on same loads for ETG.) 

HLW and PT Facility Ventilation =75,000 cfm 

Therefore total air demand, given a water cooling option, is 246,000 cfm, which requires a sand 
filter approximately 49,000 ft2 in size. 

Alternatives to recirculate air could also be considered, particularly if ETGs, compressors, 
control room, ventilation intakes, and sand filters could be collocated. One alternative for partial 
recirculation is shown in Figure J-2. Recirculated air may not require a sand filter because it 
would not be ash-laden, so another option would be to use standard filters for recirculated air 
from the ETG building to supply ventilation to the compressor and control rooms, for instance. 
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Another option would be a once-through system, but using the same air, multiple times. Air 
could be cleaned of ash to supply the compressor building ventilation and control room 
ventilation , then reused to supply the ETG building, then the same air could be reused again to 
supply C5V confinement systems with makeup air (note sand filters do not remove chemicals, so 
buildup of chemicals such as NOx from the ETG would have to be evaluated before this 
alternative was chosen). This would reduce outside air needs by 155,000 cfm, to a sand filter 
with 91,000 cfm capacity, 18,000 ft2 in size. Because cooling water demand is already included 
in electrical loads, as are fans for each separate system, this option only adds ductwork. 
Collocation of the sand filter, safety cooling water supply, ETGs, and safety air compressors at 
single Seismic Category I facility near the HLW and PT Facilities would simplify this 
alternative. 

Figure J-2. Once-Through Option Showing Air Reuse. 

Other considerations if a sand filter option were selected for further development include the 
following: 

1. 	 Use a seismically qualified duct bank to connect the sand filter to HLW and PT C5V 
exhaust ductwork. This allows current design to progress for C5V HEPA filtration for 
normal operations. 

2. 	 Size the sand filter to support C5V flow rates and cell depression requirements with a 
filter efficiency that is compatible with ETG combustion air and safety air compressor 
inlet air demands. Use modulating outside air inlet as needed to control flow s/pressure. 
This layout essentially recirculates the C5V exhaust air (75,000 cfm) to support safety air 
compressor inlet. 

3. 	 Reduce filtered airflow for ETG and safety air compressor by using water cooling as the 
heat sink for oil coolers for ashfall events . The safety-related water source could be 
collocated underground near the new sand filter. This would allow assumption that 
starting temperature of the water less than 60 °F because ground temperature is constant 
and not impacted by higher air temperatures during summer. It could also be chilled to 
40 °F by non-safety chillers that operate pre-DBE. Sizing of the water storage tank 
would need to be calculated. Air cooling could continue to be used for non-ashfall DBEs 
and, if cooling water became too warm, could be used in ashfall mitigation. The water 
could be used to rinse the air-cooled radiators. 
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4. 	 Water cooling options: Looking at values from CCN 258256 regarding chiller cooling 
load, the chiller to support safety cooling is 300 tons. The chiller serving safety mixing is 
400 tons. The chiller serving the PT Facility control room is approximately 100 tons, and 
the ETG oil cooler requires 100,000 cfm for cooling, so, assuming 60 percent efficiency, 
150 tons. So, a total cooling load of 950 tons, 11 million Btu/hr, equates to roughly 
2,200 gpm, perhaps more if efficiency is not already factored into these capacity 
estimates. 

Options for water cooling include pumping groundwater or storing water in a large 
underground tank or cooling pond. The tank was preferable because the groundwater 
would require a reservoir or holding pond before release back to ground, and the pond 
would also be susceptible to ash causing filter plugging. The underground tank option 
provides some cooling of the returned water due to contact with the ground. Assuming a 
1 million-gallon underground tank, and a 10 °F temperature gain, and neglecting ground 
cooling for conservatism, the tank would start heating up within 7 to 14 hours, causing 
heat transfer to be less efficient. 

It should be noted that 400 tons of the load are HV AC cooling, which will not be at the 
constant value of 105 °F assumed by BNI in the impact estimate, but will fluctuate 
between lows overnight and highs in late afternoon. Still, the ETG oil cooler and 
compressor cooling loads are fairly constant. This is likely not a 60-day solution unless 
safety mixing loads come down, and likewise ETG loads and compressor loads. 

5. 	 According to ERDA 76-21, Section 9.6, the pressure drop across a sand filter is 
7-11 inches, and the superficial face velocity should be around 5 fpm. This solution 
would have significant impacts to site layout, and may have impacts to ventilation system 
fan sizing due to the differential pressure, but would solve other technical issues 
regarding ventilation on the project. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This option provides an extremely robust solution, but may be costly and requires considerable 
space. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itself? 

No. This option has the potential to support safety mixing at a reduced flow rate for an 
ashfall event, but layout/sizing is a challenge and it would require implementation of a 
water cooling option in addition to a sand filter, and probably also reduction in the 60-day 
resuspension requirement. 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes. Combined with a water-cooling alternative, reduction in the resuspension duration, 
and changes to the ventilation fan sizing, this solution is viable. However, layout/sizing 
is very challenging. This alternative could be used to address only the confinement 
ventilation piece of the problem, or ventilation and air needs for the compressors and 
ETGs, in combination with water cooling, with the added benefit of solving seismic and 
other issues with that equipment. 
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Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

The installation of a sand filter and water cooling for WTP would be expensive, requiring 
modification or replacement of key components of the ventilation systems. However, 
this would provide a robust solution to the ventilation portion of the problem and several 
other design basis accidents that challenge the current HEPA filter design. Sand filtration 
for the intake air for safety mixing would be extremely challenging due to sizing/layout 
issues. 

SIGNATURE 

Investigation Lead: ______,,~....._........~if/Lit-__ Date: 1zjJtjztJl'f
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APPENDIXK 


ASHFALL PLANNING TEAM REVIEW 

PUMP-BACK OR DRAIN-BACK OPTIONS AND PROCESS-FORWARD OPTION 


CONTROL WASTE FEED OPTION 


INVESTIGATOR(S) 
Elaine Diaz 

Mark Hall 

Fred Hidden 

Cecil Swarens 

ISSUE DESCRIPTION 

Data was gathered to address each of the following items in order to determine, given 7 days' 
warning from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) of an imminent major volcanic event at 
Mount St. Helens, could waste be put in a configuration where no mixing is required to address 
hydrogen generation (i.e., time to lower flammability limit [TTLFL] > 60-day duration of new 
ash airborne suspension for all vessels with sufficient material at risk [MAR])? 

• 	 Determine headspace needed for TTLFL > 60 days 
• 	 Determine time needed to pump back/process forward to reach TTLFL > 60 days 
• 	 Does TTLFL calc need to be based on supertank? Current MAR? 
• 	 Separate tank for pump back? FRP? 

DOCUMENTES REVIEWED 

• 	 24590-WTP-M4C-Vl 1T-00011, 2010, Revised Calculation ofHydrogen Generation 
Rates and Times to Lower Flammability Limit for WTP, Rev. C, Bechtel National, Inc., 
Richland, Washington. 

PERSONNEL CONTACTED 

• 	 Bob Voke, Bechtel National, Inc., (BNI) Process Engineering Group Supervisor 
• 	 Kevin Eager, BNI Process Engineer 
• 	 Jerid Mauss, BNI Mechanical Engineer 

DISCUSSION 

Assumptions were necessary due to the very preliminary status of the standard high-solids vessel 
design (SHSVD) and safety mixing. The progress of Technical Teams Tl, T4, and T6 will 
determine the final vessel design and safety mixing configurations. Assumptions upon which 
investigations were based include the following: 

1. 	 SHSVD is 16 ft diameter, approximately 25,000 gallon capacity 

2. 	 There are nine SHSVD vessels: HLP-22A/B, HLP-27 A/B, HLP-28, UFP-lA/B, 

UFP-2A/B 


3. 	 Safety mixing still requires rheology reset every 24 hours 

4. 	 Three pulse-jet mixers per set versus the previous six. 
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5. No safety sparging in the Pretreatment (PT) Facility. 

6. Safety sparging still required in High-Level Waste (HLW) Facility. 

This same assumption set was used to support inputs to the alternate air supply (liquid nitrogen) 
investigation. The results of these investigations could change significantly if these assumptions 
change, and would possibly result in a different alternative being recommended. 

Upon completion of Tl, T4, and T6, but (if possible) before implementation of the final ash 
solution, it is recommended that the assumptions be reviewed against final tech team resolutions. 

The team investigated the following areas: 

1. Determine headspace needed for TTLFL > 60 days. 

A calculation was prepared to first scale the TTLFL numbers in BNI' s referenced 
calculation to account for changing vessel volume due to SHSVD, then to scale the 
numbers again for liquid pumped or drained from the vessel, iterating to a final answer 
based on TTLFL > 60 days. The idea was that if the vessel could be drained, pumped, or 
processed forward to achieve a level that creates enough headspace to increase TTLFL 
beyond the duration of the ash event during the 1-week warning period, the plant could 
be placed in a safe configuration where safety mixing is not required. 

2. Determine time needed to pump back/process forward to reach TTLFL > 60 days. 

The next step of the calculation was to determine (based on inputs from BNI) the plant 
capacity to pump back or process forward. Finally, this de-inventory capacity was 
compared to the amount required to be pumped, assuming bounding waste with very low 
TTLFL. One HLW melter has the capacity to de-inventory the HLW lag storage in 1 
week to a TTLFL > 60-day level. Using BNI's inputs, and a safety factor of 2 for 
pumpback (to account for time for jumper installation), the calculation indicates there is 
5-40-percent spare capacity to de-inventory in 1 week. 

The preliminary result indicates that de-inventory is a feasible alternative, given 1-week 
notice. 

A notable limitation is that the tank farms need to install a crane, flush a valve pit, plan a 
work package, and make an entry to reconfigure a valve before they can accept returning 
waste. In addition, the waste that has been processed within PT Facility may not be 
returnable to the tank farms because it may fall outside of their authorization basis. 

3. Does TTLFL calc need to be based on supertank? Current MAR? 

In the process of discussing these details with BNI, Kevin Eager raised a very good point: 
90 percent of the waste is low hydrogen generating and can be expected to already have 
TTLFL approaching or beyond 60 days. Another 9 percent could require some pumping, 
but only a fraction of what is forecast above, and there is about 0.05 percent of the waste 
to be processed by PT Facility that will actually resemble the design case discussed above 
in terms of TTLFL. Given this information, there may be an option to use tank farm 
sampling results to tailor operations to the waste being processed: Process normally for 
90 percent of the waste, adjust batches by balancing tanks within PT Facility for 
9 percent of the waste if volcanic event warning is received or by blending or processing 
in smaller batches, and tailor allowable vessel levels by running half batches, direct
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feeding to HLW, or blending when processing the < 1 percent of high hydrogen
generating waste. 

The advantage of this unique solution, beyond that fact that it requires no design change, 
is that it would also resolve safety mixing for the seismic event. 

Another alternative would be to consult tank farm samples if the volcanic warning were 
received, and tailor tank transfers based on the waste inventory. 

4. Separate tank for pump back? FRP? 

The limitation of the pump-back option is the tank farms' readiness to receive waste. 
Another option would be to leave one or two FRP vessels empty or leave space in the 
FRP vessels to receive waste. This would not only alleviate concerns regarding interface 
with tank farms, but would also make transfer faster and eliminate the additional hazard 
of transferring waste around the site. 

Another similar alternative would be to add a tank dedicated for the purpose of receiving 
waste. This tank could be equipped with a mechanical mixer. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Given the likelihood of 7-day warning time for the volcanic ash fall event, the options above are 
extremely compelling. They do not address the continued need for confinement ventilation and 
some cooling, but these are much smaller loads than the safety mixing and could be sustained 
with other alternatives reviewed. 

The most compelling option is to use feed samples to tailor PT Facility operational batch sizes, 
such that "supertank" waste was processed slower or differently. This option does not require 
advanced warning, and could solve the ashfall and the seismic safety mixing issues, eliminating 
the need for 5 MW emergency turbine generators, safety air compressors, chillers ... this 
approach could significantly simplify the project safety strategy. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Viable Alternative by Itself! 

Pump back to TF: No. Needs tank farms, likely tank farms cannot support 7-day 
turnaround. 

Pump back to a dedicated FRP or other tank and process forward: Yes, partially. Solves 
safety mixing for ashfall. Does not solve confinement ventilation or cooling, see note 
below. 

Tailor operations based on TF sampling results: Yes, partially. Solves safety mixing for 
ashfall and seismic. Does not solve confinement ventilation or cooling, see note below. 

Viable Alternative in Combination with other Alternatives? 

Yes. Pump back or tailor operations does not solve confinement ventilation or cooling, 
but those are much smaller loads and therefore easier to sustain via other alternatives 
investigated. 
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Estimated Impacts and Other Considerations: 

• 	 Recommend further study of this option to determine impact to throughput. 

• 	 Recommend further investigation of this option as tech team resolution is achieved. 

• 	 Normal mixing could be tailored based on waste sampling as well, reducing burden on 
Balance of Facilities air compressors and significantly reducing site power demand. 

ATTACHMENTS 

K.1 	 CALCULATION EXCERPTS, HYDROGEN GENERATION RATE PER LITER 

K.2 	 PUMP BACK AND PROCESS FORWARD RATE CALCULATION 

K.3 	 COMPARISON OF PUMP-BACK VOLUME, HIGH HGR WASTE VS STANDARD 
WASTE 
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APPENDIXL 


SUGGESTED APPROACH TO RESOLUTION OF ASHFALL EVENTS 


Suggested Approach to Resolution of Ashfall Events 
Michael V. Frank, Senior Technical Advisor, Nuclear Safety Engineering 

Introduction 

The objective ofthis paper is to suggest an approach to resolution ofashfall events for the 
Ashfall Planning Team. This paper represents the opinion of the author and does not necessarily 
reflect a BNI and NSE opinion. The approach described herein is one of many suggestions 
submitted to that planning team. This suggestion should be considered within the context ofa 
comprehensive evaluation of alternatives. 

Two key design and nuclear safety questions associated with severe volcanic ashfall events are 
roofloading and air. The current roofloading ashfall criteria are provided in SRD Tables 4-1, 4
2, and 4-3, for Performance Category 3, 2, and 1, respectively: 

• PC-3: 12.5 lb/ft2 

• PC-2: 5 lb/ft2 

• PC-1: 3 lb/ft2 

A design basis ashfall event is defined as that event associated with a 10,000 year return period. 
Severe ashfall could interfere with filtration by overburdening filters with particulates and 
reducing the amount ofair intake needed for PJM operations and emergency power. Emergency 
power is typically assumed to be needed because a 10,000 year event might broadly disrupt the 
availability ofoffsite power sources, in part because the ash itself is conductive. For example the 
eruption could hamper switching circuitry by insulation flashover in major switchyards, cause 
power lines to break, short circuit electrical transformers, cause forest fires that would burn 
power distribution equipment and lines, and cause generation stations to shut down for reasons 
similar to those affecting the WTP site. One key underlying cause ofthe need for emergency 
power, air supply to PJMs, and ventilation to carry away the air introduced by PJMs is the 
concern over potential hydrogen explosions in vessels. Hydrogen explosion potential in piping is 
unaffected by P JM availability because it depends solely on the inventory of slurry within piping 
and the robustness ofthe piping to withstand potential explosive events should they occur. 

Between 2011and2013, USGS updated the report WTP uses for ashfall criteria(HNF-SD-GN
ER-501 ). The USGS update significantly increased the ashfall design basis loading for WTP 
facilities. DOE requested WTP to provide an estimate ofthe potential cost and schedule impact 
to incorporate the updated USGS report into the WTP ashfall design criteria (CCN 251782, CCN 
256901 ). Given the current set of safety controls that must be protected, WTP determined that 
incorporating the USGS report update would have significant cost and schedule impact to WTP 
(CCN 254129). 

The increased cost and, therefore, increased focus on this issue is predicated on two assumptions, 
both of which are re-examined herein. The two assumptions are that a) hydrogen explosions that 
pose a significant threat to nuclear safety are inevitable following a design basis event and b) 
plant redesign or design/construction modifications are needed to cope with the event Clearly, if 
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hydrogen explosions are not a significant threat to nuclear safety, then much of the pressure to 
provide air, ventilation and emergency power would be alleviated. Furthermore, if a strategy that 
does not involve significant redesign or design/construction modifications can be devised, the 
cost of coping with the event could be significantly reduced. 

Risk of Hydrogen Explosions in Vessels 

Hydrogen explosions emerged as an issue because ofthe postulated challenge to WTP vessel 
integrity and potential entrainment ofparticulates into the ventilation system. There is currently a 
perception that such events are high probability. However, a nuclear safety threat would occur 
only ifan explosion caused a breach in a vessel or/and released radioactive material at a rate and 
in a mode that building ventilation systems could not mitigate. Currently vessels are designed 
with sufficient robustness to withstand hydrogen explosions without breach. Future engineering 
work will demonstrate this. 

Hydrogen generation occurs within waste slurries processed in WTP vessels at a variety ofrates 
depending on the composition, radioactive inventory and temperature. During normal operation, 
an active ventilation system coupled with PJM operation maintains hydrogen concentrations in 
vessel headspaces to less than 1 % by volume. The lower flammability limit is 4% and the lower 
explosive limit is 10%. The following discussion lends some perspective to understanding the 
hydrogen issue. 

Let's postulate that each molecule of hydrogen produced will find its way into the head space 
unless it is retained in the slurry. 1f it is retained in a slurry, then that portion that is retained does 
not contribute to hydrogen explosion potential until it is released. Let's also postulate that the 
headspace starts with air and no diluents (e.g. zero humidity and other species that would reduce 
flammability) and that hydrogen will nicely mix with air within a vessel. Realistically, open 
ventilation paths and purge air would act to remove hydrogen-air mixtures from the head space. 
Nevertheless, the postulate is convenient and conservative. There are four relevant conditions for 
which we evaluate the need for P JMs. 

' 

Venting available Venting failed (no path) 
Slurry does not retain gas 
(continuous release) 

PJM mixing is irrelevant to gas release. 
Hydrogen-air mixtures would flow out 
of the vent. 

PJM mixing is irrelevant. 
Hydrogen would find its 
way to the vessel 
headspace and stay 
there. (*) 

Slurry can retain and then 
, release gas (retain and release) 

The only way for an explosive mixture 
to accumulate would be via retention 
and a sudden release that might make 
the head atmosphere temporarily have 
an explosive mixture. Development of 
an explosive mixture, if possible, would 
be a long term phenomenon(*) even if 
PJMs were unavailable. 

PJM mixing is irrelevant. 
Hydrogen might be 
delayed but it would 
eventually find its way to 
the vessel headspace 
and stay there. 

(*) Estimates of the time to accumulate an explosive mixture (10% in dry air) in HLP-22 in the absence 
of PJM operation range from weeks to months, depending on the assumptions made in the 
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calculation and the partiwlar batch of slurry being processed. TypK;ally, expl05ion energy 
increases to approximately a stoichiometric mixture, 29.5% H2 in dry air, To get to this point 
would take approximatl!ly three times as long, if in fact such a concentration could be 
developed within a headspace. 

Thd yellow box l.l0nditio11 (slurry can retain and thim release gas with Vdllting available) is the 
only one in which 111ixing may be rcfovant. 'lbc risk associated with this event depends on the 
likelihood of getting a hydrogen explosion. To get a hydrogen explosion in the headspacc of a 
vessel would require at least 10% hydrogen and a.11 ignition soiree. Let's look at a simple 
exantple ofthat likelihood for HLP-22 in the PTF. 

1.et's poRtulate the occurrence of the de!iign ba.'lis a.<1hfall with its ~fined frequ~ncy of 1110000 
lxl0-4/yr 

Lct"s say that this event fails all mixing with no possibility of recovery (very conservative). ·nus 
means that Pn.1s have failed. Titcrcfore, there is no need for their air requirement. 

Let's say that we have a gu retaining slurry in the vessel at the time the ashfall occurs 
(conservative). 

1.et's 11&y that HI .P-22 is continuou.'lly filled to itR operational limit which providei; a 
..:onservutive hydrogen generlliion 1Uld a comer\·ative head~pace. 

Let"s say we have 111ixing in the beadspace so that at the time that there is sufficient hydrogen 
produced to create an explosive mixture, there is also ho111ogc:nous mixing ofair and 
hydrogen. 

With these multiple conservative assumptions, the unmitigated frequency ofexplosion could be 
approximated a~ the frequency ofthe ashfall event times the probability of ignition. 

The conditional probability of ignition, given a flammable or "xplosive mixture of hydrogen in 
lhe vess.,l, is conservatively derivlld from worldwid" data and an expert eli"--ilation at tllllk 
farms to be on the order of0.01 to O.OOOOCH. These estin181es are conservative because an 
ignition source is always present or assumed present with the events in the databases. 
Taking the high value: 

lxt0-4/yr x 0.01 = lxt0-6/yr which in the terminology ofDOE-STD-3009 is e1.."tremely unlikely 
(RU) and on th" cURp of beyond extremely unlikely (RRCJ). 

ThdOJ'lltical maximwn deflagration pRSsure ..:hallenge to the vclSSel can be obtained by simple 
thcnnodynamic calculations assuming I 00% hydrogen conswnption in an adiabatic and 
isochoric reaction. Pressures would on the order of 1<>2 psi which would be highly unliuly to fail 
the vessel. In other words, there would be no radio1ogical consequence. 

The above provides the ingredient'! for an acceptable com1equance/likelihood combination per 
DOE-STD-3009 (Risk Bin IV). This is the lmmitigat.xl case in which we have postulated that 
PJMs do not work and arc not recovered. 'these numbers can easily be lowered by relaxing one 
or more ofthe conservative approximations. For example, the above assumes that the oonditional 
probability of an explosive mixture is one. Clearly, any probability less than one or a slightly less 
conservative ignition probability would tip the likelihood to BEU. 

However. we can add simple controls to reduce the risk eve}n furtheT. Thei1e controls do not 
involve PJM operation but they do involve sorn" sort of ventilation to avoid a buildup of 
hydrogen. 
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Suggested Control Strategy 

The occurrence of a Level S volcano does not happen without warning. There will be, perhaps, 
days to weeks ofwarning but only homs may be required Common safety practice for rare 
natural phenomena hazards for which there is sufficient warning, as in this case, is to 1reat the 
response as part ofan emergency plan or within the scope ofemergency operating procedures 
rather than by design modifications. An unmitigated risk that is in Risk Bin IV would have no 
need for SS or SC controls as part ofthe design. 

With warning and a good emergency plan to respond to that warning, all facilities that do not 
pose a hydrogen generation threat can be put into a safe state. 1 The development of an explosive 
mixture within a vessel such as HLP-22 would take weeks to months. Ample time is available, 
therefore, to bring in pre-staged equipment to provide measures such as: 

1. purge ofheadspace. 
2. inerting ofheadspace 
3. bubble producer or agitator within a slurry2 

Items 1 or 2 would be needed to avoid the occurrence of an explosive mixture. Item 3 is needed 
only ifa slurry can retain hydrogen. These measures can be staged and manually connected when 
needed. They are consistent with the idea ofFLEX measures used for severe but not design basis 
accidents for nuclear power plants. These measures need not be continuous. Periodic purging, 
inert gas addition or bubbling should be sufficient. Because ofthe long times to develop an 
explosive mixture, the measures need not be highly reliable. There would be time to repair 
should they initially fail. Indeed, a reliability ofonly 900!0, which is very low for nuclear 
facilities, would reduce the frequency ofa hydrogen explosion another order ofmagnitude well 
below the threshold for Beyond Extremely Unlikely. 

Purge and bubbler rely on the continued existence ofa ventilation path as well as staged 
equipment that can be installed and activated during the warning period before the volcano 
erupts or even after the volcano erupts. Keeping ashfall away from plugging building air intakes 
and ventilation are manual actions. Ash that falls dry on dry surfaces is easily cleaned by air 
blasting or brushing. Ash that falls wet or is wetted before cleaning would require more 
aggressive measures such as high pressure water. 

Conclusion 

P JM mixing is irrelevant for 3 out ofthe 4 conditions. For the yellow condition, the likelihood of 
an explosion and consequence is such that the risk is acceptable unmitigated and even lower 
mitigated. Therefore, there is no need for air and emergency power to sustain PJMs after a design 
basis ashfall event This is fortunate in that loss of offsite power for an extended period oftime 

' As pert of the overall nuclear safety position, the precise meaning ofa safe state must be defined. For this exercise, 
a safe state is one in which no processing is done, vessel cooling and air needs ere minimal and emergency power 
needs are minimal 
2 IndicatiORS are that it takes little agitation to release retained hydrogen, altho~ this should be experimentally or 
analytically verified 
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would be likdy. mergency power may not be avuilable for reasons similar to loss ofolTsit.: 
power, and if initially available, may not be sustainable ~'Cause of the need for refueling. 
TI1erefore, even if sufficient air were available, fixed installation electric power may not be relied 
upon after this asbfall event to power PJMs. The power needs ofthe staged equipment would be 
minimal and could rely on portable generators. SUfficient storage for an inert substance (e.g. 
halon or nitrogen) and sufficient fuel for portable generators are feasible and currently being 
studied within Nuclelll" Safety Engintlering. 
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